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p060TH3HaMH K03a\037TBO2), HHaKwe BHHHi

\"BCt. 06H,ltbl (K03aKa)' BOBce nnaTHTH'\" 3). P060TH3HH, 51Ki 3aB>K,ttH H CR-

CTeMaTHtiHO nOBToplOBanHCb, nepeXOAHnH B naHIl\\HHY, BHKnH KaHi >K 6ynH .ItO

)KHTT5I poapyxoJO rocnonapqoro >KHTTS1 feTbMaHInHHH, SlKa BI1Marana BenHKHX
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\037o BHMara11:aCb nepe>KHBaeMHM MeHTOM, 6yna 36inbweHa ,no.aaTKOBOIO.36inb-

weHHH nOOH P060TH3H pO>K,ltaTIO
- AinHqaM peHTY, a B35ITrH niAnaHHX ni,n

.;norn51n, MHMO HHillHX YMOB, npHBO\037Hno ,l10 naHll.tI1HH. 5IK CBi.nqHTb BonnaH, 3 AHi

TaKoI npaui, YCKna.nHeHoi w;e BH,naqaMH HaTypH, .nOBo,nHnH Hapi.n ,Ita 06HH-

lltaHH5I 4). Lament chlopski -caTHpa nonOBHHH XVIII CT., nepeJ1iqy\342\202\254 pi>KHi

-Cen5IHCbKi nOBHHHOCTi H CKap>KHTbCH Ha naH\037MHY. nocTiHHi KPH3H 3

orn5J.l1Y Ha nocTiMHHH Bi,nnHB pOOyqHX PYK cnOHYKanH nOMi\037HKiB YKpai\"HI1,

'1K i MOCKOBcbKOI nep>KaBH,3aTpHMysaTH Cen5!H Ha Micld 5). BHXin 3 YTBO-

peHoro CTaHOBHIl\\a 3HaHneHO oyno B TOMY, \037o \"Mepy pa60TH3H\" Ha-

pewTi TOqHO BCTaHOBHflH. YHisepcanoM 1701 p. Ma3ena 3aBOAHB 2-AeHHY

naHl.I.\\HHY \"H no OCMaqK-E, OBca OT'b pa60qeii CKOTJiHH\" 3a piK 6). !tanbwe
3aKOHo,naBCTBO He Bi,nMiHHJ!O Qboro pocnopH,n>KeHH51. P03Mip naH\037HHH, II.{O

Horo 3asiB Ma3ena, HasiTb Ha npHKiHlti XVIII B. npH3HaBaeC5I eKOHOMH-

CTaMH pa\037iOHanbHHM 7). [{BOMa ,nHfIMH Ai,nHlJi cpaKTHqHO He 3a,nOBonbHHnHCSI

BiHT c.CnyqOK AOHOCHB 1722 p. CKoponancbKOMY: \"ceno cTapHHHoeCny-

QOK 06H5in B no,n,naHCTBO n. POMaHOBHtI'b, H THM'b 6tAHHM'b fllO,neM\"b He

.naeTb o.nnOlJHHKy-no QtnoH He.ntnt, 3arHaHie B Oorap'b 3a 3 MHn'l; Ma-

TepH ero oTnpaBYIOT\"b BenHKie pa6oTH3HbI 6e3'b nepeM-BHhI, a .npyrie TYT'b

Ha MtCTI\\Y He BHXO\037HT 3 npHfOHY
CC

8). 3p03YMino, niltHesiJ1bHY P060TY
HaceneHHH He Morna BHKOHYBaTH oxoqe, Il{O nOMiTHB, Mi>K HHlIIHM, 1740 p.

rp. BeHc6ax 9). B nOMicT5fX nony6oTbKa Cen5lH ,ttOBO,ltHnOCb CHflOIO CTaBHTH

Ha naHll.\\HHY. B C. rYTH n0J1y6o\037bKa 1724 p. 6yno 11 ABOpiB ni,Q,naHHx;)

1) n a 3 ape B C K SolH, Ol{epKR, V, 41-42.
2) .n Hap H Y ill, 17.
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\"-) M e M yap bI, 0 THO C H \037H e C H K lot C TOp H H IO}I( H 0 H P 0 C C Ii Ht II, 304.
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ARCHIPENKO)

Any important artist is an extremely complicated being. His works are the expres-

sion of his personality, and this is formed by many factors which manifest themselves
as an inner conscious urge to create in a specific direction. Of various forces that form

the artist's personality the most important seem to be three: his inborn forces, his experi-

ence of life, and his desire to express himself in anew, still unknown, way.
We will consider how these factors shaped Archipenko's art and made it a forceful

spiritual product of our epoch.
Archipenko comes from the territory that in ancient times was designated as the

Northern Black Sea Region and that now is the Ukraine. This territory has a tremen-
dous wealth of art of all epochs, beginning with the Stone Age. Here originated one of

the oldest forms of art. the meander, found intricately chiseled on mammoth tusks; here

during Archipenko's youth the great Neolithic culture (Trypillian) was discovered with
its pottery ornamentation based on the play of round and inverted lines which create
cycles of unsurpassed dynamic abstractions; later Greco-Scythian art produced here

treasures richer than the golden objects found in Mexico. Finally, many centuries of

Byzantine art made linear rhythm the natural and inevitable element of every artistic

expression, especially in the many thousand-year-old folk art motifs which remain un-

changed today. Archipenko likes to recollect how in his student years he participated in

archeologicaJ excursions unearthing artifacts of the past and how great was the general
interest in every such discovery.

Consciously or not, this ancient art influenced the beginnings of Archipenko's sculp-
ture. His first works were closer to the idols which once adorned the barrows of the
Ukrainian steppes than to classical statuary. They were strongly anti-realistic, shaped in
rude blocks of geometrically composed forms. From there it was only one step to Cubism,

of which Archipenko was one of the principal creators.

Archipenko's cubist style, consisting of the correlation of amplified geometric vol-

umes, introduced completely new conceptions and methods into sculpture. Its principle
of the three-dimensional geometrization also influenced pictorial Cubism, giving it an

entirely new character. Cubism remained the basic, but by far not the exclusive, style
of his art. In his insatiable desire to grasp the enigmatic laws of the relation of forms he

literally ransacked all great historic styles for their most characteristic features, taking
from them the elements he needed for his new constructions.

Among his works are sculptures that have the primeval simplicity of Neolithic art,
the static solidity of the Egyptian, the ideal purity of the archaic Greek, the linear wealth

of the Byzantine, the spiritual upsurge of the Gothic, the refinement of the Rennaissance,
the expressive dynamism of the baroque, the elegant mannerism of the Rococo, and even

the neat accuracy of academic realism. For a lesser individuality this would have ended
with a more or less cultured eclecticism,but Archipenko approached all the traditional

styles with his passionate will to check the old foundations of plastic art and to reshape

them all and to experience their values in his own expression. Everywhere his construc-

tive and logical mind is in opposition to his dynamic spirit; they struggle with each)))
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other, and it is the dramatic tension of this constant conflict that gives Archipenko's art

much of its intriguing and convincing vitality.
We live in an epoch full of hitherto undreamt of discoveries in the fields of aviation,

electronics, atomic energy, space missiles and so forth. A true son of his epoch, Archi-

penko is regarded by critics not only as an artist but also as an inventer of sculptural

forms. In the field of art he seeks the basic elements of things united by a universal
constructive rule, and here he follows the efficient functional laws of modern mechanics.

Even before World War I he built figures composed of abstract geometric forms reminis-

cent of mechanical parts. Later he paralleled his art with Einstein's theory of relativity,
convinced that life reflected through the prism of art offers a glimpse into otherwise
inaccessible depths. This led him later to the theory of cosmic dynamism, a specific order

that governs everything from man to plants and minerals. He regards creation as a state
of energy where the planetary forces are mingled with our cells in continual evolution.

Man extracts energies and ideas from the cosmic creative force and elevates his own
creativeness to a superlative degree where spirit and matter unite.

We know that rhythm is the basis of life, because everything alive expresses its

existence by rhythmic pulsation, beginning with the vibration of the microbes to the
circling of our cosmos. Archipenko fully understood this basic law of nature and it also
became the principal aim of his art. He creates the meaningful shape of space - the real

and the ideal within the boundaries of our consciousness - and there they live their own

rhythmic life. The sculpture becomes a being governed by the same transcendent laws as

those of our existence. Here lies the deep spirituality of Archipenko's art, and it is not
to be wondered that he speaks so much about creativeness and the philosophy of art.

Contrary to Friedrich Schiller's axiom admonishing the artist to create and not talk,
Archipenko's answer is: to create and to speak. And he creates and speaks about his art
with passion, as the most important problem of his life. This is because he is always

fascinated not only by the work itself, but also by the problem of how and by what

impulses it is created, what it expresses, and what makes a creation a work of art.

He never creates an abstraction for the sake of abstraction and therefore he detests
that aspect of modern art that finds its ideal in expressing absolutely nothing. For Archi-

penko art has to transform ideas into material reality, it must demonstrate the evidence
of divine order and the spiritual causes which produced it. Forms must become symbols,
and for this the abstraction must be charged with metaphysics and the unknown ex-

pressed by pure rhythmic-esthetic values. This esthetic principle plays an important role

in his art, and is worth particular emphasis. There are contemporary artists who are
ashamed even to mention the word beauty. Perhaps it is the unnatural result of our con-
troversial epoch that we have so many works of art which are estheticallydisgusting but

which nevertheless give some spiritual satisfaction to someone. The works of Archipenko

may often be of a controversial nature, but they rarely lack expression of content and
perfection in technical treatment. \\

Dynamic, ever-searching, never satisfied, reaching to the core of problerl\\s and always
burning with new ideas, Archipenko exercised a powerful influence on the art of our

century. Possibly no other sculptor since Rodin made such an impression on his time.

Shortly after Archipenko's appearance in Paris, in the first decade of this century he)))
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established new laws for modern sculpture and rose in the history of art as the leader of

an artistic revolution who was followed by many others. No other sculptor approached
and solved so many esthetic problems and expressed them in so many different forms as
did Archipenko during fifty years of his creativeness. A personality committed to con-

stant change, he enriched contemporary sculpture by sculpto-painting, he introduced new
materiaIs in it, and first applied to it the concave and perforated forms. He created
sculptures in tramparent material with electric light within; sculptures based on the
effect of circling sunlight making changing patterns of light and shadows (his Kansas City
iron statue constructed with crossed planes); and finally he was the first to renew the
forgotten unity of form and color in polychrome sculpture. We can visualize the colossal
and amazing result of Archipenko's fifty years of creative life as many smaller cycles with
a larger one. His art was divided into many periods in which he treated chosen problems,
often returning from one period to another, but constantly striving forward in his crea-

tive movement. Characteristically, in his recent years he often returns to the problems of

his youth as if perfecting and closing the great cycle of his whole art.

It seems to be not accidental that Archipenko found the best creative possibilities in

America and that his artistic activity was conducted in such great American centers 01

modem technology as New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. His large female figure

shaped in the form of a space missile remains a true symbol of his time and its striving

forces. At the beginning of the thirties, when talking with the late Femand Leger about
the prospects of the new art, he expressed his belief that the art to come would be formed

by the fresh and vital forces of Eastern Europe. Today these words seem to have been

prophetic as sculptors, particularly those of East European origin, play a prominent role

in modern art. Among them Archipenko is undeniably the cornerstone of modern sculp-
ture, the moving spirit of his epoch, whose place in the history of art was understood and

already designated at the start of his artistic career.

This book contains two kinds of material. One is Archipenko's own explanation of his

art and creative methods, the second part presents quotations of prominent art historians

and critics who dealt with Archipenko's art. This dual material enables the reader to

make comparisons and to analyze many problems of contemporary art within the last

half century. It is needless to say that this book with its firsthand material is an impor-

tant and extremely interesting document in the history of art, artistic education and the

general spiritual activity of modem man. The reader will find in it answers to many con-

fusing problems of contemporary art, its conceptions and misconceptions, especially the

forces that animated its origins. This book is not merely explanatory and enlightening.
It is a forceful and positive book. Some may find it controversial; but due to the signifi-

cance of Archipenko's achievement, it is a stimulating and powerful volume.)

Sviatoslav Hordynsky)))
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FOREWORD.)

And ,he lord God Formed man 01 'h\037dust 01 Ih\037ground, and brea'hed
;n'o his nos'rils ,he br\037a'h0' ',F\037,and man b\037cam\037a ',ying soul

-G\037n\037s's2 7)

This verse from Genesis shows us the lord himself at the beginning of all

plastic creativity. Out of solid maHer He created man. With the breath of life He
made him a living soul.

The action contains all the elements of what we even now are used to calling

creativity, or in the narrower sense - art. \"The breath of liFe,\" in its full significance,
is that which changes \"dead\" matter into a\"living soul,\" thus making it comprehensible
and effective in the spiritual realm.

Art remains bound to matter, just as are all other earthly things. The sculptor
uses all kinds of maHer, nowadays in the greatest variety of substances, from the
\"dust of the earth\" (for example, clods of loam or clay) all through natural stone, metals,
various kinds of wood, on to plexiglass and other \"artificial materials\" of our time.

However l the great variety of materials shows, at closer view, essential differ-

ences of treatment required in plastic creativity. The artist who models plastic material
and builds up his work, as it were, positively by successive adding of material -
he should be properly called the \"plastic\" artist. But the \"sculptor\" (from the latin
sculpere - to carve) works by cutting away matter from the block. As a rule both

operations are performed by the same person, modeling being often only the pre-

liminary of carving (and being mostly needed for the reproductive technique of

casting, as in a foundry). Both also have their material in common with architecture,
to a wider extent than has the art of painting.

Architecture and sculpture? Never have they been as close to each other as

they are now; and they are even especially so when they do not appear together in

close union.

To the development of the new kind of architectonic sculpture - not to be
confused with architectural sculpture! - Archipenko contributed decisively when he
began not onry to put forms, derived from the human figure, into the outside space,
but also to build space into them by applying the negative form, the concave, and
the perforated, in building the \"void\" of .he space.

He has applied his discovery again and again up to the present time, par-

ticularly in his best works. Sculptures like the Seated Figure and the large Standing

Figure of 1920, or the monumental Figure at the entrance to the University of Kansas

City, 1952, all have their architectonic parallels in belfry towers standing apart from
their modern church buildings.

The artist is very conscious of this affinity. Architectonic Figure, he called a

polychrome wooden sculpture of the year 1937. Many a Romanesque Madonna

should be called a \"construction/' many a Gothic figure reflects the trends in the

architecture of its time. Archipenko's innovation was to connect space and mass into

a unified sculptural organism. As he has formulated it himself: \"In art, the Form of
the empty space should never be of less importance than the form of the solid mass.\

\"Tran,I.led'rom GerllOCll'I,)))
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This achievement would not have been possible iF Archipenko were not a
born sculptor. It is true, though, that he repeatedly explored the boundaries of this

branch of art and searched for clarity by writing and experimenting. Yet his evident

destiny for plastic creativity brought him always back to the core of sculptural Forma-
tion: that it must lead to structures, thoroughly formed by the artist in tectonic order,
perceivable to hands and eyes, hence sensed in space. In rarer cases, touchable

from all sides without any break in harmony, as our artist succeeded in doing, e.g., in

his Gondo/iere of 1914, or in the large Standing Figure of 1920. However, there are still

others of his works just as high in this category, because they obey the same forceful

laws - works of such primeval condensation, crowding out space, as the three-quarter
Fragment of a female nude of 1909, or Safome in the former collection Herwarth

Walden - to mention but a few examples.

Besides the problem of space-mass, Archipenko approaches with increas-

ing energy the other chief problem of sculpture: color. His \"sculpto-painting\" has been

since 1912 the beginning in this direction. Up to the present time he has shown a
considerable series of convincing works, with the preponderance shifting from relief

to sculpture in full round.

The fact that the artist has written a \"manifesto\" on this topic emphasizes the

seriousness of his artistic endeavor. He states correctly how wrong the contemporary

sculptors were, because they had hardly touched the field of
\"

scu lp to-painting,\"
although it might yield abundant crops.

Mass-color-space -
only this triad creates the possibility of ideal harmony

in modeling, where color does not have a merely decorative or stylistic role, but

where it is aimed at effects which bring forth psychological and symbolical expres-
sion in response to the needs of our time.

When several years ago, for the first time in Germany, such beautiFul examples
of Archipenko's polychrome works were shown as Josephine Bonaparte (1935) and
the Pierrot (19421, works appeared only a few months afterwards at an exhibition of

young artists, that obviously betrayed their dependence upon those originals. The ex-
hibition also proved that a new polychrome sculpture was overdue; moreover, it was
demonstrated again that for half a century now, since Archipenko came to Paris in

1908, there has been in our time no sculptor besides him who has so lastingly con-
tributed to the development of sculpture as he has done. This ought to be said in honor
of the truth in our so fast-forgetting era, when man reaches for the stars, but would

deny his Creator.

Do we still have a mind for works of art? Do we still desire to consider those
wonderful Rowers of the human spirit? They continue to have admirers; indeed, it has
become fashionable to join them. But that is of no consequence for the continuance
of art! Art will bloom as long as the Rowers on this earth, because it has the same
origin: in the divine.)

- Erich Wiese)))
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In the infinity of time and space between planets\037 there was brought into being by
cosmic dynamism a specific order of suitable elements to constitute creation. This per-

petual creation in a state of energy which has been embodied deep in all cells from prim.
ordiality, constitutes the eternal life of art. Beside mankind\037 the animals, plants and

minerals, also ruled by this divine order\037 possess their share of creative characteristics
which elevate them to the realm of spirit, and we find in them eternal beauty\037 perfection
and absolute truth. Such attitudes we acquire when we realize that many actions and

reactions by animals are very similar to those of humans. Also in some minerals we find

the geometrica1 structure based on the same law as some constructions made by man.

This reveals to us the expansion and omnipresence of the universal creative mind
which we appropriate and express through arts and inventions. Beside the testimony
of visible organic life and solid matter, the abstract forces of nature also manifest su-

preme creative organization, with multiple variety in their interdependencies function-

ing beneath the concrete appearances. They are also to be found, as energy, within our
cells. These latent interdependencies in a specifically assembled series of actions consti-
tute creativity in man. His ability for intuitive, as well as rational\037 orientation toward
abstraction will eventually emerge as creative mind and spirit fixed concretely in art.

Animals remain forever unconscious of their own and of the cosmic crea tive forces

which they employ because, being subordinated by them, they act automatically and

instinctively, on the directive of the omnipotent universal mind which has limited the
extent of their perceptiveness. The adrenal gland in animals is proportionally larger

than in humans. Science assumes that it is the adrenal gland which controls the ani-
mals' instincts and their creative automatism. Man's instinct is also ruled by the univer-

sal mind. However, he is privileged to become conscious not only of his latent part in

creativeness, but he can also apprehend causes of cosmic creativity from which he ex-

tracts energies and ideas, inserting them into materials and forms according to his un-

limited wisdom and desire. The development and the use of creative knowledge is thus
within the individual's will power and is an ultimate achievement of both intellect and of

intuition.

On such knowledge individual religion can be founded, and its ritual may be inven-

tive work and creation in the arts as material and spiritual expression of contact with the
universe. In striving for truth, while grasping the divinity of the concretion of energy in-
to matter and the emanation of energy from matter, man may elevate his own creative-

ness to that superlative degree where spirit and matter are united to serve human

progress.

The greatest imaginat.ion or rationalit.y, challen\037ing universal unity, will not find the

way to separate anything from the rest of the universe and to make a thing exist inde-

pendently. All our thoughts and emotions come from and return to the rest of the wodd.)))
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Universal dynamism mingles planetary forces with those of our cells in a continual crea-

tive evolution. If consciousness will embrace this inevitableness t the individual will grasp

the creative reality within nature as well as within himself and may express it in many

forms.

Universal creative actions are illustrated here in the nebulae and planets which clearly
show their eternal energy in action, that same energy which works within our cells. The

function of our ceLIs is partly influenced also by our life, our wisdom and our actions.

However, it is from the union of our cells with the universe through wisdom, that re-

ligion, art and invention derive.

No. 1. Whirlpool nebula (Courtesy Mt. Wilson Observatory)

No.2. Andromeda. nebula (Courtesy Mt. Wilson Observatory)
No.3. Star trails around the North Pole (Courtesy Yerkes Observatory)
No.4. Human cells

a) The female egg cell

b) Spermatozoon

c) Ciliated epithelia (hair cell)
d) Skin

e) and f) M usculal' cells

g) Nerve cell

h) \\Vhi te blood cell

i) Red blood cell

No.5. Spiral nebula (exposed 5 hours) (Courtesy Mt. Wilson Observatory)

No.6. Halley'scomet, May, 1910 (Courtesy Mt. Wil\037n Observatory)

No.7. Sagittarius trifid nebula (Courtesy Mt. Wilson Observatory)

Together with the celestial creatures of formidable size, speed and force, our cells

carry out their creative functions. But no less impressive is the fact that each of our

cells contains forces from millions of predecessors in a direct genetic line. If all the cre-

ative energy in the cells of this line were brought together, it would he a power perhaps

equal to an atomic explosion. That is what is hidden in a masterpiece of art or in a signi-

ficant invention.)))
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Chapter I I

SURVEY)

1. METAPHYSICS

First of all it should he stated that in spite of the diversity in the character of my

works, no intellectual or dogmatic rules lie at the foundation of my art. Fundamentally,

it is spiritual, and evolved from the universal creative law perceived through experiences.

(Si'i' Quotations 1, 2, 3, 4.9. 16, 41, 43, 45,69, 70 in thf' Appendix.)

This law compels me to explore the unknown and to invent a way to fix it in new

forms. I believe that the whole evolution of art and inventions is based exclusively on

the material fixation of the unknown, as a consequence of our attainment of causes in

the metaphysical realm. The creative artist is supposed to attain this realm and, indeed.
it is he who makes the history of art through the metaphysics fixed in his actual work.

When the artist descends from the metaphysical realm to fix causes in a reality of form,

he meetsscientists climbing toward the metaphysical realm in search of causes to fix them

in formulas and matter. In spite of the difference of direction, each strives for the absolute
and for progress. In this respect both are equally important to civilization.)

2. CONTACT WITH NATURE THROUGH CELLS

I helieve and teach that the cells of every organic being have a direct and automatic

creative connection with all nature and depend on it as the body depends on mineral and

chemical nourishment. However, despite automatism, our consciousness and our creative
awarenes.c; remain a powerful factor, hy means of which, as by psychoanalysis or Chris-
tian Science, we may, at will, develop the creativeness in our cells to our glory, or destroy
them by neg-Iect to our d\037ath.

The psychological influence on cells which affect the state of the body is a well-known

medical fact, and is useful for the conscious development of creativeness in the cells.

Likewise the reverse, the condition in which the cells influence psychology is equally us-

able for the development of creative consciousness. If. on the one hand, we can con-

sciously control our cells, we can also, on the other hand, reach through them those uni-

versed creative forces which construct and activate them. It is through the awareness of

both pl'oces.\037s that artists and inventors orient themselves intellectually and intuitively
and attain their often complex aims. Health and healing also depend on such creative
consci()usne!-\\.\037. A meditative approach to the self discloses the hidden inner content.)

:t THE UNIVERSAL MIND

Parallel to our intellectual capacity to control cells, and to communicate through

them with universal creative forces, is our ability to reach the universal causes forming
ideas that belong to the universal mind. We must admit that the idea supposedly born in

one's mind does not in reality belong exclusively to one individual, because all ideas exist
foreve)' in the universe at all times, in earth, ail' and water, and simultaneously belong to
all that exists, has existed 01' may exist in the future, and they may serve any purpose. We)))
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merely borrow and return them to their universal depot. Marconi's idea\037exist always in

the waves of sound. They come from space and return to it. Edison's ideas exist in elec-

tricity in the air, earth and water. The atomists' ideas exist in nuclear forces. Einstein's
ideas exist in the abstract relativity of cosmic forces. All ideas are in the univer!-;e; crea-

tive coincidental precision is needed to grasp them and make them concrete at the propel'

time. (Platf' B, Pagf-' 28), (quot. 1).

Through the effort of body, spirit and mind, an individual may evoke some universal

ideas, 01' they may come automatically into the subconscious as dreams if the individual
strives for them. In the newborn creatures ideas of a long chain of ancestors are rebOl'n;

human psychological patterns and potential awarenesses travel through the chromosomes

from one body to another, through the intermediary gene. This is the basis for the belief

in reincarnation and the immortality of the spirit.)

4. THJ:: UNKNOWN

Different feelings and states of mind do not always spring from the mind of an inch-
vidual. Some come from unknown and unsensed ahstract sources of nature and remain

beyond the boundary of logic. All religion and science are based on the unknown. Both

worship the unknown. Religion preserves the mystery of the unknown. Sciencedisperses

it by the es tablishmen t of material facts. (q U()t. .9, 1.5).

Beside mind, there is mindless feeling, such as nostalgia and melancholia, which may

also be from unknown source\037, but may become impulses for creative art. The joy of life

may find an outlet in the serene working process. Many aspirations may remain latent

within the ceJls of the individual without reaching his consciousness, only because his

consciousness has never been developed. Undouhtedly in some cases the ego of a great

creator may remain an enigma to himself. How can another person sense and uncover

what remains an intimate spiritual value, e!'ipecially when the \037ame mystery of the un-

known becomes the creative instigator? It is extremely complicated, if not totally impos-

sible, to analyze the creative process evolving from causes which may remain indefinable

to the creator himself. The I{reatest connoisseur of art cannot shed light into every cor-

ner of the complicated ego of an artist, 01' upon the formative ideas evolved from his cells,

or still latent in the memory of his cells. The mystery of the creativeness of an individual

remains in his biological nucleus and i!o\\rarely grasped by his consciousne\037s unles.'\\ he is

guided by an instinctual ability for !-;elf-analysis and by wisdom.)

5. SPACE AND TIME

According to universal creative law, space and time are fictitious realities, evolving
from a superior intellectual order, and exist only as ideas. But without matter and with-

out changes they cannot become a spiritual reality expressible in art. Art is like the mo-

tion of the hands of a clock indicating the reality of change while moving over the empty

spaces between the dots. The dots are only symbols of the reality of time. (quot. 16, 1.9,

30,34, 37,41).)))
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6. CREATIVE CHANGES

The phenomenon of change constitutes life. Animals, plants and minerals, as the re-

sult of changes, are all subordinated to the formative laws of growth and evolutio;]. This

phenomenon of change, with its material and spiritual reality, brings forth the contrast-

ing theory of the static which in reality is nothing but human imagination, since the static
in nature does not exist. Nor does it exist in the creative process of art. (Quot. 20).

On this premise I do not feel or believe in stereotyped repetition in art because event-

ually it evolves into a sterile technicality and contradicts the natural spontaneous

rearrangement of the creative elementswhich produces new aspects. By obeying the law

of change which is fundamental to life with its rhythm and harmony, I conceive my
creative art as a recombining of diverse impulses and reactions which originates new ex-

pressions. This is evident not only in my individual works, but also in my work as a whole.

My diversity has often confused those critics who look for personality in the stereotyped

production, while my personality is characterized by permanent change. (Quot. 5, 9, 41,
66).

The creative process by individuals will not exist if there be no psychological changes
from one state into another, superior, one. Art is based on this principle of progression;
science discloses it. Modern psychologists, in making inquiries into the thinking process,

inevitably deal with the necessity of the human being to transform progressively that

which he knows into a material reality. Such creative transformation evolves mostly
from accumulated life experiences which influence present knowledge to search for a
new direction, usually superior to earlier ones. Such flexibility for transformation, if

fixed into the work, becomes an invocative force for an observer in following the same

creatively tl'ansformative psychological action. It is not always the material experiences

or environment that provoke psychological changes.
In the purely creative process, it is the soaring in one's own abstract imaginary realm

that causes the transformation of mind into a superior state beyond the previous one.

Thus, a creative mind is flexible and is able to re-form itself or to deviate from one course
in order to produce better work. A strictly conservative one-sided mind, which lives on

formulas like a robot, cannot produce the conclusion which may emerge only from actual

changes of mind or from two contrasting states of mind.

Regardless of what the creative causes are, it matters not whetherwe regard them as

latent universal forces or as the optical reality of the environment. As long as they are

evolutionary, esthetic and spiritual, and belong to the realm of beauty, I see usefulness

in them for their fe-creation into a work of art. There is spirit and beauty even in the life

of a broken brick.)

7. THE ARTIST

It should be said that the creative quality and progres.,-; of the artist depend on his

ability primarily to see within himself those characteristics which may be favorable to
creative materialization. The artist's energy, consciousnes.,-;, perception and intuition, if

coordinated with the intangible and latent as well as with the substance of the environ-

ment, may become a powerful unit for creative material expl'e..\"ision. Such a unit is a reflec-)))
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tion of nature which combines both energy and matter. The artist knows that alJ

creative causes within him are animated by cosmic dynamism which changes their com-
bination to become the abstraction of matter or the concretion of abstract forces. Art

emanates from these creative casual changes to become a mirror of self-emanation. Thus
the work of art should demonstrate the evidences of the spiritual causes which produce
it. The spectator should see these causes beneath the surface of the work, and thus create
in himself a spirituality parallel to that of the work which he ob\037rves. (Quat. 16).)

B. FORWARIJNESS

The great variety of my work results horn dynamism, from multiple psychological

and sensory reactions. My feeling and conception of creativeness spring from energy and

movement onward which assume diver\037ent plastic expressions. The abundance of my in-
ventions often confu\037 those critics who believe in stereotyped production. (Quat. 5). My
principle is movement onward. Movement onward is here understood as spiritual pro-

gression and inventive quality, not a snobbish pushing toward meaningless abstraction.)

9. WORKING PROCESS

The technical and creative achievement sometimes reaches my consciousness post

factum, after being already fixed in the material. Perhaps it is a fact that the Pythian or-

acle told the truth while in a trance. This is due to spontaneous, intuitive action which

usually is more vital than cerebral intervention with formulas. However, in art, if perfec-
tion is missed, and this becomes evident only after an interval, then sober intellectual

analysis may indicate the necessary correction. In such a case cerebral intervention for cor-

rection is based on experiences which still should not exclude intuitive creativeness. Intui-

tive spontaneity, besides its vitality, is flexible and fluctuating. It has the impulse for

creative exhilaration and inspiration. Preconceived cerebral planning inevitably l'esults in a

formalistic, dry aspect without spiritual stimulation and associative quality. Obviousness
and repetition in art mark a dead point, a finality, after which begins the disintegration
of formative causes. Then comes regret that something living is gone; regret, like sorrow,

taking the place of vanished love. Which of the two is to predominate, the intellect 01'

intuition? The choice must be made hy ol'ientative creative wisdom and used at the right

moment.)

10. STYLISTIC DEFORMATIONS

I have seen, understood and absorbed the spirit of every style of sculpture, their
causes and finished forms. I have absorbed the medieval Gothic style (glorified by the
Vatican) with its distortion of the bodies of the saints. (Quot. 16,20,70). The Gothic has

inspired me by its divine causes and by its refined grotesqueness. From Gothic I have

learned the transformation of proportions as the medium for the expression of the spirit-

ual.)

11. TRANSFORMATIONS

Art is for everybody, but not everybody is for art.

In order to grasp total art, the individual should have either innate creative capacity)))
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(instinct) or should acquire a knowledge of the psychological foundation and philosophy
of art. Modern art in many respects does not differ from the creative art of many peoples
since prehistoric times. Then and now the stylistic transformations of the environment of

represented bodies are the inevitable creative act. This is the process of interpretation and
not of direct presentation of the externality of the object. This act of interpretation is an
inevitable demonstration of both spiritual and intellectual attainment. A cave man, an
ancient Egyptian, a medieval Goth, a Hindu, a Byzantine, and an old Northwest American

Indian, and many others, centuries ago transformed nature into symbolic shapes, often

totally concealing the naturalistic aspect of the object. From the point of view of art

they are free followers of the divine creative law of different transformations by nature

itself, of which many people never dreamed. (Quot. 3, 4, 9. 12).
Contemporary creative art in its foundation is more related to individual religious

conceptions which are patterns of creative consciousness and related to modern philos-

ophy and science. It is totally independent of any kind of doctrine 01' religious rule.)

12. CONFUSION AND INTERFERENCES

In art as in politics there are also antagonism, favoritism and deliberate misrepresen-

tation. Fortunately, time and precise qualitative fact filter art from slander and confusion.

A perfect work of art, by its own quality, sooner or later automatically will remove all

obstructions and survive obstructors.

It is interesting to mention what a free art may face in life. Here are some episodes

which are significant enough to be exposed for reasonable judgment. My following of the

way of Gothic transformation provoked the cri ticism of a Ca tholic Patriarch of Venice

who banished my art from the Biennale in Venice in 1920 where I had a large individual

show of my work. The Italian newspaper Telegrafo Livorno, on June 11, 1920,announced

that the Cardinal had prohibited the faithful from viewing my exhibition. (Quot. 63).
Here is another quotation from the Ukrainian paper Ukrainian News for September 23,

1955, Donau. Germany: liThe Catholic Patriarch of Venice publicly hurled an anathema
on the works of Archipenko exhibited in 1920 in Venice.\" What is the reason for such an-

tagonism? This banishment did not of course extinguish the inspiration which I drew from

the religious Gothic, Hindu or Egyptian stylistic transformation of the human body.

No less fantastic is another well-know political episode revealed in the press:
*

A condemnation of the whole of modern art by a Congressman whose imagination led

him to the absurd conclusion that the whole modern tendency in art. including my works,
is of Marxist origin. Such a mistaken declaration may become harmful for those artists who
are non-political. The Congressman does not know that I have no interest whatsoever in

politics. He mentions that Dadaism, Futurism, Constructivism, Suprematism, Cubism,

Exp!\"essionism, Surrealism and Abstractism are all instruments and weapons of destruc-

tion. It is known that barbarians later smeared statues on the campuses of two universi-)

N(\"wYorll rum's. March 18, 1952
Nr'u: York 'fllnes, March 28.1950.
N('U' York Tlm(\"s.April 2. 1950
Art News. New York. Sept. 1949, PI' 6, 19.
Art Neu-'t;, New York, June. July, Aug. 1949. p. 15
Th,'!o{>artidt'\037apl>f>arerlin Itw prt\"SsartE'r 111('COllllrl'$lI/o/lol RI'('()rri or March 25 and Augusl 16. 1949.)))
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ties with red paint. Regardless of the political and religious misinterpretations of modern

art, the art of the twentieth century cannot be excluded from its rightful place as a cul-
tural contribution to civilization.

What is the real purpose of such a fantastic accusation? This politician classified all

modern art as communistic, while in the Communist countries all modern art is classified

as a dangerous caprice of the Western bourgeoisie. What chaos! The Communists re-

moved my work and all modern works of art from their museums. Hitler simply des-

troyed them during his political smearing of free spirits. Modern art, as art, has no con-
nection with Communism or any other political doctrine or religion. It lives by itself and
for itself and is useful for intelligent and creative education.)

13. TABOO AND FREEDOM

In antiquity and today the Jewish religion prohibits the making of forms which rep-

resent the deity. The monotheism oC Moses and his taboo expressed in the Second Com-

mandment did not stop Jewish creative genius. The Jewish artists of our era participate
in the free creative art by following modern philosophy independently of religion, If for

centuries the Jews did not leave any trace of sculpture in their history, they found an out-

let for their creativity in music, science and in a love of art, a love superior to that of the

Gentiles. The Greek Orthodox also prohibit sculpture but permit painting in churches.
We also find, for example, the following Catholic bans in the history of art: In the

year 1559 Pope Paul IV was against the liberty of the artist and issued an order to erase

a part of the frescoes of Michelangelo. In ]563 the Council of Trent ordered all bishops to
control all religious art strictly. In 1566 Pope Pius V, and later Clement VIII, issued or-

ders to efface the frescoes of some other artists. Beside the subject matter, the stylistic
part was not spared. Now, periodically, the Vatican newspaper, Osserl'atore Romano,

expresses its views of the immorality of the entire modern theory of art and, in general,
of art for art's sake.

From prehistoric time almost to the nineteenth century art and religion formed one

unit. Italian primitive paintings were created through the inspiration obtained from re-

ligious meditations. Now religion and art are separate. However, the universal creative

foundations remain the same in both.

Apparently no religion can extinguish the free creative spirit living in diverse forms

of art, nor can political doctrines annihilate the eternal and free spirit of art. This is

proved by the great Egyptian, Assyrian and Hindu masterpieces which have survived

the foreign religious dogmas and political ideologies of different epochs and civilizations.

Now, again, by the unprecedented progress of creative modern art in all civilized coun-

tries, we have the retlection of a new and free epochal psychology. The avalanche of artis-

tic invention with its modern spirit influences the style of contemporary industry, archi-

tecture (including synagogues and Catholic churches), and is becoming rooted in many
educational institutions and museums in every civilized country, except present-day

Russia (which is now negatively influencing Chinese art), which also repudiates an isms,

and recognizes only strict photographic precision in art, because workmen and peasants

understand it better.)))
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Fortunately there are people who favor the free modern creative spirit and, instead
of antagonism, banishment and destruction, they respect that which is termed \"the art-

ist's contribution to culture.\" As an example of such a cordial attitude we may mention a

speech in the Canadian Parliament. (Quot.42).)

14. CRITICISM

The analysis, registration and transmission to the public of artistic, historic, spirit-

ual and creative achievements remains the responsibility of the competent, progressive

and reliable art historian, free from commercialism and politics, and capable of an objec 4

tive fixation of the true facts of art. (Quot. 41).
Some people rely on critics; others believe that each individual can be a critic, free to

judge art according to his taste, regardless of critical capacity. Public attitude toward a

science is more cautious, because scientifically established positive formulas restrain the
uninitiated from critizing. Beethoven limited criticism by saying, \"Critics cannot lift to the

pedestal those who do not deserve such honor, as they cannot remove those assigned by

Apollo to be on the pedestal.\"

The thorough analysis of a work of art is as difficult as the analysis of the latent

spirit of another individual, his instincts, thoughts, emotions and reactions, particularly
when the individual is not banal in his creativity.

The artist in his creative process brings out his most subtle, most complex, often in-

definable psychologicaJ, spiritual and emotional reactions, and fixes them technically in
his works. This becomes his language.

The critic, in his reservoir of feelings and knowledge, must have psychologica], spirit-
ual and emotional experiences corresponding to those of the artist, in order to read the
esoteric essence of the artist's language and then transfer this to the reader. Such a sci-

entist-critic must have creative talent no less varied than that of many artistic person-

alities (assembled in one man).o Such critics are rarer than great artists. The greater the
critic's knowledge and objectivity, the broader will be his judgment necessary for a re-

liable analysis of the artist's work. Criticism, indeed, is a very important educational

guide. But for a creative artist who explores unknown regions of life and of spirit, criti-
cism does not exist.

However, if we do observe and analyze criticism in general, we may classify it into
several categories. The first and most important is that which analyzes expertly aI] inner
elementsof a work, its rudiments, psychology, spirit and external aspect, and fixes its cre 4

ative and esthetic value in relation to the era. Such criticism is that of a scientist art
historian.

Another category of criticism omits the inner essence and observes only the external

part, such as the technical and stylistic qualitities, the optical effect, biographical infor-

mation, and so forth.

The third category is made up of a large group of writers who merely report what

to see and where. Such information is usually printed in a publication which has limited

space for art but plenty lor football.
There is also a category of negative criticism, often misleading, which is involved in)))
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the politics of one group and is hostile to another. Such writers are unwilling or unable to
adjust themselves to those facts of art which sometimes are outside their competence. I
refer particularly to the revolutionary period when art began to assume new forms, evol-

ving from the new philosophies and conception.<; of the modem era. In Paris just before

the First World War the artists who created the modern movement considered such
writers a barrier to progress and called them pompiers, meaning \"firemen.\" In general
this term was also applied to the dilettante artists and conservatives in art.

In art as in life the lack of knowledge confuses the ego, obscures tru th and weakens

judgment. The judgment and criticism evolving from such condition.c; are inevitably con-

torted and confusing, because they are vague and lack principles. The competent critics

analyze primarily the esoteric part of the work. They are sensitive and often are them-
selves creative, and parallel the artist whom they criticize. I van Goll, for example, was

himself a creative writer. (Quot. 16, 21, 66). In analyzing the esoteric part of a work, he
did not overlook the external part, such as the style and technique in their relation to the
esthetic philosophy and science of the epoch.

The French critic Apollinaire was also a poet, writer and defender of modern ideas in
art. The German, Theodor Daubler, was also a poet. (Quot. 22, 59). The American, C.

J. Bulliet, a well-informed critic, witnessed the modern movement from the beginning.

(Quot. 5, 18,34). The German, Dr. Erich Wiese, a great art historian, has followed the
evolution of modern art from the beginning, and is the Director of the Art Museum in

Darmstadt. (Quot. 19, 41, 60). The veteran French critic, Maurice Raynal, wrote on
modern art from the start of the movement. (Quot. 9, 65). The German authority, Pro-
fessor Hans Hildebrandt of Stuttgart University, is the competent author of several books

on the history of art. (Quat. 20,27,70).

In the writings of the above critics it is easy to recognize their tendency to pene-

trate into creative causes and the creative personality of the artist. They obselve and ex-

plain many angles of the works: the psychology, spirit, style, technique, esthetic, histor-

ical facts, chronology and so forth.

Another category is preoccupied mostly with the external form of the work, and

observes the esthetic angle and the influences of one artist on another. Such are Henry
R. Hope, (Quot. 71), the Polish expert in modern art, Adolphe Basler (Quot. 28), Ameri-

can Alfred H. Barr, Jr. (Quot. 48), Arnold Auerbach (Quot. 17, 25, 32), and Roland

Schacht (Quat. 7, 30, 33, 52). There are also critics of the historical and esthetic values

such as Stanley Casson (Quot. 13), and the Americans, Sheldon and Martha Cheney

(Quot. 26, 49). They analyzed art as it inftuenced modern industry.
One unusual (indirect) criticism is by the Parisian, Pierre Guegnon, who did not see

my originals when they were exhibited in Paris in 1914, but admitted knowing them from

publications only (Quot. 67). There is a biographical and esthetic analysis such as that
of Arnold Mardersteig (Quot. 6). There is a criticism, outstanding in its character, by

Dr. Karl Silex who justly drew a parallel between the spirit of a religious sect and a par-

ticular work of mine which originated from religious experiences. (Quot. 45, Plates 196,

197). His distinguished way of observing is the absolute opposite of that of the Venetian

Cardinal who separated the divine creative spirit of art from divine religious creativeness)))
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of prayer (Quot. 63), I believe that in spite of seeming differences between art and re-

ligious conceptions, both emanate from the same universal creative source and are fixed

by creative man-one in prayer, the other in the work of art.

After mentioning some competent and distinguished authorities in art, it will be

interesting also to mention negative writings, without which the classification of criticism

will be incomplete. In contrast to analytical, rational and educational criticism, there
exists a negative criticism, due to lack of knowledge or perhaps deliberate hostility. In
such case writers avoid making a clear analysis of the work. Some purposely rely on false

opinion or on the buffoonery of someone else in order to hide their own incompetence or

antagonism. Some are hopelessly empty. For instance, \"F. P.,\" in Art News, New York,

October, 1957, concerning my 118th one-man exhibition, wrote: \"He wants his work to be

contemporary to the extent of using materials like formica.\"

Some opposition is inevitable because not everyone uses the same language for selI-

expression. The contradiction between some positive and negative writing is that some

authors think that my early work had a radical, abstract character which they preferred.

Another group thought that myoid works had a conservative character which they pre-

ferred. In reality such a division cannot be made chronologically, because I often pro-
duced works of both characters on the same day. The quality of my work cannot be

measured by its abstractness or conservatism, by its geometrical angularity or curva-

tures, but only by the large totality of its content and its variety of expression. Myoid
works contain elements of the new, and the new contain elements of the old. By eating
only a single apple, one cannot judge the size of the apple tree. Through experience I

know that a work of art with a truly spiritual content remains immune to criticism and

survives it.)))
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1. UNIVERSE AND ART)

All conceptions of art are derived from a unique source which is universal creative-

ness. (Quot. 1). They lead in two opposite directions: one is inclined toward the static
\037d, therefore, imitative art. The other follows the dynamic and becomes progressive and
inventive. The imitative is preoccupied with the externality of the environment, and re-

produces what has already been materially created by nature. I explored this tendency
in the past. My goal, however, is creative evolution. (Quat. 6, 13,22,26,31,32,41 ). Funda-

mentally it consists of the apprehension and use of the rudimentary constructive forces

of nature: by continuing nature's process of perpetual transformations from one thing
into another; by rearranging its fundamental elements in a new order evolving into a new

aspect.
// there are change.\", th\037re is llfe. Individual, national and racial cultural evolution

is determinable only through the comparison of successive creative chan\037es, evolving pro-

gressively toward perfection. Eternal progression in quality and quantity is a creative

phenomenon of nature with its perpetual motion which makes or\037anic and non-organic
life to be and to evolve biologically.

The idea of time, energy and matter exists only due to chan\037es. There is no static,
there are no reverses; if they occur, total disintegration follows. Changes are the conse-

quence of the dynamic that manifests itself also through the work or art. Nature through

changes progressively aggregates its own forces to ereate matter, only to metamorphose
it into new force. This process becomes the creative foundation of my art. I use abstract-
ness of spirit to make a concrete form which \037uentially projects back the spirit. (Quat.

3,4).)

2. INTELLEcr AND INTUITION

The intellect alone is not responsible for creative selection or changes, since the rud-

imentary abstract creative forces of nature are genetically imhedded in the body lon\037he-

fore the formation of intellectual awareness in the individual. Even plants and minerals

change under the same natural constructive law that man uses in creatin\037 one thing from

another. Thus, it is not exclusively the human intellect which produces creative art and

scientific inventions, or directs the course of life. Essential to the creative process is the

ability of instinctive orientation which is also originated and guided by the universal cre-

ativeness to which all cells are subordinated. ((Iuot. 16).
The individual with the most enlightened and progressive intellect cannot control his

own creativeness beyond his limit established by the constructive law of nature, but he
can develop the perception of how to use the maximum of it. This needs the cooperation

of wisdom, which also originates in nature. However, creative wisdom is apt to dictate
whether, in some particular creative case, the active factor should be the intellector the

spontaneity of intuitive orientation. This is a decision beyond the five senses. (Plate 8,

p. 28).)))
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PLATE B.)

In some of those cases in which the intellect is restrained from objecting and remains

only as a register, the spontaneity of intuitive orientation becomes free, more prolific cre-

atively and hypnotically powerful in its expression and influence.)

3. CREATIVE SPONTANEITY

There are two sources of spontaneous reaction and expression. One emanates from

impressions resulting from the environment. Another emanates from within the individ-

ual, from the stock of his experiences. The former is the fresh and direct momentum
which may become influential, constructive and usable for self-development. The latter,

which is mature, is combined from diverse past experiences, evoked from the memory of

the cells of the entire organism, and is creative within the individual process. It is an as-

sociation of the senses, also a selection of preferred emotions and memories which,

through temperament, provokes a spontaneity of self-expression.

Regardless of the origin of spontaneity, if it is intuitively chosen, and if it remains
unaffected by pedantic intellectual interference, it can be used freely and profusely in the
work of art. However, with selective wisdom this work will become expressive, compelling
and beyond time. Thus the right creative process is formed through orientational wisdom

using intuition that is within t\037esphere of spontaneity. A great work of art is also a vis-

ual philosophy because it depicts the right direction of the mind and senses, as do the

philosophical words of the great searchers of spiritual truth, such as Plato and others. Cre-
ative art impels wisdom to serve as a selectivemechanism and mover, because wisdom,

being universal and absolute, forms itself, orients itself and reveals itself through art and
inventions.

Howevel', by its own orientation as a creative rudder, wisdom does not rest on its
achievements and on finality. In general, as a faculty and as a natural law, wisdom ex-

tends into infinity and eternity as natural perpetual motion. On the premise of the above

law, all masterpieces of art extend into infinite time, and some scientific discoveries re-

main forever, and some philosophical creeds become absolute, eternal truths. Plato's con-

ception of wisdom in Homo sapiens is based on the forces motivating the whole universe)))
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with eternal changes and inevitable progression. Plato integrated wisdom with perpetual
motion. By that he elevated man to the divine sphere of creativity and made him con-
scious of the revolution of the universe. (Quot. 62). Spontaneity is a vital action, a mul-

tanimous reality, and it may become a concept provoking the conscious creative use of

spontaneity.)

4. CREATIVE POTENCY)

Creative potency consists also of the awareness of those factors which are mostly
of metaphysical origin. However, purely material, optical reality cannot be excluded in
order to fix the abstract in the concrete work of art. Awareness is formed also from a ca-

pacity to sense and reason about those experiences which have evolved fl0m the animat-

ing creative forces of nature and provoked the desire to reach the unknown. (Quot. 9,

45). This awareness also originates in the cells which absorb creative forces and motivat-

ing energies from planetary sources, and mineral nourishment from the earth. This is not

Utopia; it is actually proved by somnambulism which is stimulated by the moon's rays.

Wisdom intermediates between the mind of the universe and the mind of the individ\037

ual. Wisdom is capable of apprehending universal creative forces, being evolved from

them, and can make the individual conscious of his own part of the creative forces. This

becomes self.perception which, together with will power, develops the creative orienta-

tion and ability of man. This can be called the creative consciousness which places man
above the animals. Creativeness should be respected. I t is a highly complex and delicate

capacity, easily injured or destroyed.

Our creativeness is potent as long as we sense and conceive it and direct our wisdom

into the course of life which provokes multiple feelings and ideas. Of the latter only those

are valuable which our instinct and consciousness recognize as related to universal crea-

tiveness and which are spiritually functional and t.echnicaUy expressible. It is only in this
condition that art can begin to be. While using such transcendental orientation we

should realize that our creativeness does not depend exclusively on our materialistic ex.

periences, since these experiences are only the consequence of Some previous abstract

causes. Our creative orientation depends mostly on the perceptibility with which we di-

rect our spirit toward the metaphysical realm in searching for causes having construe.

tive values. Thus, creative potency is an assemblage of universal causes, not of finalities.

Creative mind is not satisified with the known alone, but searches the unknown. (Quot. 9,

45).
Instinct and wisdom are formed from assembled abstract and material causes activ-

ated by perpetual dynamism. This makes our wisdom and instinct a universal property

formed by universal creativeness. Wisdom and instinct both are preordained to be a

vital and conductive channel for the reception and reflection of all that is material as

well as abstract in nature and in the individual self and in his art. The perceptions evolv-

ing from instinct and wisdom may reveal and amplify the dependence between matter

and abstraction. The essence lies in the fact that it is only for a retrograde intellect that

positive matter and significant abstraction seem to be opposed. In reality and crea.

tively, in spite of their differences, they evolve from each other, sustain each other and are)))
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a unit. To fix this unit and its polarity is the mission of art and is also the success of all

achievement. Therefore, cosmic dynamism is intrinsic in creativeness, intermixing ab-
stract forces and matter which, by a long chain of biological transformations also unite
wisdom and instinct. Consequently, through the relationship of instinct, wisdom, matter
and abstraction we can apprehend our creative rudiments, develop the potency of our

own creativeness and apply it effectively for any use. There is a divine law making this

sublime unity. If it is used in art the work will live forever and remain universally true. If
it is misused, the work will die before it is achieved. (Quat. 9). The artist is an instrument
for the expression of different complicated laws of nature which if correctly assembled

constitute immortal art.)

Chapter IV

SYMBOLISM)

Symbolism is the most complex, the most significant of all psycho-physiological
actions and reactions. It is the indirect communication and transmission of ninety-
nine per cent of the life activity of the individual. (Quat. 16, 31). Each word spoken, each

gesture and act of mimicry, each written letter and figure-all are symbols. Music, art
and religion are based on symbolism.

In spite of its inevitability, it remains the most subtle and the most risky medium in
art. On the one hand, it is possible with symbolism to attain the summit of genius; on the
other hand, it is possible to fall into mediocrity. Refined symbolism may approach sug-

gestive abstraction, but if symbolism itself is abstracted, mediocrity begins from this

point. (This does not apply to the decorative arts.)

What is the criterion for the judgment and measurement of the value and meaning
of symbolism in a work of art? This is individually determined only by the creative
mind. Symbols can be roughly classified into three groups. One group is conventionally

established, as for instance the alphabet or alphabetical combinations like S.O.S. Another

group, derived from faith, such as religious symbols, are acceptable by the degree of belief,

and literary ones acceptable by the degree of imagination. The third group, the most dif.

ficult and complex of all, are those symbols created by the individual, expressing his own

psychology and feelings fixed in the work of art and made for transmission by form and

color. to another person. In my work I use the third group of symbols. (Quot. 16).
Such symbols are indeed the mirror of the personality which creates them. If in the work

of art the symbol has no parellel with anything, it becomes anarchy of thought. (Quot.
12). There is danger in modern art, particularly in those cases in which the symbol as a
cardinal creative element of art is excluded and feeling and meaning are abolished, for

it may spring from a tendency to be abstract at any cost or from buffoonery.

The anarchistic tendency of the abolition of creative value, brought on by the phi.

losophy of negation, signifies creative impotence which impoverishes beauty, spirit, es.)

\302\267Refer also lo Cha pler IX on Conslructions,)))
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In the lower left hand corner is a frozen drop of water; the geometric and solid form

of it is caused by forces compressing it into a monumental block, then gradually toward

another totally opposite form (upper right corner) which shows the explosion-like

effect caused by forces within the drop. The dispersing power sends particles out from

the center of the crystal. What are the myriad causes which never produce two snow crys-

tals of exactly the same form? Another example is living creatures at the bottom of the

sea, foraminifera, microscopic beings of multiple shapes, as the consequence of a multi-

tude of causes at the bottom of the sea. (Plate D).)
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Foraminifera from the bottom
of the sea.)

Some of these forms are compact, similar to snow crystals; some are twisted like the

knot of a rope. Myriads of them were agglomerated in stone in the oceanic depths. A

geological catyclysm lifting the bottom of the sea was the cause that foraminifera formed

rocks. From these rocks the Egyptian pyramids and temples were erected. The Egyp-

tian religious belief in eternal life was the cause of these immortal gigantic constructions

out of the bodies of the foraminifera. Is not this a phantasmagoria of the transformation
of forms and the adjustment of multiple causes?

Beside all concrete formations by nature, there is man with his psychology and

senses, with his spirituality, metaphysics, esthetics, symbolism, and with all his capacities
which are nothing but the reftection of the universal mind combining complicated causes,
making man think and create as he does.

For our creative purposes we retain primarily those psycho-physiological factors

which evolve from the metaphysical and spiritual realm, from which man fashions his
forms in art. For instance, the forms of worshiped deities are of metaphysical and spir-

itual origin. (Quot. 43, 66). In order to clarify the problem of the formative process, let

us approach the primary causes which are abstract creative forces, permanently changing
the forms of every organic, as well as inorganic, thing. The change is fundamental to the
creative process of nature, reflected consciously or intuitivelyby man and animal through
art and technique. If one attempts to find the origin of a new form which he is making,

simple or complicated, he will inevitably encounter the complexity of formative causes
within himself, working before the production of this particular form. The complexity
lies deep in the psycho-physiology of the individual, acting under the dominating law of

dynamism t and interlocking abstract forces within his cells. Through this process, con-

sciously or unconsciously, he solidifies the cellular causes into a form. Excluding the utili-
tarian, we are here preoccupied only with the ideology of creativeness itself.)))
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The form-changing abstract creative forces fill the cosmos. Sciencefinds them in bi-

ology, geology, astronomy, and so forth. Some of these specific forces are located in every
being simultaneously. If an animal or man knows or feels a particular form and produces it

mentally, sensually or intuitively, it is because in the individual self there are exactly the
same abstract forces as those used by nature to produce this particular form he is making.
,Thus we should recognize the fact that those specific forces used by nature to form a min-
eral may be the same as those in the creative body of Beethoven composing a symphony or

in a beaver building his dwelling. This may seem to be a magical oneness, and yet we find

the existence of such a creative analogy in plants, animals and men, in their forms and ac-
tions. A modern atomic scientistbelieving in the transposition of atoms undoubtedly will
confirm this analogy, although an anthropologist will find the same analogy in the North-

west Indian totem poles which symbolize man as an animal, and the reverse. The

Indians believed that all creatures are fonned from the same originative spirit.
The intellectualand instinctive apprehension of creative causes, if practiced, becomes

an experience for further creative self-advancement. All inventions and artistic master-
pieces are made exclusively from the ability to perceive and to exploit natural fonnative
causes which are located anywhere at any time, and may be used by man and by all or-

ganic creatures and minerals at the same time. There exists material proof of this phenom-

enon. For instal ce, there are spiral shells which have existed for billions of years at the
bottom of the sea. They are constructed on the same geometrical formation as the spiral

stairway. In both cases the same formative law is present and inevitable in order to sup-

port both structures. (Plates E, F).)
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Evidently, man cannot create any new laws; he can only discover them in himself.

Like the insect and the plant, he carries the formative laws in all the cells of his body.
However, in order to use these laws in the creative process, he must apply his inventive
intellect and his memory of practically learned methods. It is astonishing how, unlike

man, animals, including insects, without diplomas, instinctively and spontaneously use

the same constructive law that man has steadily learned and experimented with before

applying it to his constructions. Another difference between man and the insect is that

man is privileged to possess the faculty of perceiving this creative law and to use his per-

ception of it for his own creative developmen ts. While the insects without the perception

of constructive law remain deprived of that human intellectual capacity which could
make them progress creatively, they are limitedstrictly to instinctive functions under the
directive of nature. If for some biological reason the insect should possess the human scale

of perceptivity. man would force it to build palaces and work for him. (Plates G, H, 1).)
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Sculpture and painting are the materialization of the specific formative law of na-

ture. This law is expressed through different elements, each pulsating with its own life,

and all together constituting a harmonious. spiritual and optical accord. These elements
are of a material category such as fOIm, color, texture; and of an abstract category such as

space, balance, rhythm, harmony and spirit. Some of these elements may be amplified or

reduced in their volume or expression, according to the subject, style and psychological

direction which they are assigned to indicate. The individuality of the artist is recogniz-

able through the amplification of chosen elements characteristic to him: a Rembrandt-

light and shadows; a Seurat-texture; the Cubisfs-geometrization, and so forth. My
own individuality consists of many variations of causes and original form. (Quot. 5, 6,7).

Form in sculpture is different from form in painting. The artificiality of form in paint-)

.
Courtesy or lhe Museum or Natural History. N. Y.)))
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ing, on the one hand, and the reality of sculptured form, on the other hand, both derive

from the same creative source, but are differentiated in appearance due to their different

psychical, material nature and due to the different psycho-physiological character of

man. In comparing sculpture with painting, it l>ecomes evident that sculpture, because

of its pictorial limitations, is more complicated than painting. Form in painting fluctuates

more than in sculpture because, for effect, painting uses illusory forms, illusory perspec-
tive and' illusory light and shadow while in sculpture they are real. (quot. 21, 22, .54).

Painting can also dissolve fmms and patterns of color hy blurring them or breaking them

up into floating abstract fragments, and in this way ohtains dematerialization. In con-

trast to painting, sculpture is concrete and palpahle form, indissoluble as matter. In sculp-

ture the dematerialization of forms always remains the greatest difficulty to overcome.
It seems to be a magical trick to create matter with its positiveness and at the same time

to transcend it into abstract and spiritual existence with significance. However, the es-

sence of art remains in this very liberation of the spirit from matter and simuJtaneously in
the stylistic materialization of the spirit. Thus the sculptural form should not be a form

for its own sake, hut a cause for association and relativity. (Quot. 5). To attain this, one
should rely on creative psychology which naturally is the opposite of the imitative ra-

tional mind or deliberate buffoonery. A perfect example of spiritual detachment from

material existence is music. Sound is impalpahle: it appears and disappears, being dis-

solved in time and space. Only the reaction, sensation and spirit remain after sound van-

ishes. In music the creative essence is heyond sound.

Sculpture must have a significance beyond it.'\\ form to become a symbol and produce

as..\"iociation and relativity fixed by stylistic transformations. This suhlimates sculpture in-

to the metaphysical realm. This is the mission of art.

The superiority of sculpture over painting lies in the fact that sculptural forms are

perceptible both spiritually and tangibly. Spirit guides toward a metaphysical origin
and releases forms from being matter. However, the physical capacity to see and to touch
makes sculpture sensually more complete and complex than painting which is only an

optical illusion of forms.

Early in my career, in the first decade of the century, I came to the conclusion that

the spiritual power of a work of art is derived mostly from the metaphysical realm, that

the greatest difficulty lies in the fixation of t he correlation of abstract with material real-

ity. Together they must evoke psychological and emotional reactions, the more the bet-

ter, in order to lift the creator-artist and spectator into the realm of the sublime. (Quat.
53). For half a century I have been experimenting with forms in arranging and rearrang-

ing the coordinations of material and abstract elements, according to my conception of

harmony, esthetic beauty and spirit.
From these experiments I have obtained a completely new plastic expression which,

in the opinion of art historians, has become the foundation of modern sculpture. (Quot. 3,

6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,28,37, 41,66). Some old experiments have concerned the external
form of nature. However, my aim has been to unify spirit and matter in order to obtain

a new form having a symbolic meaning and producing associations related to nature and

human experiences. This may be called the abstract reality forming modern style. (Quat.
13).)))
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There have been many analyses made of my experimentations. Here it may be

proper to stress that only objective analysis may be suitable for the explanation of the

great variety of esthetic problems that I have resolved through forms. The individuality
of my art should be characterized as the multiple changes of form, as the consequence of

self-adaptation to the creative changes of that dynamism which, of course, is the opposite

of the static. I deny the stereotyped production that is usually the trademark of an artist.
Permanent changes of the character of my work may be confusing to a conservative

observer, but I believe that metamorphoses in nature are always the main cause of life

and are the essence of art. (Quot. 5).
I am against regression and dogmatism because a regressive mind is not able to pro-

duce inventions. A forced modernism in art, using cerebral dogmatic \"abstraction for

the sake of abstraction\" is creatively as shallow as photographic naturalism. Having al-

ways been free from traditional stereotyped production and the sterility of dogmatism,
I have been able to adventure in the rearrangement of the relationships (Quot. 9) of all

significant elements useful for sculpture, regardless of whether they are of palpable ma-

terial or intangible such as the electric light, space, reflections or transparencies. If the el-
ements are suitable for expressing esoteric, spiritual or esthetic value, I labor, if need

be, on a new special technical process to bend them to the desired effectiveness, symbolic
meaning, beauty and spirit. For instance, in 1947 I began using electric light within plas-

tics as a new element of sculpture. For this purpose I carved transparent plastic.. I
was obliged to build a special machine, since plastic cannot be calVed like marble or wood

because of its rubber-like resistance. My machine scraped this material with the blades

of a cutter rotating 60,000 times per minute.

Among different elements, the technique is no less important than the spiritual con-

tent of the work of art. (Quat. 21, 41,66). There cannot be art without the perfect tech-

nical execution of all esthetic elements. In the same way, technicality alone cannot be

complete art. In creating form, we often find that there arises the necessity to amplify

one element and reduce another. For instance, the effect of form can be amplified or re-

duced by color and texture. A number of similar problems concerned with the effective-

ness of forms or colors guided me toward my sculpto-painting (Chapter VII).
Since the spiritual content of sculpture is introduced within the form, the forms

must be expressive and significant in order to open manifold approaches toward their in-

ner transcendental value. (Quot. 6, 16,23,25, 29, 30, 32, 37, 40, 41, 43, 46,47, 49, 53, 57,
60,66, 67). The multiplicity of observations, reactions, judgments and expressions is a

sign of high cultural and creative level. Regardless of that to which the multiplicity may
be applied, it will always have more significance and success than only a one-sided atti-
tude. Such a principle and capacity can make an insignificant object become a reservoir

of life, just as a small seed becomes a large tree.

Beside the diversity of forms of palpable matter, there is a diversity of significant im-
material form which I have explored, such as space, light, transparency, reflection, or the
idea of form that is suggested by motion. t For instance, a circular motion may sym-

bolize the form of a disk or of a ring. There are still more complicated forms apprehensible)

OSee Chaptf'r XVI on ModulaLion or LiithLand Transparency. (Plales 188-196).
.See Chapter XXIV on Archip(mlura.)))
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only by association and relativity, such as rhythm, harmony and volume of sound,
silenceand time. (Quat. 6, 15, 18, 22,26,28,32,41,43,60,62,65). They extendor reduce;

they vibrate in a fragmentary character or condense in a solid volume; they assume im-

aginary sha\037 and remain transcendent with impulses for creative materialization. The

material formation of such abstractions as time and sound are possible only through the

intellectual and sensory associative proces..c;e!'. It does not matter from which source the
psycho-physiolol?;ical association emerges; as long as it is successfully fixed in a symbolic

form throul?;h art, it becomes a livin\037reality. The greatest contemporary artistic creative

process corresponding to the science 01 our modern era and to the modern way of think-

ing undoubtedly springs from relativity and contains the power of association. Concrete
matter, also, if correctly adjusted, can become a symbolic form by provoking associations

with immaterial facts such as time, space or sound. (Quat. 61). Beside the concretion of

the abstract, I use the reverse process: the dematerialization of the concrete form. I

achieve this by transformin\037 it into a symbolic shape. I divide the original form by geo-

metrization and fra\037mentation, as in my Cubist period (Chapter .X I I) or as I do in

sculpto-painting, in which I obtain division and unification of forms by the pattern of

color, texture, or the different aspects of materials, or by space.
The concretion of the abstract and the abstraction of the concrete in art are the exact

reflection of the creative process that is I?;oing on in nature with its perpetual metamor-

phoses. This universal metamorphosis rules over all and is the basic cause of all technical

inventions, art, scien tific discoveries, and all religious and philosophical doctrines. Con-

sequently, the art of forms in its ori\037in is inevitably allied with all creative phenomena

of nature and is hiolo\037ically linked to all the universe.
In art, as in nature, the activation of abstract forces becomes the cause of their solid-

ification in matter. For instance, a low temperature as energy plus humidity will become

solidified into ice and, contrariwise, wood as matter may become an immaterial phenom-

enon such as gas 01' temperature while burning. In art forces are condensed into the forms

of matter, and then radiate as abstract spirit. The (orm of anything is a potent impetus

for the diverse psychological and physiological activities of man and animal. In making
forms, any individual inevitably uses not only intellect and instinct, but all that con-

stitutes his entity from the earth, from water and from space.

During fifty years I have produced more than a thousand works, and in each f01m

I have fixed what nature has given to me in spirit and in skill. It should be added that

such additions from creative forces are the paramount part in an entity, and are vital like
all intellectual and sensory activities. Careful analysis shows clearly how we are daily sub-

consciously entangled with thousands of forms, far more than with sounds and colors.

Forms have their origin and depot in the realm of the universal creative mind. It is al-

ready predetermined by destiny which forms the individual will feel or how he will react

to a given form, subconsciously or consciously, also to what degree his intellectualcapacity

for transformations will develop.

All forms are temporary aspects of the permanent cosmic energy which creates

atoms, remains in them, and makes them travel from one material into another, trans-

forming their shapes. Perhaps they travel from a stone into a human body, then into

plants or animals, and so on infinitely. A creative mind is involved in this course. No new)))
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forms can be created because nature has already created them all and there i!; nothing

beyond its achievements. Only new combinations and relationships of several existing
forms remain possible for man to uncover according to his destiny. This remains in the

disposition of art, technique and science.

The externality of form and the energies making form and remaining in it are one

inseparable creative process of nature reflected in art. In art, form as matter is optical,

but the creative energy is abstract and spiritual; both reciprocally prevail one over the

other and remain inseparable. We observe and create according to the prevailing phases,

similarly to this process of nature.

The history of art shows periods of the domination of spirit over matter or, in re-

verse, matter over spirit, so often that this becomes a permanent characteristic of art.

This appears to be due to the inevitable dualism consisting of the creative personality of

the artist and the materiality of form in his work. The awareness of this dualism is one of

the keys to creative progression. Subordination to the law of natural dualism opens the

way for the inductive and deductive creative capacity as well as for the manifold vision of

life. Both are inevitable in any creative process.

The great diversity in my work in some cases disturbs believers in t.he monotypic

production of art. In preferring one monotype, they bypass the total. My dualism can-

not be separated because it consists of manifold fused experiences, nor can it be classified

chronologically because I attack simultaneously different problems and may resolve each
of them in different ways, from naturalism to abstraction. This is characteristic of many
of my works. (Quot. 7, 10, 28, 41, 43). It is interesting to observe how the art historians

-
here quoted have analyzed many of my inventions, conceptions and technical achieve-

ments. All analyses by different writers with their diverse angles of approach, directly or

indirectly confirm my cardinal tendency, which is creative movement onward.)

Chapter VI

STYLE)

Style contains the artist's personality, national and racial characteristics, as well as
the philosophy and spirit of the time. Because of these contents and independent of the

subject matter, the style of ancient works of art may serve for anthropological infonna-

tion on vanished civilizations. This quality reveals that all causes of the original stylistic
formation and the spiritual attainment of man, through style, are transmittable over the
centuries. Externally, concretely, style con!;ists of a specific combination of different ele-
ments such as lines, forms, colors, textures, materials, techniques, and so forth. The
inner essence and spirit of style in its origin is very complex. This complexity results
from the fact that creative art begins where visual nature ends. At this point, man begins
to express his entity by transforming natural forms into his style. The inner essence of a

style consists also of the specific rhythm and harmony proper to the individual or con-
ventional stylistic requirement.

In my conception, the formulation of a style is a purely creative process, which

unifies in a specific way both spirit and matter. (Quot. 4, 9, 41, 45). In art as in nature
there must be a correct coordination of causes in order to metamorphose enerR'Y into)))
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material form, and to reconvert it further into that perpetual energy which should radi-
ate from a work of art, particularly through the style. Creatively no stylistic formations

or deformations in art are accidental. They have strong psychological and physiological

reasons for existence, as the consequence of man's contact with the universal creative

forces which produce permanent transformations. All metamorphoses in nature and in
art are an in-and-out circulation of creative energy. This circulation within the human

body, as well as in all organic and inorganic matter, remains as creative potency. If it is

applied to estheticsand technique in art, it becomes style with its spiritual content.

The intellectualassembling of mentally chosen naturalistic forms fixed in the work is

an imitative process which is inferior to an intuitively creative rearrangement. The intui-
tive is similar to a message from nature that the artist receives and carries in his subcon-

scious until the right causes transfonn it into consciousness, to evolve eventually into a
new material reality, skillfully expre\037d

in a new form. Psychologically an individual

cannot be isolated from visual reality. However, he must be creatively adjusted in order

to grasp from visual reality ilc; transcendental formative value prior to the material fixa-

tion of the subject involved. Factually, this is the recombining of different energies that
become idea, spirit and beauty. The artist models their abstractness into a concrete

stylistic shape, just as nature models energy into a particular form.

It would be interesting to find the abstract causes responsible for the formations of

such styles as Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Gothic and modern. The causes of the creation
of the Egyptian style are the Egyptian climate and religious philosophy. Recognizable

in this style is also a mysterious calm, a spiritual magnitude and fabulous beauty. This

is the consequence of Egypt's religiously profound and refined contact with the universe,

with its infinity and eternity. It seems as though the Egyptians wanted to conquer time,
and it seems that they succeeded. Egyptian art remains forever an indestructible monu\037

ment of that great vanished civilization which reached spiritual sublimation. If we com-

pare contemporary Dadaism with Egyptian creative magnitude, Dadaism dwindles to

naught.

The early Greek style tends to match the Egyptian spiritual quality. But in a later

period it deteriorated and became a prelude to Roman naturalism. Undoubtedly because
the spirit of their mythology prevailed over the spirit of creative forms, Roman art is

fundamentally devoid of spirit and transcendency. The causes of its mediocrity lie in the
vanity of potentates; it served to propagate Roman dictatorial military power and crea-
tive dilettanism, such as Nero's playing on a lyre while Rome burned. Roman art never

reached the summit of Egyptian style.

The Gothic and modern styles seem to be analogous in their striving to be detached

from matter, in search of spiri t. The form of art of our era emana tes from abstract causes,

from the same realm in which contemporary science finds its causes for modern invention.

Contemporary art and science both tend toward abstract forces. Art becomes preoccu-

pied with the expression of transcendency; science with the materialization of abstract

energy, such as radio, electrical and atomic. Cosmic dynamism as a cause is expressed

through the contemporary psychology of art, which uses forms as abstract as its causes.

(Quat. 5).)))



The Gothic elongation and distortion emanate from religious ideas, ecstasy and

gravitation toward highly soaring divine power. The Egyptian, Gothic and modern styles,

by their leaning toward creative abstract qualities, prove that they are subordinated to
the same dynamism of nature with its perpetual transforming power which they set out

to express.

Unlike past eras, our contemporary mechanization and speed for the economy of

time are the causes for the rapid changes of forms in modern art. The production of the

Egyptian style existed over 5,000 years; the Gothic, 500; modem Cubism, 10 years. Now

in our tempo, art seems to be deteriorating into a seasonal performance, particularly in
the United States. The history of art has known no such turbulent period of varied styl-
istic experimentation as in the present day.

As a retrograde mind cannot stop the avalanche of scientific invention, so retro-

grade or hostile criticism cannot affect artistic stylistic inventions. In fact, no criticism
in general can n1ake or destroy the historical value of a work of art, since the history

of art is fixed by the spiritual content of the work itself, not by the magazine which
prints favorable or poisonous articles.

The origin of style is not only in the religious, epochal or other philosophies, but is

also in the character of the individual, and consequently in his biological organization.

Body movements often indicate stylistic character. For instance, the Oriental race differs

from the Occidental in its general movemen ts and, to a certain degree, this is evident in
its art. Also, it is generally assumed that the character of a person is expressed in the

style of his handwriting. The quality of touch is a dominating factor in the technique

of sculpture, as in music and painting. Beside technique, philosophy and spiritual ele-

ments, style consists of complex creative causes, transforming the object into its esthetic
expression.

For some biological reason, the sensuousness of the sculptured forms, through pal-
pability, is also related to the sexuality of man and animal. Hindu and Negro styles are
characteristic in this sense. However, in spite of this relation, sculpture is apt to become

spiritually sublimated and to attain a metaphysical level through style.
In making and in looking at the style of creative sculpture, one \037hould see beyond

the forms, as one reads poetry between words or hears music above sound. (Quot. 5, 9,

13,16,17,33,41).)

Chapter VII

SCULPTO-PAINTING

(PLATES 39-62))

I invented sculpto-painting in 1912. It has its own characteristics, which set it apart

from the usual polychrome sculpture such as the Gothic, Baroque and Renaissance. It
is designed mostly as a panel uniting colors and forms. Esthetically it is a new character
of art, due to its specific interdependencies of relief, concave or perforated forms, colors
and textures. (Quot. 9, 16, 20, 21,22, 23, 26,27,28,29,30,31,41,51, 59). Some forms are

made in papier-mache, glass, wood or metal, and so forth. Forms are intermixed with the)))
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patterns of colors and of the space between them, in accordance with the particular

esthetic or spiritual problem. The subject matter may not be excluded. The nuances of

form and color and their interdependencies are as essential and significant as the nuances

of sound and silence in music. No boundary can be drawn between color and real form

because estheticallyand technically they are reciprocally integrated. We see that nature

never separates form from color but, from different causes, unites them in infinite variety.
This unity is a fundamental of my sculpto-painting, which indicates a new path in

contemporary art. The art of uniting color with fonn is still unexplored by other artists.

Why do contemporary sculptors blindly avoid the great heritage left to them by the

ancient geniuses of polychrome sculpture? Those Northwest American Indians who felt,

produced and appreciated their pQlychrome masterpieces, tower above some of the

experts of modem art who strip sculpture of its coloration.

Sculpto-painting is not only a renaissance of the vanished tendency to unite form

and color; it is rather a new medium of art, due to a specific conjunction and amalga.

mation of materials, forms and colors. Esthetically and technically, sculpto-paintings

are entirely different from the colored reliefs a la Della Robbia or the Egyptian and

Assyrian. The novelty does not lie in the fact that sculpto-paintings are reliefs, but in
the fact that stylistically, conceptionally and esthetically they are new, as a result of

entirely new materials and techniques.

Sculpto.painting is more effective and diverse in character than the usual painting
or uncolored sculpture. The unification of color and form does not interfere with spiritual-
ization; on the contrary, it facilitates the expression of the abstract in this medium.

T\037ere is here no naturalistic coloration such as mannequins with blue eyes, black eye-
brows or red lips. It is an entirely different technico-esthetic problem which sculpto-

painting resolves while engaged in dealing with the abstract, spiritual or symbolic.

In sculpto-painting, as in usual painting, a pattern of color can be limited by sharp

contours, or it can be blended with the neighboring colors to become a contourless area.

The advantage of sculpto-painting over the usual painting is that on the painted flat

area sculptured reliefs or concave forms are added as integral parts of the compositional
effect and meaning.

In some cases the relief or concave should be painted with color extended on the

background for the optical effect of the enlargement of shape. (See Diagram I, a, page

42.))))
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DIAGRAM /.)

A Pallern of color incorporating rcllef form
B Division of (onn hy color
(' PatlE'rn of color with form dlvlde>d by color.
D Form overiappe<J by pattern of color
F. Color overlapped by form
F Optic-al extrn\037ionof form over paLL\037rnor color
G Ex [('nson of pattern of color over form
H Drpth by overlapPing paLt('rns of colors and

Corm'i
J UI'pth by furm c-arvt'd In pcr\"pl'ctL\\I'
.1 J)rpLh by culor., and It'xtUrI'S,
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If the form is painted in two colors it will produ\037 a double effect, one from the
form, another from the two patterns of colors. This will be the division of the form by
color. The domination of one over another depends upon the compositional requirement
and is expressed by the height of the relief or by the intensity of the color. (See Dia-

gram 1, b.)
A variety of effects can be obtained through different combinations of forms and

colors. For instance, on the large pattern of a red color painted on a white background

there will be a small relief form, painted half in yellow and half in blue. This will pro\037

duce five effects, namely, from yellow, from blue, from red, from the form and from the
white background. (See Diagram I, c.)

In another case, a form can produce the effect of being divided by overlapping with
the pattern of color. (See Diagram I, d.)

On the other hand, the pattern of color can be divided by overlapping with the form.

It depends upon the rhythm, composition, harmony and balance. (See Diagram I, e).
There are more varieties of amplifications or reductions of different elements of

sculpto-painting. (See Diagram I, f and g.)

The effect of depth in sculpto-painting is achieved in different ways by the over-

lapping of patterns of colors or forms. (See Diagram I, h.)
The effect of depth is also achieved by diagonal lines or forms caught in foreshort-

ening according to the perspective. (See Diagram I, i.)
Another way to obtain depth is by the value of the colors or by the variations in

the coarseness of the texture. (See Diagram I, j.)
Beside convex and concave forms, the modulation of the space between forms is also

meaningful in this original art. The shape of the distance between the separate patterns
of colors or forms becomes as significant as the form or pattern itself. (See Diagram I, k.)

The degree of depth may also be expressed by the degree of elevation and position

of forms on the background. (See Diagram I, l.)
Beside the distance between the forms, a perforated area is also used in sculpto-

painting. (Plate 2). The formations of the perforated areas I introduced in 1912. This

opened for me an entirely new esthetic horizon never before explored. (Quat. 44).

The advantage of sculpto-painting over the usual painting is that the lights and

shadows of the relief are vitally real, unlike conventional painting in which there is only
a painted illusion of the lights and shadows. Another advantage is that lights and shad-
ows in sculpto-painting are changeable according to the changes of the source of the

light, while in the usual painting they remain unchanged. There is also the advantage
that under an adequate source of light the shadows in the scuIpto-painting become

integral parts of the composition. Sculpto-painting, due to its new technical expamion,

intensifies the optical and esthetic effects of forms to a degree that makes usual painting
and sculpture seem lifeless. Cubism, which painted sharp, flat forms, seems to be weak

in comparison with relief made of superimposed planes of flat materials.

In modem art the subject or object is often only suggested by some equivalent char.
acrer of form or color, but this principle is as old as art in general. The idea of the sym-
bolization of naturalistic forms by rearranging them into an equivalent synthesis remains

fundamental to art. I experimented with this tendency from the first decade of the cen-)))
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tury on and introduced it into sculpto-painting as early as 1912. However, the invention

of sculpto-painting consists of a new stylistic concept as a result of entirely new mate-
rials and technical methods, which arrange symbols and equivalences simultaneously

with the sculptured forms, projecting light and shadows, with the pattern of colors or

concaves and of space. All of these together eventually produce a new harmonious unity,
a new style, new optical effects and psychological reactions. Sculpto-painting is more
flexible for inventions than the usual painting or sculpture.

The elements of sculpto-painting are applied not only to panels, but also to con-

structions and to three-dimensional sculpture. In such cases the roundness of the statue
becomes a formed background on which patterns of color are applied. This is a three-
dimensional polychrome sculpture. Some compositions require the pattern of color to be

the same as the shape of the raised or lowered forms. (Plates 21, 22). The art of sculpto-

painting proves to be refined and complex and is not easily grasped by conservatives or

laymen. This expansive form of art, under the tool of the uninitiated, may dwindle to

naught, especially if only one element of sculpto-painting is used. For instance, there
would be no spiritual depth if one were to cut the shape of a kidney from a board,
nail it to a panel, and paint all in one color. Imagine Caruso singing only one single
note from a Pagliacci aria. That would be a failure from over-simplification.)

Chapter VIII

POL YCHROMY

(PLATES 1-38))

In three-dimensional polychrome sculpture there may be used all the same technical

esthetic principles which are applied in sculpto-painting as they are partly described in
the previous chapter.

The following manifesto may be considered as an additional description.)

MANIFESTO

What is the cause of the weakening of the spirit which in the past guided artists
in the creation of magnificent polychrome sculpture?

Contemporary sculptors, of course, are not color-blind. However, there are no poly-

chrome sculptures on display. Contemporary artists and those connected with art seem

to be unaware of and to omit the spiritual and esthetic value intrinsic in the unity of

colors with forms. There is no evidence of conscious penetration beyond impoverished

sculpture, disrobed of colors. What is the cause of the deterioration of polychrome sculp-
ture? Is it the consequence of the irrational theory which teaches that pure form is in
mono-colored matter only? Do we not admire the multicolored forms in birds and

flowers, etc.? When one looks in the mirror does one not see himself as form and colors?

In polychromy there is limitless possibility for inventions corresponding to modern

creative conceptions and spirit. The tradition of colored wax mannikins is fortunately
over, and it is useless to revive the stylistic character of Egyptian polychromy, or

Tanagra, or that of the extraordinary Northwest American Indian, or Australian Bush-)))
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man. It is senseless to follow them because the modern era is not inspired by their myth-

ology, but uses totally new life conceptions and methods for creative demonstrations.

Outmoded, literary, mythological symbolism is no longer usable, but a new symbol-

ogy which abstracts and spiritualizes the object must take its place, so that color-form

will become synonymous with the object. Such new symbolism is essential to modern

polychrome sculpture and is the consequence of modern, creative, scientific and psycho-
logical facts. Due to the progress of our civilization and new psychological scope it is

natural to disregard antiquated esthetics and ideology. Polychromy should be renewed.

In our daily mobile environment colors change into forms and forms into colors and

there are no forms without colors; also, there are more multicolored forms than mono-

colored. Such characteristics of our environment should finally provoke endless creative

assumptions, experiences and expressions by alerted artists.

In this modern era matter alone is acknowledged not to be a totality; natural crea-

tive energy with its complex transformations is considered to be the prime cause of evo-
lution. It is, therefore, evident that the reciprocal infusions of colors-forms in polychromy

are comparable to the concept of transformative energy. Such energy constitutes the life

of polychrome art. It is this art of interfusing which is the lost secret, hidden in ancient

polychromy which is far richer than the contemporary non-colored sculpture.

Spiritually, esthetically, emotionally, creatively and symbolically, the form-color in-

teractions are as rich as the variations in a symphony, in which one musical phrase
interfuses with another, thereby evoking multiple reactions in the individual.

New polychromy consists of a new esthetic and technique which unifies forms with
colors. Their reciprocal overlapping and interfusion, the domination of one over another,

their harmony or contrast and their rhythm are all adjustable according to the symbolic

or stylistic problems.

Polychromy is fully adaptable for three-dimensional sculpture, reliefs, construction

in diverse materials, for sculpto-painting, for disciplined abstractions, for the expression
of relativity and for symbolical interpretations which are indirect representations of the

object.

Polychrome sculpture, like nature, produces an infinite variety of effects and has
more potential and vitality than flat painting or mono-colored sculpture, since the reality

of forms produces natural light and shadow in which the patterns of colors automati-

cally change their nuances.

This is a new way of transmitting creative messages. This is a new optical language.

Creative awareness of \037olor-fonn will lead a receptive individual to establish many

subtilties and spiritual reactions through polychrome sculpture. The same awareness may
help sensitive individuals to grasp these creative messages.

The modern polychrome method reflects contemporary conceptions of creative trans-

formations of material things and gives them a spiritual aspect. A creative artist must rely
on his competence and orientations in this matter, since the new principles of poly-
chrome art are still not yet propagated. Also, the knowledge and ability for analysis and

judgment of this new art is still not developed in the contemporary literature on art.)))
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Chapter IX

CONSTRUCTIONS

(PLATES 63-74))

When in 1912 I commenced to use different materials for my constructions I thought
that creatively some very simple geometrical arrangements of fonns might become power-
ful symbols guiding the masses. For instance, a cross or swastika are made with only a

few horizontal and vertical lines or strips, but their symbolic meaning for centuries has

contained and provoked the most profound feelings and thoughts of many generations.
However, the symbol of the cross spiritually guides only those masses who learn intellec-

tually the great religious meaning of the two lines of the cross, the vertical and the hor-
izontal. For other peoples who are non-Christian the cross has no meaning. There is also

another, different conventional meaning of the cross. It is a standard symbol of cancella-

tion, a crisscross over a mistake. An intellectual learning of conventional meaning, sym-

bolized by a specific, generally accepted sign is not the same process as the individual

creative ability to make or read a symbol which is associated with exclusively individual

experIences.
The art of construction with its symbolic meaning requires individual psychological

and physical experiences. (Quot. 16). It must be a perfect arrangement of different mate-

rials, their shape and relationship corresponding to the subject or object which they sym-

bolize. Beside optical experiences, to associate or to diversify shapes, symbolism calls for

a creative contact with the metaphysical. (Quot. 69).

The creative process of the individual is characterized by original ideas, feelings, and

by new forms of expression. AU must emanate from adequate causes and be organized into
a stimulating unit. Therefore, one should use primarily the creative psychology which

discovers those causes that evolve into a significant symbol. There should be an esthetic
alliance of material and form. Since the art of construction emanates from the feelings
and from creative psychology which makes symbols, the spectator must also bring into
use his own creative psychology and feelings in order to grasp the individual symbols in
a construction.

The technique of joining different materials is achieved by practice. But the ability
to invent artistic symbols is in the body, not in the hammer. One should know how to

bring symbols from the metaphysical sphere, how to sense them before fixing them tech-

nically into forms. The arrangement of diverse materials, their shapes, colors and texture
should be in such relation that they will substitute the absent but known form suggested

by equivalence. The symbolic meaning of one form may depend on the neighboring forms

or colors, textures, and so forth. For instance, a form of a ball fixed in relationship to an

adequate neighboring fonn may symbolize a head. (Plate 4). Or a few stripes may mean

fingers or toes (Plate 16); a zigzag may symbolize hair (Plate 72); a circle may mean

eyes (Plate 73). There are three symbolisms: first, literary or illustrative; second t con-

ventional - for instance, S.O.S. or Egyptian hieroglyphics; the third - the individual

symbolism invented by the artist as a consequence of personal experiences and creative

imaginings - is the essential one. In my work I use the third as the most adaptable for

pure form of non-naturalistic character.)))
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Stylistically, those constructions which are done in non-plastic material inevitably
have a geometric character. A sheet of bent metal has only two possible geometric bend-
ings, cylindrical or conical, with the use of their concave or convex side. Through their
relationship to the neighboring form, they assume symbolic meaning. (Plates 40, 56, 63).
A cone symbolizes the torso, leg or arm. I utilize a flat board, sheet of metal, glass, mirror,

e'tc., cut them in adequate patterns, superimposing them in a specific way that leads

the mind toward a new esthetic law. The inevitable planes, corners and contoural curves

of the assembled flat materials have misled some critics who, in their analysis, have some-
times mistakenly applied the Cubist dogma in judging my works, instead of considering
my geometrization a..c; the inevitable consequence of non-plastic materials and technical

conditions. Their mistake is evident if we careCully observe constructions and sculpto-

painting assembled from different flat materials which inevitably produce geometrization.
The overlapping of transparent materials produces an exceptional effect of depth and

space which are integral to the third dimension. In constructions the real volume and

shape of the space between the materials can be controlled according to the different

esthetic problems. The reflecting materials are: a mirror (Plate 183), stainless steel

(Plates 2, 189), copper, etc. Beside space and depth, shiny materials reflect the environ-

ment and integrate it in the work of art. (Plates 194, 195). Of course, the overlapping of

carved materials cannot be excluded. (Plate 73).
Construction may be of low relief (Plat e 67) or high relief (Plates 64-65) or three-

dimensional, such as Medrano, 1912 (Plate 63) in which motion was also introduced.

Useful and effective are the different fabricated materials, such as screens, plastics,

plywood with different grains, textiles, and so forth.
The esthetic nuances of diverse materials and colors in construction are as signifi-

cant and refined as the nuances of sound in music. Almost nothing has been done by

contemporary artists in the art of construction; it remains an unexplored esthetic field.

In the past, artists produced polychrome sculpture, perhaps more frequently than non-

colored. Also the Bushmen, Eskimos and the North American Indians with their immortal

totem poles made constructions and united Corm with color in a masterly way. But
civilized contemporary sculptors seem to be indifferent to the great art of construction

and to the splendid newly-invented materials.)

Chapter X)

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCULPTURE)

(PLATES 75-134))

A geometrically correct ball is a unique, one hundred per cent three-dimensional
form. Sculpture, of course, is measurable also in three directions. However, there is no

sculpture which does not more or less amplify its frontal side. I have been working with

different degrees of three-dimensionality and find that some plastical problems inevitably

require almost flat profile in order to achieve a desirable effect of frontality.

My flat sculpto-painting is a modern medium reducing the third dimension to a)))
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painted relief in which the effect of depth is artificially arranged by the value of the

colors, by overlapping colored patterns and other esthetic elements such as the coarse-

ness of texture or perspective. (A more technical description is to be found in Chapter

VII on sculpto-painting.)

My round sculpture is three-dimensional with different amplification of the frontal-

ity, depending on which esthetic element I intend to express. (See Chapter XVII,
Line, Plates 205, 206) showing the amplification or ftatness by a reduction of the pro-
file of the statue to a minimal elevation.) The quality of sculpture, indeed, is not judged

by the degree of its three-dimensionality, just as the quality of food is not judged by its

quanti ty.)

Chapter Xl

NATURALISM)

( PLATES 92-95))

I do not exclude naturalism from my conception of creative art. However, I do elim-

inate the photographic precision of details which contradicts the expression of some

esthetic character which I intend to amplify. For instance, if muscles or bones interfere

with the line, I eliminate them in order to obtain simplicity, purity and the e\037\037pression

of stylistic line and form.
\302\267

From such simplification further development evolves in symbolic form and becomes
a creative suggestion liberating the object from its ordinary externality. Through such a
transformation of naturalism, step by step, I approach the metaphysical and spil'itual
realm where creative expansion has no limit. However, I prefer to stop on that frontier

beyond which there begin the impoverishment of spirit and the deviation from meta-

physics.)

Chapter XII

GEOMORIC SCULPTURE: CUBISM)

(PLATES 135-143))

When in 1908 I arrived in Paris there was still much discussion about the geometri-

zation strongly expressed in Cezanne's paintings (1839-1906), particularly in his land-

scapes in water color. At this time in Parisian art circles there was a perfectly logical

conviction that from cezanne's geometrization sprang directly the work of several

painters. They, in theorizing the strictness of Cezanne's geometrization, established a

sort of dogma, and sacrificed subject for the sake of purely geometrical style. After

Ce7..anne, there began the second stage of geometriz\037tion fanning Cubism and headed

by a small group of painters, among who:n were Picasso and Braque, the two most

prolific producers. The Cezannian origin of Cubism remained as an historicaJly unshak-)

\037&0..Cha\"lpr XVII on LinE\",)))
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able fact which at times is violated by writers, according to the convenience of influen-
tial persons or due to incompetence or for commercial reasons.

The radical liberation from subject matter has been repeated many times and often

expressed by the geometrization of forms in the history of art, but in modern painting
it evolved to a great extent from cezanne. I t is evident that if in logical progression

we develop Cezanne's method and divide nature into optically constructive patterns
and simplify them to the highest degree, we shall inevitably obtain geometric shapes

in painting and crystallization in sculpture. Exactly that occurred with the tendency in

painting which in 1907 received the name 01 \"Cubism.\"

There is a still more important point to be stated in order to see Cubism in its true

place in esthetic history and its ontology, and to bring it out from old and new confu-

sions. Esthetically, the geometric patterns of Cubism are similar to the Japanese prints

which, hundreds of years ago, as well as now, used sharp geometric patterns of color

and texture, particularly in portraying clothed figures.

If the form of any object is simplified to the last degree, it will inevitably become a

strictly geometric shape: in painting, flat patterns; in sculpture, crystallization. We hold

that it is not necessary to be a Cubist in order to simplify form into flat patterns, as is

proved by Japanese prints. It is the same with the geometrization of form in the Mayan

sculpture, in the art of the American Indians and of the Orientals. They were not
Cubists. If all that is geometric is Cubism, then New York City is also Cubist.

As for my own work, the geometric character of three-dimensional sculptures,
Boxers, 1913 (Plates 137, 138), Silhouette, ]910 (Plates 139, 140, 141), Gondolier, 1914

(Plate 138), is due to the extreme simplification of form and not to Cubist dogma. I
did not take from Cubism, but added to it. At this time no other sculptor reduced forms

to their fundamentally geometric structure. In spite of that, the above-mentioned sculp-

tures are classified as Cubist, with rare objection against such classification (Quat. 5).
The same understanding should be applied to my constructions and sculpto-paintings
which are geometric, not because Cubism is geometric, but because the material and

technique used inevitably produced a strong geometric effect. Bent sheets of metal and

the flatness of boards or glass are naturally geometric. Historically, the geometric tend-

ency in art is as old as art itself, particularly in ornaments, Inca sculpture, American

Indian, Oriental and some Negro art. Neither Cezanne. nor the Cubists were the inven-

tors of the geometeric type of art; the Cubists merely centralized the concept and

brought it to its purest and strongest expression by the extreme simplification of patterns.

At the age of twenty I arrived in Paris, only a few months after Picasso had painted
his Negroid Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, which is noticeably less geometric than Cezanne's

crystallized sketches of landscapes.

Cubists, like Futurists and Dadaists and others, want to bring into their circle as

many names as possible in order to create a large-scale movement. I find my name used

by groups to which I never belonged, for instance Dadaists * and Futurists. In reality

I am alone and independent.)

\302\267Barr , Alrred H\" Jr\" and Huguel , Geor.:e: Fanlostic Art. Dado, Surrealism New York. Museum or Modern Art,
1936, p, 21.)))
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Ontologically, Cubism came in a moment of transition in the cultural currents at
the beginning of this century, parallel with science, technology, politics, etc. It was a

revolutionary moment of psychological change and a great era of inventions in tech-

niques: BIeriot flew between con\037inents; in science Einstein created the theory of rela-

tivity which changed physical conceptions; war changed the map; the Russion revolution

reorganized the social order in several countries. In art, a.c; in life, radical changes took

place which brought Expressionism, Cubism, Futurism and a number of other experi-
ments independent of politics and religion, but parallel to modern philosophy. Cubism
will remain a document of the newly awakened spirit of the beginning of the mathe-
matical and geometric twentieth century. I cooperated in creating it, together with a
small group of artists, of which I was the youngest. When I arrived in Paris, this group

was not organized as a unit. Only in 1910 was formed the nucleus called Section d'D,.

It consisted of a group of artists working in various styles, not merely Cubism. Our

greatest demonstration in Paris was in October, 1912, in a triumphant exhibition at the
Hedelbert Gallery and afterwards in the gallery La Boetie in March, 1920, where I
exhibited a large metal construction described' by Ivan Goll (Plate 193, Quot. 16).
In 1914 war disrupted our unity. After the war was over, conflicts began to brew among
the group and resulted in the withdrawal of the Dadaists, because the painter Survage

and I opposed the philosophical concepts of the Dadaists. In ]920 we again resumed our

activity. I personally organized the exhibition of SectLOn d'Or in Geneva, Rome and
Brussels. Then this historic chapter was closed. Section d'Or was the most beautiful spark
of creative energy and solidarity. These men laid the cornerstone of the new era in art.

Some of them are gone, some are living, some are immortal.

The revolutionary movement in art was created by an international group in Paris.

This general movement evolved further and received the name Ecole de Paris. The

members of the Sectwn d'Or were Gleizes, Metzinger, Picabia, Marcel Duchamp, Le

Fauconnier, Pierre Dumont, Alcide Le Beau, Jaques Villon, Kupka, Gris, Marie Lauren-

cin, Leger, Delaunay, Picas.c;o, Andre Lhote, Marcoussis, SUlvage, Ferat, Braque, de La

Fresnaye, Duchamp-Villon and myself. The first writers and defenders of modem art
were Guillaume Apollinail'e in Paris and Herwarth Walden in Berlin.)))



Chapter XIII

CONCA VE)

S1)

(PLATES 144-168))

The use of concave forms in sculpture is not as simple as it may seem, in spite of

the fact that inversions of form in art have heen known for centuries. They were limited
to only three types: One is Italian intag-lio, another Egyptian pressed-in relief, and the
third is found in some Negro masks.

All three differ greatly from the concave fOlms whieh I introduced into modern

sculpture in 1912. Let us now analyze all four methods. The intaglio, which is carved

depths serving for the amplification of elevation in relief or any three-dimen!-.ional fig-

ures. In this medium the idea of the artist and the subject are expressed by elevated

forms. The concave remains an accidental form with no \037ymboli('al meaning of its own.
Thus the term \"intaglio\" meant any carved-in forms which are used to give the meaning

exclusively to elevated fOliIlS.)

DIagram 1/1.)

I tallafl.)

The Egyptian concave is a pressed-in relief u\037d on flat \037urface<; of the walls of

temples and sarcophagi. It differs from the I talian in method and opt leal effect. Egyptian

concave may be compared to a reversed cup pres..<;ed mto the flat clay. It will leave an

Imprint higher in the center and gradually deeper toward the edges. Between these

cavities remains the flat surface of the walls.)

DIagram IV,)

Eg)'ptzan,)

In the Egyptian concave wall decorations, the relief never extends over the surface

of the wall, whereas Italian relief extends over the background.)))
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Diagram V.)
CR 055-5 E CTioN OF NfGRO CONCAVE)

Negro.)
\037

.

\037\037IIA)

African Negro concave masks use an inverted form similar to the hollowness of a

plate. Such concaves are merely of a decorative character and neither are they sym-

bolically significant nor reciprocally rhythmically related to the relief fonn. Such concave

becomes a background of a definite pattern with some elevated forms on it.)

NEW CONCAVE)

In the year 1912, parallel to the modulation of space, I conceived the way to enrich

form by introducing significant modulation of the concave. The modulation of the con-

cave, its outlines and whole patterns become an integral part, symbolically as important

as the pattern of the elevations. This method I applied to reliefs and to three-dimen-

sional figures (Plates 145, 147, 148). As the result of many experiments, I obtained an

entirely new and original type of sculpture with new esthetic, optical and spiritual ex-

pressions. The combining of positive and negative forms evolved into a new modem style.
The following diagram indicates the use of concaves all around the figure. It is evident
that this new concave symbolizes the absent form and thus has creative meaning. I have
used it in sculpto-painting (Plates 49,50,51,52,53.57,58,59) and around three-dimen-
sional figures as well. Double concave is also possible, that is, concave within concave

(Plate 15), and as rhythmical repetion. (Quot. 6, 16, 19, 26, 28,30-41,48, 57, 66).)

Diagram VI.

Refer to Plates
149-151.)

,J)
.' .\037_\037

NV E
X,...;-.. .

\"\037. ' ,
'I' '.)

,,)

;\037
\" :)

My concave.)
CON CAVE

i'\

\

CROSS- SE CTIO\037' 'OF MY CONCAVE

ON THE THREE DiHENSio\037Al FiGURE)))
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In some cases in concave sculpture there is a certain geometrical character. It is
due to the abrupt change of the round elevation 01' flatness into a deep concave form.

Where the concavity abruptly begins, naturally there will be a sharp edge. (Plates
144, 147). A similar geometric sharpness may be at the edge of the modulated space.

(Plate 134). In these cases, as well as in the sculpto-paintings, the geometric character
should not be confused with geometrization in the Cubist style. In our case geometri-
zation is the consequence of sculptural technique in the round or of the application of

non-plastic material in sculpto-painting. This positively is not a dogmatic formula of

Cubism, but an inevitable technical consequence. In some cases there is a gradual

round joining of negative with positive forms with no geometrical character. There
have been and still are some confusions concerning the geometric form and the dogmatic

geometrization of Cubism. Some have believed that all that is geometric in art stems
from Cubism. Such mistaken opinions in the words of some authorities may produce
more confusion than clarity.

In order to explain the spiritual value of my concave, we must consider the psycho-
logical side of this new sculptural element. It is evident that in sculpture each point of

the surface should have meaning and be rela ted to millions of other points of the surface.

Likewise, relief and concave are reciprocally integrated. It is exactly as in music; each
note has its psychological significance while it is related to every other note and pause
in the composition. (Quot. 6, 15, 33). So in my sculpture, aU concaves have optical and

psychological significance, while related to other relief parts. In describing optical effects,

I should mention the following episode.

In 1927 I exhibited in the Denver Museum. A conservative Trustee, guided around

the exhibition by Mr. Ronebek, who was then Director, objected to the idea of concave

sculpture. He pointed to my statue which was concave and said: \"I prefer this statue
with normal form, no concave riddles!\" Mr. Ronebek replied: \"But this statue is

concave!\" The optical illusion is a consequence of the frontal light under which the
concave and convex will have similar effects. The deepest and highest forms will have
similar highlights in the center. Both forms will produce similar effects, especially on

shiny surfaces (Plate 160).

The psychological significance of concaves in my sculpture derives from creative
sources and provokes creative action. They are perceptible as symbols of the absent
form and are subject to association and relativity. We cannot deny that in our psycho-

logical make-up the positive and the negative are of identical force and wemerely apply
them in different proportions according to our orientation and interest in a particular
case. In our daily lives our \"yes\" and uno\" are both centeredaround the same point of

interest and used as positive or negative decisions according to our personal advantage.
All positive and negative by the nature of polarity eventually become one. There is no
concave form without a convex; there is no convex without a concave. Both elements
are fused into one significant ensemble. In the creative process, as in life itself, the
reality of the negative is a conceptuaJ imprint of the absent positive. This is a polarity,

a sort of equivalence of opposites, similar to the photographic negative on which light
becomes shadow and shadow becomes light. However, the optical reversion is not the
center of our interest because our aim is the creative action which begins from the)))
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psychological and emotional involvement in a series analogous to the object, but not a
direct presentation of the object.

It is not exactly the presence of a thing but rather the absence of it that becomes

the cause and impulse for creative motivation. This process exists in nature as latent

force and is the fundamental creative inducer of new organic life. Nature creates that
which is not yet there. The apprehension and use of this principle by an individual may'
guide him to the understanding of many transcendental vaJues of art and life.

In art, above all, psychological and creative conditions require us to avoid concrete-

ness in order to deal with such abstract elements as symbol, association and relativity.
This variety of creative psychological processes facilities the establishment of multiple

angles for the observation, understanding and judgment of both concreteness and

transcendency.

After experimenting with forms serving as the substitute for remembered reality,
I established a clear conception of the materiality of non-being form. This is not Utopia;

it is one of the cardinal creative psychological conditions. (Quot. 16, 26, 66). In order

to formulate more clearly such psychological elements of art, we analyze it as follows:

The idea of the materiality of non-being does not always spring from the positive know-

ing of a particular but absent object. The -idea might spring from such emotional or
intellectual experiences which are only analogous to some characteristic of the absent

object, but factually are from and proper to entirely different things. This becomes a

parallelism and a process of association. Due to such laws of association or transmu-

tation, one may find himself before an object never previously seen, and feel as though
he were already long familiar with it. Some persons, in realizing such strange experiences,

are inclined to believe that this phenomenon of already-having-seen stems from a previous
ancestral existence, now reincarnated; but this may be only a reflection of something
from personal experiences, a psycho-physiological mirage of the individual himself.

However, I fully accept the concept of inherited knowledge and memory, because

this is one of the natural creative functions carried by the cells in the chromosomes and

by the psyche. From the ancestral memory of the chromosomes entangled with the exist-

ing personal intuitive functions evolve diverse visions which were hidden in the dormant

past of both the living individual and his ancestors. Besides the past, the nebulous
future is also accessible to creative psycho-physiological activities, in which, as in a
dream the things of the future may appear.

This is the privilege of those artists who in a creative state receive the revelation
and power of prognostication.

The religious miracles and the visions are formed also from psychological and sensory

tension developed from religious fanaticism and ecstasies. In part some scientific dis-

coveries and works of art have also evolved from sources which are indirect to the

subject but which are parallelly explored in order to reach and to fix that toward which
individuals strive, but which is not yet attained. Such is the aggregative and construc-
tive character of art which also flows from ancestral sources and extends into the future.

The reverse of this psychological action is also inevitable in art. We may call it
divisional. The reverse consists of the dematerialization or division of the known object)))
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into its characteristic elements, each separately associable with some different but known

object; however, with no relation to the first known object. In other word'), we apply
our reaction to something different from that from which we have obtained it. Hence
we use two kinds of association, one aggregative, the other divisional. It is by experi-

, encing both of them that one may develop total creative ability expressed through the
technique of construction. It is through my own working process and through the

observation of life that I have found how much the above double process in art is the
inevitable, fundamental and most functional creative law by which we fix the materiality
of the non-existing. I found the confirmation of my conclusion also in the philosophy

of Bergson.
\302\267

(Quot. 61,68).
It should be pointed out that the materiality of the non-existent is indeed the

most vital concept; but it is also a dangerously subtle creative elementof art. Without
a clear comprehension of it and without correct technical execution, it is easy to fall

into absurdity. For instance, drilling meaningless holes into a statue or digging senseless

cavities if they are not symbolical or associative, cannot serve as substitutes and become

absurd. The piercing of a hole in a kidney-like shape is very far from the spiritual

meaning of the symbolization of absent reality. The amorphous part of the canvas

or the amorphous unspeaking masses are symbols of creative impotence rather than of

creative power. Indeed, a mannerism or a toying with empty accidental happenings,

or buffoonery, will never lift a work of art toward a spiritual quality.

The creative derivatives require a correctly adjusted aptitude and skill to operate
with significant symbols of that which is not present. Spiritual and metaphysical

equivalency, which makes space speak symbolically about a form which is not there,
is an inevitable course in art and invention. On such a conceptional basis modern science
also searches for that which is not yet materialized. Also important in creative education
is not that which we already know, but that which we have not yet learned.

This conception of progress due to absence I gained and applied forty-five years

ago by the modulation of concaves, space, transparency and reflections in my three-
dimensional sculpture, constructions and sculpto-painting. I concluded that the ten-
dency toward the non-existing is a potent mover and an infinite impulse for advance-
ment. (Quot. 16,26, 66).)

Chapter XIV

SPACE

(Plates 169-181))

I have been looking among works of art and in the literature to find out what kind

of idea and concept of space was developed before I began to model space in my sculpture

in 1912. I found that the idea of space concerned rather depth in the paintings presented

by perspective or by the value of color. This depth was sometimes called space. On

some other occasions the term \"space\" was used to signify the distance between objects,

painted or sculptured. The individual and symbolical meaning of the form of the space,)

* Bergson. Henri. Creatwe Euolution. Henry Holt & Co.. New York, p. 27....)))
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like the meaning of the forms of the material itself, was not taken into consideration and

was never explored.

Traditionally there was a belief that sculpture begins where material touches space.

Thus space was understood as a kind of frame around the mass. We may change the

forms of solid volumes many times, but the actual existence of the outline of the forms,

beyond which is the beginning of space, seems to be unavoidable.

Ignoring this tradition, I experimented, using the reverse idea and concluded that
sculpture may begin where space is encircled by the material. (Quot. 6, 16, 19, 26, 27,

30, 32- 31, 37, 41, 44, 18, .54, .56, .57, 60, 61). In such cases it is the material that becomes
the frame around the area of space, having its own significance. To confirm the creative

meaning of this method, we shall make a plaster mold from a vase. After the vase is

removed this mold will contain the void which has the shape of the vase. In this case
the absence of that which is known is encircled by matter and becomes precisely the

shape of the space which means a vase.

Another example of the form of space guiding us toward creative psychological action

may be illustrated in this way:

We place two identical vases a small distance apart. Between these two vases we will

obtain a third vase formed by the empty space. The third vase is the negative empty

imprint of the outine of the two real vases and a space becomes the meaning of
u vase \"

made of space. When we purchased a vase it was for its materiality and practical use of

the shape of its emptiness, but the third vase 10rmed by the empty space between the two

real ones remains a purely immatel'ia] shape. With regard to such a psychological state
.

the Chinese philosopher Laot ze (604-531 B. C.) wrote:)

The ust' of day in ma/\037ing pttchers com(',f)

From the hollow of its absence;
Doors, windows, in a IWUSl'.
Are used fo,. their emptiness;
Thus we art' helped b.v what LS not

To use what is.)

We see the utility of space in the window of the Gothic cathedra]; but it is united
with the highest spiritual activity, with the esthetics of the art of stained glass. The uti]-

ity of space is also between the wans and columns of the Gothic cathedra], hut it is
united with the architecture and the technique. In art, the problem of space is spil'it-

uaJly no les..c:;important than the form of matter because it becomes a symbol. Not only

man but animals can be conscious of the space they use. One spider molds with his web a

tunnel-like space; another spidel' user-; the geometric principle in stretching his web,

rhythmicany distributing the space between the threads.

The idea of the multiple fOims of space is an etel'na] phenomenon used consciously
01' intuitively by aJl organic beings, each species doing so in its own way.

In ancient times, as today, sculptors were conscious of the form of space between
the solid volumes of matter. But there are different rea.\037ons for the conscious application
of the form of space. This can be seen in prehistoric Danish, Chinese, Persian, Aus-

tralian aboriginal, or African Negro sculpture. (Plate J, p. 57).)))
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Obviously these three different artists, in spite of living in different countries in dif-

ferent epochs, were equany congcious of the form of the space, but their consciousness did

not attempt to use the form of the space as a symbol or as an aC).,c;ociative center. The
essence of their work of art remained in the form.\" of matter while the space arrange-
ment remained merely as an inevitable compo.\"itional decorative element.

Nor did Greek sculpture....; attempt to explore that psychological direction which
makes the form of space a symbol. In the Greek marble statue of Laocoon with his two
sons bein\037 attacked by serpents, there are many shapes of the spaces between the vol-

umes of the material. But the form of this space is accidental and has no meaning of its

own, because it is an unavoidable consequence of a certain position of the significant vol-

ume of the carved material according to the subject. In this case the form of the space
does not contain its own spiritual si\037nificance or symbol. The points of attraction and of

significance remain only in the forms of the matter.

Now we shan speak of the new character and the new meaning in modeling the form

of space, which I introduced in 1912. This psychological direction excludes a utilitarian,

an accidental or a frivolous approach.

According to my expelience, this concept of modeling the form of space is based

primarily on symbolic, spiritual, associative and esthetic qualities. This becomes a crea-

tive process which may be compared with the psychological reconstruction of the absent

object reposing in our memory. By its absence the object leaves its own form in our mem-

ory. It is the shape of the space that becomes the imprint of that which is not there and

creatively reconstructs that which is in our memory. A meaningless pierced hole can
never become a proper symbol. In art the shape of the empty space should be no less sig-

nificant than the meaning of the shape of the solid matter. (Quot. 6, 15, 16,40, 48, 61).

I again found confirmation of my ideas in the French philosopher Henri Bergson:
.. . . . object, once annihilated, leaves its place unoccupied; for by hypothesis it is a

PLACE, that is, a void limited by precise outline, or. in other words. a kind of thing. 0 . on

Through the modulation of space our consciousness participates in the creative proc-)))
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ess because that which does not exist is recreated within us in the abstract form of space,

and becomes a reality in our optical memory. With this conception I started the modula-

tion of space. For me the non-existence of something known provoked the desire and im-

pulse to transform the absent into reality. (Quot. 16. 26,66). I believe that the whole bio-

logical evolution of the human being and the progress of civilization is based exclusively
on this creative power of nature in producing that which is not yet there.

There is another psychological state in relation to the absent. It can be compared
with the musical pause and can be explained as follows: Rhythm in music is possible

only if the sound is significantly sequent to the silence, and silence is sequent to sound.

Each musical phrase is formed from certain lengths of sound and the length of silences

between the sound. Each has its own meaning. as has each word in a phrase. Silence thus

speaks. In the Ninth Symphony of Beethoven, a long pause occurs twiceand evokes mys-
tery and tension. The use of silence and sound in a symphony is analogous to the use of

the form of significant space and material in sculpture.

The significance of the form of the space and of the material should be derived from

the artist's definite creative psychological state, in order to indicate a definite psycholog-
ical crea tive direction to an observer. The lack of this makes the work insignificant.

The absence as well as the presence of anything is found in many aspects of our daily

life. There is not only the practical, but also the spiritual origin from which they emerge.

Their source may be associations, emotions or intellectualreactions. Our ordinary \"yes\"

or \"no\" in relation to a definite matter can be compared to a positive or negative form or

its material presence or absence. Psychologically and through the senses, the form of the
. material is of a positive category and is palpable, while the space is intangible, and in art
is associated with the metaphysical realm and with abstract organization. The greatest
achievement in sculpture is when both have symbolic meaning.

This was the problem which I solved after much experimentation at the beginning

of the century. According to competent art historians, this has become a new conscious-

ness in art and is now practiced by modern artists (Quat. 6, 19, 37, 41, 46).

In the beginning, in experimenting with the volumes of material in their relation

to the volumes of space, I tried to combine them in different ways. I extendedmaterial

fonns from the center of the composition into space. (Plates 169, 171). In another experi-

ment I encircled space with the material forms of two figures. (Plate 172). I also

experimented with the paranel forms of material and of space similar to Plate 173.

Many experiments I found unsatisfactory; they were analogous to those of Denmark,
Persia and China. Or they were similar to the Laocoon and the form of the space had no

symbolic meaning. In 1912 I succeeded in achieving my goal in the statue Woman Walk-

ing (Plates 174, 175, 177). (Quot. 32, 41, 44, 48). This was the beginning of the creative
consciousness producing a form of space with symbolic meaning.)))
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Chapter XV

REFLECTION

(Plates 182 - 195)

Our general conceptions of esthetics have developed parallel to the progress of civili-

zation, with its philosophy, technical inventions and art. However, fundamentally the es-

\037hetic remains unchanged because it is a permanent phenomenon existing in nature and

reflected in man and animal in their capacity for enjoyment or irritation. This phenom-

enon in man has become of a psycho-physiological and conceptional order, while in the
animal it has remained only a mechanical process. Under favorable stimulus it has become

the motivating force for our physical and psychological awakening, followed by reactions
and expressions according to the mental or emotional character of the individual.

All our conceptions of esthetics, beauty or ugliness are also partly hereditary, but

mostly are influenced by environment. However, the esthetic in the creative process by
the individual is fonned from a complex stock of his mental and physical experiences and

particularly from an associative process. For instance, in eating some tasty fruit, its flavor

may be associated with a color 01' with a sound, and eventually may be transferred and

expressed in form. Thus the esthetic is here understood as a general physiological creative

actuality, not as a concluded philosophical concept. In my application, the esthetic

changes according to the scope of observation, knowledge, reaction, emotion, judgment
and expression of some particular prohlem.

Modern creative art absorbs and uses all possible esthetic aspect..1;) of the con-

temporary era, and naturally expresses these in many different new ways. Recently de-

veloped techniques put at my disposal entirely new material.,> useful for the creation of

the contemporary esthetic character of art; for instance, the reflecting surfaces of various

highly polished metals may vitalize objects by dramatic contrasts. (Quat. 6, 8, 9, 32, 35,
31,39,41,49,66).

I experimented and obtained new esthetic effecll;) by using the reflection of polished

metals (Plate 187), Reflection enriches the effect of the object. It can multiply lines

(Plate 2); it can amplify or reduce the effect of forms, color 01' line; it can transform shape

according to the positions of the planes or the concave or convex l>endin\037 of the reflecting
metal (Plate 193). Reflections express depth (Plate 189) and space; they absorb the en-
tire environment to which they are exposed (Plate 195); they magnify the brilliance of

the color. Shiny surfaces of brass OJ' black glass OJ' copper change all reRected colors ac-

cording to the tonality of the material in which they are reflected. The double effect of

the real and of the reflected is useful for constructions (Plate 194). This peculiarity of re-

flections is most suitable to the creative tendency of contemporary art which rearranges

reality by drawing forth its essence and expressing it in term\037 of relativity.

Let us analyze some of my experiments, which I began in 1914. In this work I used

highly polished white metal bent as a semicircular background to form a niche. I t reflects

multiple colors painted on the back of the panels of the construction fixed in the center
of the round base. In this case the negative bending of the background reflects patterns
of colors and transfonns the shape of the panels, drawing them toward the center of the

niche. (Plate 194),)))
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A contrary effect is achieved with the construction shown in Plate 193, described by
Ivan GoB, Quot. 16. In this work, white shiny metal is bent in a positive manner as a re-

lief. I t projects reflections out of the center in a semicircle.

In a way there is a similarity in the effect of semicircular concave and convex \037nding

of metals. Both reflect the environment they face, the concave in a concentrating manner,

the convex in a distributing manner. What is reflected by the concave on the right side
will be reflected by the convex on the left. I have used both the concave and the convex

of shiny surfaces in constructions, sculpto-painting and three-dimensional sculpture

(Plate 195).

In the work illustrated in Plate 2, a shiny stainless steel sheet is visible through the
cut in the panel. It is bent in both convex and concave fonos, similar to waves. In this work

the metal also reflects the outline of the cut. The double outline of the cut is an integral
part of the composi tion, an esthetic duali ty.

Reflection remains unexplored by contemporary artists in spite of the fact that it is

a potent esthetic medium which may be developed into a new artistic language for the ex-

pression of the real as well as the intangible. PLates 189 - 192 depict four views of a revolv-

ing construction with the panels reflected in each other.)

Chapter XVI

MODULATION OF LIGHT AND TRANSPARENCY

(Plates 196 - 204))

Transparent crystal was carved a thousand years ago by Inca and Oriental sculptors.
The inevitable refractions in the carved crystal distorted the precision of forms in three-
dimensional sculpture. Beside refraction, the transparency of crystal makes visible the

forms of the back and the front simultaneously. One overlaps the other and produces a

confusion of design. In order to avoid refraction and to control the precision of forms, I

desi\037 my work in transparent plexiglas, and apply entirely different principles than here-

tofore practiced for crystal. For my purpose I use a thick sheet of plexiglas and carved

forms on both sides and adjust their interdependencies in order to obtain unity of form

from both views. The three-dimensional character of the flat material I obtain either by
actually twisting the planes of material or by designing and carving the figure in foreshort-

enin?; 01' perspective. (Plate 198):

The facility of plexi\037las to conduct electric light through an entire block is similar
to a pipe conducting water. The source of the electric light is hidden in the base and pro-

jected upward through the material. Light from within the material is stopped only on

the frosted part and produces the effect of a luminous design. The luminosity is amplified

by contl'astinR lightless, un frosted transparent patterns. (Quat. 196 - 199).

The conceived design requires high precision of nuances of brightness through its

amplification or reductIOn. Light on the frosted parts may be on the concave, convex or

flat forms. The transparent patterns may also be of different fonns. Both are controlled

esthetically, and reciprocally amplify their effect and significance. Their relationship is as)))
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impol'lant fot' the composition as are rhythm, harmony and balance. (Quot. 6, 12, 18, 32,
41, 43, 60, 62, 65). The brightness of the sculptured lighted patterns depends upon the
position of planes in relation to the source of the light projected up from within the base,

and through the center of the statue. Indeed, the technical results in my calVed plastic
differ greatly from those in carved crystal. Plexiglas has revealed entirely new plastic pos-
sibilities and concepts in the medium of sculpture.

Plastic illuminated from within also produces an ethereal quality strongly felt in
semi-darkness. Transparent plexi\037las produces the effect of an esoteric substance, unlike

wood or marb]e with their materiality of surface, Transparent plastic evokes the idea of

abstraction rather than of the harsh positiveness of the surfaces of non-transparent
ma terials.

I use plexiglas and lucite and new technical methods in order to model four ele-
ments: light, transparency, space and the concave. This brings a new estheticexpression.

(Plate 201), (Quot, 16, 18,43,66). In my first experiment with transparency I used glass

in the construction Medrano, 1912. (Plate 6.3).)

Chapter XVII

L IN E)

(Plates 20.5 - 224))

I t would seem that music is a more direct emotional factor than optical line, However,

both spring from the same creative and orientational causes and are easi]y comparable

and as,sociable. The analogy is so strong that both may interpret one another (Quot. 15).
A quietly flowing melody in music is associable with moderately bent linear curves (Plate
220). Pat.hos and heroic bravery in music are analogous to large dramatized, angular, geo-

metrically arranged lines (Plates 137, 138).
There is a lyrical line in my style which may be compared to the ]ong sound of one

string on a certain Japanese instrument, called a suma-koto. Such a line is totaUy differ-

ent from the nervous zigzag of Peruvian textile designs which are compal'ab]e to jazz

music (Plates 120, 121), The complication of many twisted curves is so totaHy opposite to

a straight line that the psycho-physiological reaction from both will inevitably conflict

like a dissonance. The intermixture of straight and curved lines by contrast produces a

very vital effect, just as dissonance vitalizes tone in music. (Plates 137, 138.)

In art, line as such is an instrument producing creative association in many different

psychological directions. In the work of art it is knowledge and feeling that determine

the choice and the effect of line, if not directly, then through association. Moreover, lines
are used as conventional designs. For instance, the letters of the various alphabets, par-

ticularly the Chinese and Japanese, are not only symbols but also beautifully designed

ornaments,
In sculpture very often the psychological and esthetic attraction arises from the out-

line where the shape of the space begins and matter is disregarded. In some cases, the

opposite happens: psychological attraction is concentrated on the volume of the mate-
rial surrounded by the outline and space is disreg-arded. (Plate 196,))))
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Creatively line seems to originate in the metaphysical realm, for beside serving an

infinite number of optical purposes, it also gives psychological direction in the transcen-

dental sphere. (Quot. 13,16,17,28,50,55-65).
In a creative drawing, the more it deviates from naturalism, the more the inner action

will take the place of the immobility. Now we should keep in mind that we must con-

sider, not the mechanical, but the psychological and spiritual creative action within the
artist and in an observer. Art by its nature consists of inner action and expresses it. This
is often so complicated that naturalism cannot interpret it. In the creative process the

rearranging of naturalistic lines into symbols is a psychological and sensory action.

(Plates 240, 241).)

Chapter XVIII

MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEADS

(PLATES 225-229))

As I have already mentioned, each subject and object may be represented in a thou-

sand different ways without losing its characteric;tics. It depends on the artist's creative

range. From naturalism through stylization and amplifications of character, also through
semi-abstraction it is possible to reach the symbolization of the same subject in different

ways. The personality of the artist is usually recognizable through the one, definite type.
of work he produces, but the use of multiple varied symbolic forms signifying the same

object is far more complicated psychologically than one stereotyped interpretation of

this object. This also concerns the making of portraits.
In the illustrations there are 131 human heads interpreted in many different ways.

The pictures marked with a dot in the ('orner represent works in museums or private
collections.)

Chapter XIX

PORTRAITS)

( PLATES 230-239))

In the previous chapters, much has been said which is related to portraiture.

In making a portrait, problems often occur: to transfOlm nature into an analogous

or symbolic form according to the character of the object or subject; and how much
nature can be transformed and how much this transformation is acceptable to the sitter.

The answers depend on the artist's idea of freedom and the sitter's conception of arti\037tic

interpretation. At this point arguments may start.
The extent of my transformation in portraiture may vary \037reatly, from naturali\037m

(Plate 239) to abstraction (Plates 1.91, 255).)))
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DRAWING

(PLATES 240-262))
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Drawing may fundamentally be classified. in two types. One is a kind of registration
or memorandum, or a project for a future work or study. Such a drawing is usually un-

derstood as a sketch with unfinished strokes and indefinite fonns, which may stimu-

late the imagination. Of course, it may be elaborated with many details so that a lay-
man may say there is nothing to add or to take off (Plates 259, 260).

In another kind of drawing, regardless of whether it is a sketch or a finished draw-

ing, the essence remain.c; in its transformative character, which evolves into a styleexpres-

sive of the personality of the artist, through specific forms, lines. patterns and techniques.)

Chapter XXI

SKETCHES)

(PLATES 263-270))

There are periods when I do sculpture directly without a preliminary sketch. Spon-

taneity and directness give vital character to a work, particularly in constructions and in

sculpto-painting. In these two media the effect of the light and shadows of real elevated
forms becomes an integral esthetic element. The immediate addition of colors and their
adjustment to modulated forms in direct and spontaneous creation is also vitaUy impor-
tant. This is due to the fact that the intensity or neutrality of color depends on the

power or character of the real form. On the other hand, in.\037tead of spontaneous, direct

creation, I sometimes prepare Rat preliminary color sketches adaptable to radical changes
which would be impractical to make in direct carving or construction in hard materials.

There are also certain problems which must be realized before the final execution
of a spontaneous work. There are periods of avalanches of ideas and feelings which must

be fixed in a moment, before they dissolve in the course of life. Such rapid sketches in a

matter of minutes must be brought before the eye in their multiple variation. (Plates

263-270). (Those marked with arrows were done in sculpture.) Indeed there are no rules,

no conventions in the process and sometimes a preliminary sketch helps in the final pro-
duction. Sometimes the spontaneity and directness of an executed work may show what
should be developed in the next sketch.

The more rapidly sketches in clay or plasteline are done, the more vital will be the

effect of form and texture. But it requires a great precision of touch. Rapidity of work

in soft materials permits leaving some places in the statue almost untouched, but all

parts should show creative essence. See Plates 83, 96, and the portraits of Mengelberg

(Plate 337) and of Furtwaengler (Plate 338).)))
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Chapter XXII

COLLAGE

(PLA'm' 271-274))

Grandmothers have often taught their grandchildren to make pictures with vari-
colored paper cut in different patterns and pasted onto a background. The sharp outlines
of the patterns produce striking effects. This seemingly naive game, in the hands of an

artist, becomes a highly esthetic and spiritual work of art. There is some similarity be-

tween collage and the great Oriental art of inlay of different materials cut in different

patterns and arranged to become a beautiful object. This fine art of incrustation we find

even in ancient Egyptian crafts. The art of inlay was practiced and survived for centuries
in the Far and Near East where it still flourishes.

Early in my career, particularly in the beginning 'of the second decade of this century,
as a result of my creative evolution, I experienced changes in my conception of the

methods and foundations of art. My new conceptions required new materials, such as
sheets of glass, of metal and wooden boards. The discovery of new techniques to handle

the esthetic of these materials was inevitable, and automatically I began to experiment

with patterns (Plate 271) as I speculated on new problems and techniques. (Quot. 51).
I found that technically collage is the most adequate medium for the spontaneous

sketchy arrangement of compositions. In spite of the subject matter, the abstract ele-
ment in the work of art appears inevitable, because the metaphysical side of art can be

expressed more effectively through symbolic abstraction. Abstraction cannot exclude har-

mony, balance and rhythm, for without these abstraction becomes total emptiness. Tech-

nically these three elements are more easily and quickly obtained by arranging or rear-

ranging patterns of cut colored paper than by painting, particularly in spontaneous

sketches. Beside technical facility, the natural quality of different materials adds a much
more vital effect to the collage than would an ordinary painted pattern in colors. I was

particularly preoccupied with the relief collage (Plates 41, 42).

From 1912, in my sculpto-painting and construction, I used the principle of collage
but attached patterns of flat materials in different diagonal positions in relation to the

background and interrelated them with the round elevations of bent sheets of metal.

Thus I obtained vital effects of natural lights and shadows (Plates 64, 74). I also bent
wire to outline the shape of space (Plate 63).

It should be emphasized that my sculpto-painting and constructions are derived

from ancient inlays; but because I have more complex problems which are insoluble by
the flatness of inlay or of ordinary collage, I have been obliged. to arrange my planes in
such a way so that they are almost detached from the background and extend into space.

However, the collage as it was developed in the second decade of this century by

other artists, I found usable only as a preliminary sketch, from which I constructed a
cardboard model and used it as a pattern for cutting the final material. By combining

different materials I thus produced objects of new esthetic-stylisticquality, containing

space, the concave, transparency, a variety of textures, colors and fonns. This method
of assembling different materials, considering their textural quality and the effectiveness)))
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of their nature in significant order, resulted in a method now known as Constructivism.
(Quot. 46, 58). In sculpto-painting, flat patterns overlap, one layer over another, to pro-
duce depth, and this becomes an element of perspective (Plates 49, 52, 67).)

Chapter XXIII

PAINTING)

(PLATES 275-289))

In making paintings I cannot avoid expressmg three-dimensionality by amplifying
light and shadows on the conceived forms. I often express depth also by contrasting
color values, by texture and by overlapping patterns. My painting is sculptural, even in
cases where I use geometric patterns. I do not flatten them on the surface of the canvas J

but try to obtain the effect of depth by perpendicular positions of planes in relation to

the canvas. (Plate 289). I often do painting as a sketch for sculpture, construction or

sculpto-painting, and sometimes I paint from my sculptures. (Plates 13, 276-280).)

Chapter XXIV

ARCHIPENTURA

REAL MOTION IN PAINTING)

(PLATES 290-292)

(DIAGRAM VII)

This invention was dedicated to Thomas Edison and Albert Einstein.

Since 1912 in Paris, I have endeavored to record the actual movement in a work of

art, and with this object in view I executedthe animated construction entitled Medrano

(Plate 63). These attemptst however, did not brin\037 the desired effect. I again occupied

myself with the same idea in 1922 in Berlin, under the influence of the Einstein theory

of relativity. But it was not until 1924 in New York that I succeeded, after numerous

technical experiments, in accomplishing my object. I invented a new pictorial method

for the execution of real motion on the surface of pictures, and a special apparatus for

their demonstration.

Archipentura is a machine, conceived to produce the illusion of the motion of a

painted subject, analogous to slow motion in the cinema. I designed, built and patented

this machine in 1928 in the United States. Descriptions of this invention appeared in the

press, and some of the authors mistakenly used the word HArchipentul'a\" for all my pro-

duction in art, including sculpture t painting t drawing and prints, without specifying that

this name referred exclusively to this machine.

This machine has a box-like shape. Two opposite sides of it are three feet by seven

feet. Each of these sides consists of 110 narrow metallic strips, three feet long and one-

half inch thick. The strips are installed one on top of another, similar to a Venetian blind.)))
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These two sides become the panels for the display of paintings. They are about two feet

from each other, and 110 pieces of strong canvas, running horizontally, encircle two op-

positely fixed strips. Both ends of the canvases are fastened in the central frame located

between two display panels (Plate 290). By mechanically moving the central frame, all

110 canvases simutaneously slide over all the metallic strips, making both panels gradu-

ally change their entire surface on which an object is painted. A new portion of specially

painted canvas constantly appears. ThiR produces the effect of true motion. A patented
method of painting (Diagram VIll) is used to obtain motion. An electrical mechanism

in the bottom of the apparatus moves the central frame back and forth, and thousands
of consecutive painted fragments appear on the surface to form a total picture. It is not
the subject matter, but the changes which become the essence and lie at the origin of this

invention. This machine was exhibited in 1928 in the Anderson Gallery in New York

and in the New School For Social Research.)

LIFE AND PAINTING

There are three fundamental concepts of the reflection of life in art. One supposes

that life in the art of painting consists in fixing that which the eye sees. Another declares

that fixing the emotions on the canvas expresses life. The third theory holds that life in
art consists in the fixation of the painter's logical conclusions which occur in the artist's

cerebration.

I point out the new concept which does not exclude the preceding ones, but adds to

painting concrete energy, real motion. And since energy is life itself, Archipentura may,
.

with justification, be termed \"living painting.\

INTERPRETATION

Archipentura gives the entire spectacle of actual movements and utilizes it as a
means of interpretation of such manifestations of life as are intimately connected with
the passage of time and changes of fonns and of space. It does so in such a manner that

movement in Archipentura appears as an element of interpretation as well as of creation

in general. It does not present merely an object t as in static painting.)

MOVEMENT

Movement is a subtle language. It happens that entire races have their own parti-
cular movements. By movement we recognize the finest shades of character t education,

sense, desires, intelligence and individuality in man and in certain particulars in the
animal. We notice an endless variety of movement in different materials - light and

heavy; of variable elasticity, according to the character of their displacement; in liquids,

varying according to their consistency and density, their quantity and their displace-

ments; in machines, in plants and in all nature. Behind all these movements there is

hidden an infinitely rich material which may be utilized in Archipentura, just as the

artist employs an innumerable quantity of shades of color. Archipentura is capable of

painting the character of all movements.

Uncontrolled, senseless swing is as empty as the phrase written backwards. It is not

only the rhythm of the movement that produces psychological reaction, but it is the)))
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actual change of one aspect into another that should contain spiritual character, both

creatively and esthetically significant. In my statue in Kansas City, I used the motion
of the sun, changing patterns of the lighted areas and those of shadows (Plate 188).

In the revolving statue it is the contrary; the effect of the changes of pattern occurs
due to the revolution of the statue itself. (Plates 189-192).)

TIME

The amount of time and the velocity permit us to take account of the character
and sense of a given movement. In Archipentura the measure of time and velocity are
established according to the painted movement of the object; and their proportions repre-
sented on the changing canvas give us an idea of the object. Archipentura possesses the

means of representing on the canvas concrete variations of duration and velocity and is,

owing to this fact, connected with time and space. Up to the present time, music alone

has utilized timeas an element of creation. Archipentura is a new form of art which uses

time and space. Archipentura thus Upaints time.\

SPACE

Archipentura utilizes space as an elementof creation. It is evidentthat Archipentura
also does not exclude the principles and conceptions of immobility as in static painting;

fo1' example, the rhythm of composition, the equivalence of distance between separate

spots 01 colors, lines and forms.

It is true that one recognizes things by comparison. But comparison is possible only
by the simultaneous presence of several things. Archipentura offers the p\037c:;ibility of rep-

resenting, in the same point of space, consecutively different objects, movements, trans-

fonnations and displacements. Due to these consecutive appearances, comparison is pos-

sible. And by these comparisons, one may produce such effects and call forth such

impressions as would be entirely impossible in static painting. Archipentura appears as a
new form of art reproducing changes of space and of material.

The Einstein theory has had the greatest inftuence on my invention, not from the
scientific side, but because the ideas set forth by Einstein are indisputably in accord

with creation in general. I see in creation, as well as in the theory of relativity, the ex-

pression and the reunion of such psychological states as may be rediscovered in processes

of comparison, supposition, association and in the idea of infinity. Changes and move-

ments, calling forth a series of psychological processes, may be either emotional or intel-
lectual.

Archipentura. like art in general, has no direct tie with the Einstein theory, but it is

capable of expressing things of a higher order, things which, from certain aspects, un-

doubtedly are similar to the theory of relativity since they are four-dimensional. (Quot.
5, Plate 291).)))
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1 ARCHITECTURAL FIGURE, 1937.
Wood, polychrome, 36 Vt\" H. Perls Galleries,
New Yark.)))
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2 OCEANIC MADONNA, 1957.
Wood, metal, mother of pearl
mosaic; 7'5\" JI.2]\".)))
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3 CARROUSEL PIERROT, 1913. profile.
Plost.r. 23 V:a\" H. Formerly collection Mag-
nelli, Florence. Now private colleclion, Pari..)))
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4 CARROUSEL PIERROT, 1913.
Plosler. 23 'h\" H. Formerly coll\037clionMog-
nelli, Florence. Now privo,e collection, Paris,)))



5 PIERROT, 1942,
Terra colla, 25\" H, Private
coleclion, Dorm\037tadl,Germany.)))



6 SEATED FIGURE, 1913.
lCubisl Period .IIGeomerric. Concave.)
Bronze. 20\" H.)))



7 CLEOPATRA, 1957.
Wood, bo5leli1e, polychrome, 38\" Jl 04\".
Perls Galleries, New York.)

r)

.....--- -)

(})

8 REO, '957,
Wood, bakelite, 36\" Jl 48' ,
Perls Galleries, New York,)
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\037)
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10 BALLERINA, 1957.

Bronze, polychrome, 16\" H.
Privote collection, Hortford, Conn.)

OBJECTS ON THE TABLE, 1957.
Wood, Polychrome. 25\" JI:17\".
Perls Galleries, New York.)

\037 \037i)

11 ORANGE AND BlACK, '957.
Relief, wood, metal, Bakelile
25\" Jt \0378\".)

12 BIRTH OF VENUS, 195-4.

Bronle, marble and turquoise. 13\" H.
Privale collection, New York;
also Conncclicul.)

i.
\037

])))



13 FIGURE. 1938.
Oil. 22\" a 26\". painled
from Q 5culpto.painting of 1911.)

l)

\037\037(h'Pt0)))
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14 STANDING WOMAN AND STIll LIFE, 1919.
Sculplo-painting, papier-mache, wood, approx.
12\" x 16\". Private colicclion, London,)))



15 CONCAVE WITHIN CONCAVE, 1938.
Red terra colla, 33 Ih\" H. (Polished.1 Painted
middle section is double concave form.)))
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16 MEDRANO II, 1914.
Conslruelion in wood, metal, gloss, 49 It.,\" H,
formerly collection Magnelli, Florence. Now
S. Guggenheim Museum, New York,)))



17 HEAD, 1936.
Terra colla, 17\" H. IConcave,))

18 HEAD, 1'35.
with painled bronze, 22\" H.
Terro colla parlly melalized)))



19 WALKING SOLDIER, \"17.
Wood; .46\" high; small plosler
in Ihe Tel Aviv Museum.)))
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20 JOSEPHINE BONAPARTE. 1935,
Wood, polychrome, 51\" H.)

21 HINDU PRINCESS, 1954.
Terra colla, 52\" H.
Wood, 1957_)))
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22 FIGURE, 1957.
Terra cotta, polychrome, 21\" H.)))



23 DUALISM, 1954.
Terra colla polychrome. 23\" H.)))
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24 QUEEN, 1954.
Wood, 36\" H.)))
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25 WHITE, 1957.
Wood, bokelile, 37\" Jt \037J\".Perls Galleries.
New York.)))
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26 ARABIAN, 1936.
Terro colla; also in aluminum, 26\" H.
Privale collections)

'27 EGYPTIAN MOTIF, 1952.
Terra COt/D, poinfed, on wood, 57\" H.)))
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28 YELLOW AND BLACK, 1931.
Terro-cotta. 20\" H.)))



29 RECLINING, 1922.
Bronze 'e\" H. Private
colleclion, N. Y.)))



30 SEATED FIGURE, 1938.
Terre colle, polychrome, 27\" H,)))
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31 SEATED FIGURE, 1936.
Terra colla, polychrome, 1-1\"H.)))



\"
\\)

32 TWO FIGURES, 1936.
Terro colta, polychrome. 24\" H.
University of Minneapolis.)

....)

,
\\)))



33 lEANING, 1944.
Terra calla, polychrome. 20\" H.
Prjvole colleclion, Yonller5. N. Y.)))
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34 MEOITATION, 1938.
Terra collo, inlay. 21\" H.
Privale collection, New Yorle)
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3S) WOMAN WITH fAN, 1917.
Terra colla. polychrome, 9\" H.
Privale colleclion, AuSlria.)))



\\)

36 STATUI\"!, 1916.
Terra cotla, polyd'lrame. 18\" H.
'rivGte colledion, Germany.)

37 STANDING VERTICAL, 1935.
Woad, polychrome, 43\" H.)))



38 STATUETTE, 1.15.
Terra colta, polychrome, 2oi\"H.
Tel Aviv Museum.)

,\\\\)))
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tended by t.he author and th\037publisher:)
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Art Institute. Chialo
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Belvedere. Vienna
BoymaM Museum. Rotterdam
Brandeis Univenit.y Museum. Waltham. Muaachusftb

Brooklyn Muaeum. Brooklyn
Cleveland Museum of Art. Clev\037land
Cranbrook Academy Museum. Deb-oil
Detroit Museum of Art. Detroit.
Duesseldorf Museum of Art. G\037rmany
Essen Muaeum of Art. Gennany
Hamburg Museum of Art. Gennan)'
Hannover Museum of Art. Germany
Heesisches Lendesmuseum. Darmstadt. Gennany
Historic Museum. Kiev. Ukraine (formerly)
Joelyn Art Museum. Omaha. Nebraska
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SCULPTO-PAINTING)

PLATES 39-62

TEXT CHAPTER VII, PAGE 40)))
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39 lATHER, 1917.
Popier.moch\037,pointed, appro!!.. ) 8\" H.
Formerly G. Fall! collection, Genevo.)

....)

.)))



w)

40 lATHER, 1915.
Melal, wood, painling, pencil, appro!!.. I -i\" Jt
22\". Philadelphia Museum, lormerly W. Arent-
berg calleclion. Hollywood.)))



,)

\\)

41 IN THE CAFE, 1915.
Wood, pointed. Private
colleclion, Germany.)
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42 STIU LIFE ON ROUND TAILE, 1916.

Wood, collage. Private coU.clion, Germany.)))
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43 WOMAN BEfORE FOLDING MIRROR, 1916.
PQpier-m\037che.poinled. IS\" H.)

\037)

\\\\)

/\

\\)

1)

44 OVAL MIRROR ON TAILE REfLECTING
WOMAN HOLDING SMALL MIRROR, 1917.
Papier.m';che, opproll... 32\" H. (destroyed))))



t
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'\\)

45 STANDING WOMAN L 1919.
Papier-mache on wood, painled. Phillips Gol.
lery, Washinglon, formerly KOlherine S. Dreier
colleclion.)

-)

I)

.
.)))

air, earth and water. The atomists' ideas exist in nuclear forces. Einstein's
ideas exist in the abstract relativity of cosmic forces. All ideas are in the univer!-;e; crea-

tive coincidental precision is needed to grasp them and make them concrete at the propel'

time. (Platf' B, Pagf-' 28), (quot. 1).

Through the effort of body, spirit and mind, an individual may evoke some universal

ideas, 01' they may come automatically into the subconscious as dreams if the individual
strives for them. In the newborn creatures ideas of a long chain of ancestors are rebOl'n;

human psychological patterns and potential awarenesses travel through the chromosomes

from one body to another, through the intermediary gene. This is the basis for the belief

in reincarnation and the immortality of the spirit.)

4. THJ:: UNKNOWN

Different feelings and states of mind do not always spring from the mind of an inch-
vidual. Some come from unknown and unsensed ahstract sources of nature and remain

beyond the boundary of logic. All religion and science are based on the unknown. Both

worship the unknown. Religion preserves the mystery of the unknown. Sciencedisperses

it by the es tablishmen t of material facts. (q U()t. .9, 1.5).

Beside mind, there is mindless feeling, such as nostalgia and melancholia, which may

also be from unknown source\037, but may become impulses for creative art. The joy of life

may find an outlet in the serene working process. Many aspirations may remain latent

within the ceJls of the individual without reaching his consciousness, only because his

consciousness has never been developed. Undouhtedly in some cases the ego of a great

creator may remain an enigma to himself. How can another person sense and uncover

what remains an intimate spiritual value, e!'ipecially when the \037ame mystery of the un-

known becomes the creative instigator? It is extremely complicated, if not totally impos-

sible, to analyze the creative process evolving from causes which may remain indefinable

to the creator himself. The I{reatest connoisseur of art cannot shed light into every cor-

ner of the complicated ego of an artist, 01' upon the formative ideas evolved from his cells,

or still latent in the memory of his cells. The mystery of the creativeness of an individual

remains in his biological nucleus and i!o\\rarely grasped by his consciousne\037s unles.'\\ he is

guided by an instinctual ability for !-;elf-analysis and by wisdom.)

5. SPACE AND TIME

According to universal creative law, space and time are fictitious realities, evolving
from a superior intellectual order, and exist only as ideas. But without matter and with-

out changes they cannot become a spiritual reality expressible in art. Art is like the mo-

tion of the hands of a clock indicating the reality of change while moving over the empty

spaces between the dots. The dots are only symbols of the reality of time. (quot. 16, 1.9,

30,34, 37,41).)))
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46 STILL LIFE, 1920.
Papier-moch. on wood, painted. Yole Univer-
sity Art Gallery, Katherine S. Dreier bequest.)))
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47 IN THE BOUDOIR, 1915.
Wood, melal, collage, painted. apprOA. 12\" A
18\". Philadelphia Museum of Arl. formerly Dr.
Chrislian Brinlan collection.)

\037)

-)))
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48 WOMAN IN ROOM, 1917.
Wood, painted. ApprOJl. 12\" JI 20\".
Tel Aviv Museum,)))



l) \037)

\037)

49 STILL LIfE, 1911.
Papier.moch\037on wood,
painted, appro.. 14\" JI 1BU.)

o)
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SO STANDING WOMAN, 1920.
Popier-mach\037on wood, painled, 1SOlJI 20\".)))
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51 SEATED WOMAN, 1t1t.
Popier.mache on wood, U\" JI 26\".
Private collection, Germany.)))
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52 STill LIFE, 1920.
Popier.mache on wood, poinled, apprOJ(. 12\"
J( 16\". Formerly G. Folk collection, Geneva.)))



53 FIGURE, 1920.
Popier.mach' on wood, appro.. 16\" . 20\",
Formerly Herworrh Wolden colleclion, Berlin,)))



o)

54 OVAL fiGURE, 1957.
Wood. bakelite. 43\" I( )7\".
Perls Galleries. New Vode)))



'\"'\

. -....)

. \037)

55 FIGURE, 1915.
Papier.m41che, melal, wood, poinled, appro..
7\" Jt 12\". Privote collection, Germany.)))



57 WOMAN, T920.

Papie-r.mt1che on wood, approx.
16\" x 20\"_ PrivOle collection, Berlm)

\037)

S6 WOMAN POWDERING FACE, 1916
Wood, melal, painled appro... 21\" II )4\"'.
Tel Aviv Museum formerly G. Folic colleclion.
Geneva.)

58 WATER JUG AND GLASS ON TABLE, 1920.
Papi\037r-mac:h';on wood, appro... 1B\"Jt 19\".)))

Aoari pOKH. 1713 POKY

B MorHneBi Ha L{HicTpi SCboro HaCeneHH5I niq\"UIOCb 162 \"iOIl., Y Xaa-

CTOBi, no nOBiLtOMneHHIO WIISIXT. BpmHweBcbKoro, 1714 POKY nHWHIIOCb
.

TinbKH 8 \"ion. 3). BeanlO.nnH Beno no Toro, ll\\O Yp5lAH CTapanHCb aa BCSlKY

\037iHY YTpHMaTH HaCeneHH5I Ta Horo BHceneHHRM, no MO>KnHBOCTi, CTaSHTH

nepenOHH B BHrnHl1i pbKHHX noniual1CbKI1X BHMor4). A5I\037YlOtlH OCTaHHiM,

6yno MO>KJ1HBHM nerqe nepeBOllHTH .no >KHTTH cpiHaHCOBi nnaHH, 3a-JtJ1J1

\037oro BenHCb oco6nHBi nepenHCHi KHHrH
5

), Ta CHCTeMY 060BH3KOBHX nOBHH-

HOCTe\037 (npH .nonOM03i OTaMaHiB TaK 3BaHoro nBOpOBoro tlHCna) 6). Hace-

neHH5I noqano TpOXH 3,6inbwYBaTHcb sin qaCiB 3aCnOKO\342\202\254HHSI YKpaiHH,

TaK \037Ot no 3aSlBi MinlOKoBa, LtOraHSIno H neperaHRno (?) nUeHTp no nnOT-

HOCTH CBoero HaceneHHH\" 7). UeH nornsUl He MO>Ke 6YTH npHHHSlTHH-Be-

nMKoro POCTY He 6YJ10. 5IK 36inbwYBanocb HaceneHHSI, MO)l(Ha npocninKY-

BaTH no oKpeMHx rpynax HaceneHHH. nepwe Micue cepe.n H\037X 3aHManH

K03aKH. no peeCTpax Ta KOMnYTax Bii1CbK3. 3anopi3bKoro, IX niqHnOCb:)

8 nonlCax 1649 p. 1650 p. 1723 p. 1724 p. 1729 p. 1764 p.

BpaItnaBCbKoMY. 2662 2802
ny6eH.

BfnoLtepKisCbltOMY. . . . 3035 6655 11612 12 685 143671
ranRIt.

KaHiBC&KOMY. . . . . 2957 3120 5804 7701 6409 83 822

KanbHHltbKOMY . . . 1976 2046

KHisCbKOMY . . . . 1 792 2080 2926 2530 3232 53 576

KpooHseHcbKoMY 2010 2053
KOPCYHChKOMY . . . . 3333 3472

MHproponchKoMY . . 2 630 3158 4840 4817 *) 4 747 *) 65 221 *)
npHnylt.

Hi>KHHC&KOMY . . . 991 9083 9545 12816*) 10482*) 51 798 *)
nepeRcnascbKoMY . . . . 2851 2 150 6700 8 671 *) 9 373 *) 78 444

nOnTaSCltKoMY . . . , . 2441 2783 5134 5 559 *) 6 620 *))

1) B e p n H H C K H A, KpaTKoe onHcaHHe KHeBa, 19.

2) A p X H B 10 r 0-3 a n \037\037H 0 A P 0 C C H H, 'I. 3, T. IV, 46 nen.

3) Ib t T. 11. N!! 292. 295.

4) 3 a n H C K H 10. 10 n SI, 342.

5) Ben 51 e B, 0 KpyroBoA nOPYKe, 81.

6) r 0 n H K 0 B, .ltes:r HHSI neTpa BenHKoro, XIII, 505.

7) M H n 10 K 0 B, QqepKH no HCTOpHH PYCCKO\037 KynbTypbl, I, 34.

*) B npHseAcHi IfHcna ysiAwnH A Koaa..i niAcyct\037KH.)))
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59 PITCHER, 1921.
Popier-m\037cheon wood
oppro,,_ 16\" \" IS\".)

\\)

60 WOMAN WITH HAT, 1916.
Papier-mache 01'1wood, appro..
14\" \" 20\". Formerly GallI Call., Munich,)))
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61) VASE WnH FLOWER, 1919.
Papier-mache on wood, approJl. 1..\" .. 18\".
Private colleclion, London.)))
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62 STILL LIFE, 1915.
Wood, opproJl. 17\" JI 21\".
Privole colleclion, london.)))



CONSTRUCTIONS)

PLATES 63-74

TEXT CHAPTER IX, PAGE 46)))
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63 MEDRANO I (JUGGLER), 1912.
Three.dimensionol conslruclion in wood, gloss,
melol wire, poinled, J8\" H.)

firsl eahibiled, Budopesl, 191J. This was firsl
Ihree.dimensional construction inlroduced in
modern ar'. Wire is used 10 oulline a space
symbolizing shoulder. On opposite side a
piece 0' gloss is suspended from 0 horizonlol
wooden strip. On Ihe gloss a disc is poin'ed
symbolizing a breas'. Diagonal posilion of
arm holding boll is movable, The 'hree discs
and bolls symbolize mo\"emenls of ju9Vler. The
figure is Imeelin9. MEDRANO II is reproduced
in color (PI. 16).)))
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64 HEAD AND STIU LIFE, 1916.
Relief C:Onslrucrion.Wood,
metol, canvas. pointed. 15\" H.)))



65 WOMAN WITH FAN, 1914,
High relief canslruction in wood, glon, metal,
canvas, pointed, appro.., 22\" .. 34\", Formerly
G. Folk collection, Geneva, Switzerland.)))
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66 BLACK, WHITE, RED, 1957.
Wood, melal, 68\" H.)))
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67 STANDING WOMAN, 1918.
Relier conslruction in wood,
pointed, IS\" Jt 22\", Tel Aviv Museum.)))



68 WOMAN IN CHAIR, 1916.
Melal, wood, poinled, 18\" \" 22\", Formerly
collection G. Folk, Genevo, Swillerlond.)))
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69 WOMAN, 1919.
Relief conslruclion, wood, melal
wire, painl\037d,appra., 12\" . 16\".)
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70 WOMAN IN ARM CHAIR, 1918.
Wood, metal, pain'.d. 18\" \" 26\".
T.1.Aviv Museum.)))
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71 TWO WOMEN, 1920.
High relief conslruclion
in wood, metal, painted. 5\" H.)
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72 WOMAN, 1923.
Relief construction in wood, copper, bran,
new silver, painled, apprCJII, 55\" H. Yale Uni.
versity Art Gallery. formerly Katherine 5,
Dreier collection.)))
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73 VENUS, 1954.
R.lief construction, 6' H. Woad,
mOlher.of.p.art, mosaic.)

74 STANDING FIGURE, 1917.
R.li.f construction. Wood, melal. polychrome,
15\" Jt \0375\".Private collection, Ualy_)))



THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCULPTURE)

PLATES 75-134

TEXT CHAPTER X, PAGE 47)))
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75 ()urin;: \\\\'url<l\\\\\"arII III..\"\"wurk,. w,'rl\">-4.nlIt,\"a (;..rlllan
l\"ulJ,..\"lorlu II..\"1\"..1:\\\\i\\':\\1\"\"\"...11for I\"\",por.r\037'con:04\"naliun.
:\\II\"r Ihe. ,\"'ar II...,. \"','r.. 1110\\.,,1110 lOlulon)))
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76 NEGRO DANCER, 1911.
Bronre. 18\" H. Private calleclion.)

77 RECLINING, 1911.

Bronre, chron,ium ploted. Formerly Marie
Lourencin collection. Replica in Tel Aviv
Museum,)))



78 SKETCH FOR CEILING, 1910.
P/osler, 30\" It 30\".
Privole colleclion. Germony.)

79 REPOSE, 1910.
Marble, 14\" H. Enen
Museum, Germany.)))



o)

81 NEGRESS, '910.
Cemenl, oprOJl. 17\" H. /
Private collection, Germany,)

80 TORSO, 1909.
Pla51er, oppra_. 50\" H.)))



\\
. ':, .\037'\037

\\.)

,))

\037)

\\)

w)

\037)

83 GROUP, 1933.
Terra colta, 16\";-1,)

--)

82 WOMAN AND CHilD. 1909,
Plasl\037r.410\"H. (d\037slroyedL)

84 COMPOSITION WITH TWO FIGURES, 1912.
P1osler, appro.ll. 14\". Privole [olh:ction.
Germany.)))



-)

'\\)

'\\)
86 BABY. 1909.

Cement, aprOJl_ 20\" H.
Privale colleclion, Germany.)

()

85)
87 WOMAN, 1909.

Stone, 2 I II H. Private
colleclian, Berlin.)

THE KISS, 1910.
Plcsler, cpprOJl. .Ij8\" H.)))



88 flYING, 1957.
Bronze, 12\" H. Perls
Galleries. New York.)

\\t.)

..)

\037)

\

I')

. ..)

\

\"..)

89 WOMAN IN fUR, 1954.
8ronz.. 13\" H,)))
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90) BATHER, 1912,
Cem\037nl.opprOlt, 40\" H. Forn1erly collection of
Herworth Walden, Berlin.)

91) GIRL, 1935.
T\037rrocotto m\037loliudwilh bronze,
opprOJl. 28\". Prjvale collection, Chicago.)))



N A T U RA LIS M: TEXT CHAPTER XI, PAGE 48)

92 WALKING, 1925.
Bronze, 22\" H.)))
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93 YOUNG GIRL. 1926.
8r\"nl\037.opprox, 30\" H,
Privale colleclion. New York.)

94 DIA\037A,1925.
8ronu. oppro.. 23\" H.
Privole COIl\037(lion.New York.)

95 .WOUNDED, 1925.
Bronz\037.10\" H,
Privole (Oll\037clion.Hollywood,)
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96 KNEELING, 1930.
Bronze on marbl\037.15\" . 24\". Miomi Museum,
Perls Gallerie5, also privClte collection, New
York.)

97 MELANCHOLY, 1931.
lead. 10\" H.)))



'-)

99 MA MEDITATION, 1935.
Terra colla, melalized wilh bronze. 12 H.
Privale collection. Jersey Cily. N. J.)

98 SEATED FIGURE, 1909.
Bronze. 22\" H. Museum of Modern Arl.
Stockholm, Sweden.)

J t
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\037\\,
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100 HEROICA, 1933.
Terra cOlla, approx. 16\" H.
Privale collection, Monlreal.)))



JOJ OLD DUTCH FISHERMAN, 1942.
Blue rerra cono, J6\" H.)))



---)

1 02 FAMilY LIFE, 1912.
Pla\037'er.6' H. hhibited in 191J in Armory
Show. New Ycrk. Destroyed in World War 1
in Poris.)

,
103 SALOME, 1910.

Cement, J' H. hhibiled 191J Armory Show.
New York. Privote collection, Paris.)

104 FAMilY LIFE, 1935.
Terra colla !fragment) 18
Second version.)

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIOr

Of MODERN AR T

ASSOCIATION Of AMERICA.
PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS

oQth INf\"I\"V RECiT ARMORY. \037E\"\"YORK CITY
FEB\037UJ\\RY15th TO MARCH 1C)tJ\\tQ13
AMERICAN C5 fOREIGN ART

AMONG THf GUE\037T\037\\\\'111Bf - INGRE\037 OELACROIX. DE'\" \\\037

CEZANNE. REDON. REJlljOIR MO:\\U \037EURAT,\\,\037\037GOGH
HaDLER. 'LEVOC-T. JOHN. PRYDE C\\KIo.t:Rl. M \\lll01
BRANCU\037I.lEH\037BRUCl(' BERNARD. \\L\\T1\037\037E.M..\\'El. 'ICI\037\\I

LAUIRfC.CONDER. Dr:NI\037.RU\037\037ELl.DUfY. BRAQUL HERB!\"

GLfIZES. 50UZA-(ARDOZO. ZAk. OU (H\"\\\037P-\\ IllO'
GAU(.UlN. ARCHIPENkO. DOURDFlLE { DE 'H..C'lAL)

105 Po\037tcordonnouncing Armory Show, 1

N,Y., often reproduced as documenlary n
riol in connection with Ihe introducliol
America of modern European Arl.)))



o)

106 SUZANNE, 1909.
Slone, OpprOA. 18\" H. PosCtdeno
Museum of Arl, ColiforniCt.)))



107 GROUP, 1933,
Polished lerra colla, appro\". 20\" H,
D..:..._I___11__1:__ ....1_.....V__I..)

\\)

I)

\\)

,)))



'-)

108 SEATED FIGURE, 1936.
Terra colla, appro., 36\" H,
Priva1e colleclion, New York.)))
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109 ROSE TORSO, 1928.
Ceramic on mosaic background, opprox. lid\"
JI 23\". Fornlerly (olleclion of Josef Von Siern-
berg, Hollywood.)

\
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110 MA MEDITATION, 1932.
Bronle.
Ukrainian Museu:!'. lwow.
Second version: private
collection, Jersey Cit,)'. N, J,)))



111SEATED, BLACK, 1936.
Belgian block marble, 21 Ih\".
Private collec1ian, New YOrk.)

\\)
'-)))
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112 BLACK SEATED TORSO, 1909.
Bronze, 12\" H. Private colleclron. New York.)))



.... . ..
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\\.)

113 SCHEHERAZADE, 1954.
8ronze, I J\" H.)))



\\)

114 DANCER, 19S7.
Bronze, 14\" H. Perls Golleries. New York.)))



115 SEATED, 1935.
Marble, appro.. 23\" H,
Private collection, New York,)))



116 DIAGONAL TORSO, 1937.
Poli!>hed lerro,colla, 26\" fang.
P.;vale collection, Will11inglon, Del.)

\"7)

117 RECLINING TOASO, 1922.
Ceramic, Brooklyn Museum.
Also privole colleclion, New York.)))



118 TURNING TORSO, 1922.
Marble, 19\" H.
Philadelphia Museum.)))



\

\

'\

t)

-..)
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.,)

J J 9 MOSES APPEALING TO GOD, 1939.
Camposilion similar to stucco. 7'6\" H.
Destroyed.)))



120 LA MER DANS LES ROCHES. 1911.
Pla\037le',appro.... 22\" H.
Formerly collection of F. leger, Paris.)))



J2J DRAPED WOMAN, 1911.
Bronze, 22\" H.
Perls Galleries, New York.)))



122 WAKING, 1957.
Bronze, polychrome 19\" H.
Perls Gallery, New York.)

I)))



123 POET, 1909.
Terro COlic, 13\" H. Collection
Fritz Bienerl, Dresden.)

\037
\037)

124 GOLD AND BLACK, 1957.
Bronze, 6 lit\" H.
Private colleClion, Te.os,
and Perls Gallery, New York.)

125 ISLANDER, 1958.
Bronze. polychrome 22\" H.)))



..)

126 WOMAN WITH HAT, 1954.
Bronze. !-i\" H.)))

3> Toro, I.UOf THltI

'i8lC-:OM, S1IC q.Bep.TKa. )KH.T& K\037wTYsana 3 30n., uiHa Ha.. KeHft\" SIKRi;! 'rQAi 6\037,

B senHKOMY cpaao.pi, BMHOCHna 2, 30n. 1
); sa nO\\faTKY XV.III CT\037 uiKa xl1i6a

\037OpimnQBanac. LtiHi CBMHi. 3 APyrol >K nonOBHHH XVHl B', LliHa Ha )i(KTO

3, 1 Kap6. 50 Kon. niABHIUHnaCa 3& 20 pOIGS \037o 4 Kap6oBaJiuia, T&K c.aM\037

H Ha omOHO; B3arani, LtiHH Ha xni6 36in:bwHnHcbJ Bin 2 no 8 p.&3. Ha, ni)!-

BHLqeKYR\037iH'3po6HnK BnnHB pi-.>KHi- npHQH.HH: 1748-17'49 pOK-ia--roM.Il,.1751

pOK-y-3aBeAeHHSI HOBOI \037Y)Ke TSDKKol TapHcpH, cYBopi 3iMH 1757- \037758 po,..

Ki.B, Ha npHKiHQi 1758 p. 3aBe,neHHH Bi\037KynHol cHcTeMH, nionSi ft.K.Q.!

HaBiTb npH qy\037OBHX ypo>KaSiX QiH.H B.>Ke He na.nan'H. 3BepTalO\\!HCb ,It0 UiH

Ha HHwi npO.QYKTH Haii,6inbwol ooTpe6M, 3HaxoAHMo: AJ1S1 70-x pOKiB XVIII

CT. ciJ1b\03740 Kon. ny,n. M'51CO-80 K. nYA, Macno-4 Kap6., pH6a--1 Kap6.
20 K. 3a ny.lt i T. H. ropiJtXa TaKO>K 6yna,

B \037iHi: B 40-Bi pOKH XVUI CT.

-40 Kon., a. SO-Ti POKH-,nO 50 Kon., B 70-Ti-67 Kon. 3a Bi.npQ, B 80-Ti

pp.-Ao 3 Kap6.. (HopManl:.HO 1 Kap6.. 80 Kon.), B 90-Ti pOKH 3HH3RnaCb

AO 1 Kap.C5. SO Korr.-l Kap6. 80 \037on. .npyri npeAMeTH 6ynH HeAOcTynHi

M&CaM no cBoiH BHCOtiiHi. TaK, KO}KYX B 60-Ti P0I(H XVII CT. OQiHIOB&SCSI

B! 1 Kap6. 20 K., Q0C50TH. B 20-40 Kon., cTin-35 Kon., Koneco-6 K-On..,

AOWKa-AO 5 Kon. 2
); B 70-Ti pOKH tio60TH-50 Kon., xycTKa-10 Kon. 8),

B 80-Ti pp. CBHTK& KowTysana 1 Kap6. 20 Kon., 1 XYHT pH>Ky-10 Kon.;

1 JiYHT 6a80BHH- 40 Kon. '); B 90-Ti pp. UiHH \037e 6inblll ni,nH$lIlHCb 5).

B Q6H >Ke caMHH qac Ha AeHHMK npO)f(HTOK 3aTpatiYBaJIOCb 2-3 Kon. 6)__

AnSi- cmbCbKHx p06iTHHI\302\243iB 1 Kap6. 50 Kon.-2 Kap6. B piK 7)-B 40-HX po-
Kax; ..06WKHQB6HHblH KOpM Ha BC5IKHH .rteHb no rpHBH&W 8), Ii nHUIe KOM,aH-

AHpGBaHHM BiHcbKOBHM B Aopory, BHpaXOBYBanH no 15 Kon. Ha AeHb 9).

AnR 70-HX pOHia XVIlI CT. eKOHOMHCTH npOOOHYBanH ni,nH5ITH eK3HCTeHU-

minimum ,no 40 Kap6. B piK 10), ue6.-To TpOIllKH 6inbwe 51K 10 K. B. ,neHb--

\037OKa3, \037o lO-TMKoniHKoBe YTpHMaHHH 6yno 30BciM He TaK WHpOKO POC-

nOBCIOA1KeHe. AOp0)KHeqa npe,nMeTiB Haiinepwol nOTpe6H CnpM.Hna Mo6ini.

3aQi 1 3eMm T& eKcnpOnpH5Iui 1 HaCeneHH5J. 4>opManbHOK> 6a3010 3a-ltnR Toro)

1) A K T 0 B a $I K H H r aCT a p 0 J! Y 6 C K 0 r 0 r 0 p 0 n 0 B 0 r 0 y p S1 .r:ta, 109.

2) K H e B C K a $I eTa p H H a, 1883, XII, 696-7.

3) lb., 1884, Ill, 507.

\037)lb., 1893, III, 437.

5) lb., 1885, II, 465-6.

6) lb., 1883, V, 170.
7) C y n H e H K 0, MaTepHanbl AO OTeqeCTBeHKOH HCTOpHH, I 6), 16.

8) n p a B a, p03n. VW., apT., 40, \0372; C e KaT C K H Ii A p X H B. V, 444.

9) A H JI P H e B C K H H, HCTOpHqeCKHO MaTepHanbl, X, 15. 16.

10) T PYA hi Bon b H 0-3 K 0 H 0 M H q e C K 0 roO 6 U{ e C T B a, XX IX, 3&.)))
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127 ESPAGNOlA, 1957.
Bronze. Polychrome, 1.4\"H.
Privote colleclion, Philadelphia.)))



128 SEATED WOMAN, 1911.
Plosler. oproJl. 23\" H. Privale
colleclion. Iioly. Also Tel Aviv Museum.)))



129 HERO, 1910.
Plasl\037r,Formerly colleclion of Hans yon Gar.
Yens. Hannoyer, Germany. Remodeled in lerra
colla, 1935. Naw in Darmsladl Museum,
Germony.)))



130 LYING FIGURE, 1957.
Bronze, 14\" H.
PrivClle eolleelioll. New York.)

\037)

\
.)

-4)

-)

1J 1 FIGURE WITH HAND ON SHOULDER, 1921.
PI(lsler. .40\" H.
Private eolleelion of Fronkfurl o_M_, Germany.)

132 BATHER, 1929.
8ronze, 22\" H_
Privote collection, New York.)))



133 MOTHER AND CHILD, 1910.
Black marble, appral', IS\" H.
Privale collec1ion, Cologne, Germany,)))
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134 FRAGMENTARY RELIEF. 1959.
Bronze on marble, 14\" A 24\".)))



GEOMETRIC SCULPTURE: CUBISM)

PLATES 135-143

TEXT CHAPTER XII, PAGE 48)))



\037)

,)

o)
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135 STATUETTE, 1914.
Terro-c:ollo in two colors. 27\" H.
Tel Aviv Museum.
Second version in bronle.)))



136 WOMAN STANDING, 1916.
Ironze, 2\" 'h\" H. Privole
colleclion, Barcelona.)))



137 BOXERS (front view), 1935.
Terra cotta. Second version. Collection
Peggy Guggenheim. Venice.)))



REAR VIEW)

138 BOXERS (rear view), 1914.
Plaster, 23\" H, Formerly Mognielli colleclion,
Florence. now S. Guggenheim Museum, New
York.)))



\037

\\)

.,)

140 SilHOUETTE, 1913.
Bronze, 18\" H. Third version,
formerly colleclion af G, Falk, Geneva.)

139 SilHOUETTE, 1910.
Terre-colla, appraA. 13\" H.
Private callectian, Germany,)))



Sometimes I sculp' a new version 0' ,lte some
sfa'ue a\"er considerable time has elapsed, 01
course, in modeling ,he Jome problem the
'orms are no' as mathema'icolly ...ael as i'
'hey were cast 'rom ,he some mold. However,
on all versions I prefer to keep 'he date 01 the
lirsl, since I wan' 10 conserve the chronology
of the ideo The particular stylistic and crea-
tive approach , use equally in all IIersions un-
less chonges are purposely mode.)

141 SILHOUETTE, 1910.
Bronze. chromium ploled. 17\" H.
Second version. Dormsladl Museum.)))



142 GONDOLIER, 1914.
Bronze, 66\" H.
Perls Galleries, New York.)

143 STATUETTE, 1914.
Plaster 30\" H. Tel. Aviv Museum.
formerly G. Falk collection.)))



CONCAVES)

PLATES 144-168

DIAGRAMS III, IV, V, VI)))



\"Thus, the problem of knowledge
is complicated, and possibly made in-
soluble, by the idea that order fills a
void and that its actual presence is
superposed on its virtual absence.\

Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution. Henry Holl
& Co., New York, 191J, p. 274.)))
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145 WOMAN COMBING HER HAIR, 1915.
Bronze, 6' H. Private colledion, Ne..... York.
Also Perfs Galleries, New York.)

146 W 0 MAN COM BIN G HER HA fR, 19 15.
Bronze. I)\" H. Museum of Modern Arl, Ne.....
York.)))



\037,
\\\\)

147 WOMAN COMBING HER HAIR, 1915.
Bronze. Privote collection.)

148 WOMAN COMBING HER HAIR, 1913.
Terro colla. Private collection, Gern1ony,
(Second litle, Sioluelle.))))



149 -151 BROWN AND WHITE, 1942.
18\" H. (Sealed figure, con(;ove.1

Monnheim Museum, Germany.)))



151 REAR VIEW)

In these three-dimensionol stolues Ihe concove
modeling is used around the enlire figure, un-
like slalue 147 where concave is merely
fronlaL)))



,)

152 EGYPTIAN MOTIF (detail), 1917.
faience, Pasadena Museum, California,)

\\)))



,)

153 EGYPTIAN MOTIF, 1917.
Faience. 12\" H. Pasadena
Museum, California,)

\037)

\

154 STANDING FIGURE, 1916.
Bronze, 12\" H. Privale colleclion,
Oslo, Norway,)))



1SS TWO FRIENDS, 1933,
Mel'.ican ony., Op'O.. 2J\" H.
Private collec'ion, Conneclicul.)))



\

, .)

1S6 TWO FRIENDS.

(Profile))))



157 FIGURE, 1936,
Terra colla, 20\" H. Norlhwesleln
UniversiJy, Evanston, ll1inois.)))



..)

.I. f)

158 SILVER TORSO, 1931.
Chromium plaled bronze, 3\037\"H.
Hanover Museum, Germany.)))



I)

159 FIGURE ON BACKGROUND. CONCAVE,
1954.
Aluminum, 19\" H.)
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If 'he source of ligh' comes from the ploce
where ,he spectalor is standing, the highest
el\037votionos well os 'he deepesl covities will
be equally illuminated. This produces the opt;.
cal illusion which makes the conccve loole like
the conve..)

160 GRACE, 1930.
Bronze, chromium. plated, approx. 26\" H. Pri.
vole colleclion, Jersey City, N. J,
Aho Museum of Weslern Arl. Moscow
(formerly).)))
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161 WALKING, 1936.
Terra colla, silver.plaled, 18\" H.
Privole colleclion, Chicago.)
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162 WALKING WOMAN, 1931.
Terra colla, 22\" H. Museum of
Cranbrook Academy, Michigan.)))
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163 SILHOUETTE,1936.
Bronze, silver ploled. 14\" H.)
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164 ORANGE AND BLACK. 1940.
Terra colla polychrome. 20\" H.)))



165 MADONNA, 1936.
Mcrble, 30\" H. Private collection,
la Jolla, California.)))



166 MADONNA.

(Profile))))



168 TANAGRA MOTIF, 1915.
Bronze, 10\" H. \037ormerlyJosef yon Siernber9
collection,)

167 STANDING CONCAVE, 1942,
Aluminum, 25 Y2\"H.)))



MODELING OF SPACE)

PLATES 169-181

TEXT CHAPTER XIV, PAGE 55)))



\"Object, once annihilated, leaves
its place unoccupied; for by hypothe-
sis it is a PLACE, that is a void limited
by precise outline, or, in other words,
a kind of thing... .\"*)

.
Bergson, Henri, Creative Evolulion.
Henry Holt & Co., New York. 1913.)))



169 TWO BODIES, 1912.
Plaster, approx. 410\" H. Formerly
collection Herwarlh Walden, Berlin,)))



221 WHITE TORSO, 1916.
22\" H.. replica. One in bronze formerly
Kronprinzenpalasl. Berlin. One in Marble Arls
Club, Chicago; also fine Arl Associalion,
Phoeni., Arizona.)))



171 THE KISS, 1911.
Plasler, 7' H.)

\\)

............)))



\"\"\"I)

\037)

172 DANCE, 1912.
8ronze. Private collection, Berlin. Reproduced
from English magazine \"The Skelch_\)



..)

..)

173 NUN, 1937.
Terra coiro. polychrome. 30\" H.)))
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\037)

\\)

\"\

174 WALKING, 1912.
Bronze. 27\" H. Denver Arl Museum,
also privale eolleclion, New York.)

,
'\

175 WALKING, 1911.
Terra colla, appraJt. 24\" H.
Privale colleelion. Second version.)))



profile)

,)

\\)

176 WALKING, 1935.
Bronze, approJl. 24\" H. Third ver\037jon.
Privale colleclion, New York.)))



\\)

178 GEOMETRIC FIGURE SEATED, 1920.
Terra colla, approx. 2\037\"H. One in Tel Aviv
Museum, one in private calleclian, Germany.)))



179 STANDING FIGURE, 1920.
Hydroslone, 61 H, Fronl and rear view.
Hessisches landesmuseum, Darmsladl.) 180) REAR VIEW)))



\037)

1 B1 SEATED FIGURE, 1936.
Terra colla, approJl. 16\" H.)))



REFLECTIONS)

PLATES 182-195

TEXT CHAPTER XV, PAGE 59)))



182 HEAD, 1913.
Bronle. I SOl H. (onSlruclion wilh crossing
planes. Sketch for r.gurc on opposile page.)))



183 WOMAN IN FRONT OF MIRROR, 1914.
Wood, glass, melal and real mirror, 7' H.
IDes'royed.)

\037)

'\\,
\037)

\\)

Torso and head arc reneCled in 0 mirror On
wh,ch slill life ond a woman s right 0\"\" ore
pointed, The reneclion on the surface of Ihe
slalue produces a defini'e eSlhe'ic effect, The
work may gain or lose its effec' depending
upon 'he surfoce leJClure, 101m, and 'he degree
01 polishing These ,hree identical figures vary
in 'heir linishes and Iflus produce differen'
impressions.)))



184 TORSO IN SPACE, 1936.
Terra colla, melolized wilh bronze, S' long.
Whitney Museum or American Arl, New York.)

Highly polished chromium.pla'ed linish, a \037
medium which inlensifies elfecl of ligh' and
shadow. Addison Ar' Goller\" Andover, Moss..
s\037cand in U\",versi', of Oregon, Eugene,
Oregon.
On this bronze Ihe surface renee's sp\037cioll,
orronged white and bloclc ma'erials which
surround 'he figure. The general shope is am.
plified by the 'wo can'ras,ing potterns and
produces on \037lfectlotall, dilferen' Irom tho'
01 Ihe o,her 'wo illuS'ra'ed figures.)))



\\)

\037)

\

185 TOR50 IN SPACE, 1935.
Bronze. salin finish gold pial ed, 221/2

\"
long.

Privol\302\243collection. Solin finishing inlensifies
form.)

'-)

186 TOR50, IN SPACE, 1935.
Bronze, 22 V3\"long.)))



--)

187 LEDA WITH SWAN, 1938_

Polished, gold-plated. bronze, 1J\" H, Privale
colleclion, Also Perls Galleries, New York.)

---- ...........)
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188 IRON FIGURE, 1'51.
14' H, Construction wilh crossing planes. foe.
ing south. The pallerns of ligh' and shadows
change wilh Ihe moven'ent of Ihe sun. Two
identical stolues decaraling entrance 10 Uni.
versily of Kansas City, Missouri.)))
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189-192 REVOLVING FIGURE, 1956. four views

Wood, mOlher.of-peorl, formico, melal, 78\" H.
four views. ConslruClion with crossing plones. 190)))
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193 WOMAN STANDING, 1920.
Melol on wood, canvas background, 7' H.
Formerly collection George Fel., Geneva, now
Tel Aviv Museum, hhibiled in Paris in Sec-
tion C'Or group, described by Ivan Goll
(Quol. ] 6).)

v')))
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194 HEAD, 1914.
Wood, melal, glass, painted, apprOJl. 22\" H.
Conslruclion is inslalled in cenler of a disc.
Background is a niche of highly polished benl
metal, reAecling multiple spots of differenl
colors painled on back of planes. Head ilself
is done with four superimposed planes of dif-
ferent pallerns, sOme in glan, SOme in wood.
Deslroyed during World War I in Paris.)))
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195 GRACEFUL MOVEMENT, 1923.
Bronze, chromium plaled, 17 I/\037

\" H.
Privale collection, New Jersev.)))



MODELING OF LIGHT

AND TRANSPARENCY.

CARVED PLASTIC)

PLATES 196-204

CHAPTER XVI, PAGE 60)))



\\)

\\)

196 RELIGIOUS MOTIF, 194B.
Carved plo!>lic, illuminated from within, 53\" H,)))



197 ASCEN 510N, 1950.
Carved ploslic, iIIuminaled from wilhin. 58\" H,)))

,{

'\\)

,.)

73 VENUS, 1954.
R.lief construction, 6' H. Woad,
mOlher.of.p.art, mosaic.)

74 STANDING FIGURE, 1917.
R.li.f construction. Wood, melal. polychrome,
15\" Jt \0375\".Private collection, Ualy_)))



198 ONWARD, 1947.
Carved ploslic, illuminated from within, 29\" H.)

,)))



199 THE MOON, 1941.
Carved plastic illuminaled {rom within, 12\" x
11'h \".)))



200 SPIRIT, 1957.
Carved plexigloss, illuminated from wilhin, 96\"
H, Private collection in Hollywood.)

I)

- .....---....)
..... ....... -.... ..*.)))



\\\037)

201 VERTICAL, 1947.
Modulalion of light. Iransparency. space and
concaves; plastic. 34\" H. with base. Private
collection. New Yor..)))
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202 PEOPLE, 1952.
Movable wall in transparent carved plastic,
illuminated {rom wilhin, 7' H. Private collec-
tion, Chicago,)))



,/)))



'))

\"\\)

203 SEATED FIGURE, 1947.
Plaslic 37\" H. Illuminated rrom within,)

204 SEATED FIGURE, 1947.
Plastic. 37 'h\" H, Daylighl.)))



L IN E)

PLATES 205-224

TEXT CHAPTER XVII, PAGE 61)))



The amplification 01 the Irontal view +

01 this sculpture is achieved by the re-
duction 01 the profile to. a very narrow
shape. For a further explanation 01
these two illustrations, see Chapter X
on THREE.DIMENSIONAl. SCULPTURE.)))



..)

profile)

205 206 flAT TORSO, 1914.
Bronze, 16\" H. Philodelphia Museum of Art,
Tel Aviv Museum Front view and profile.
Privote collection.)))

3BanaCb TaKO>K cnY>K60IO H ,nOpiBHIOBanacfI 4 BonOKaM 2). Ha cnY>K6y

3 rpYHTOM nOKa3ya BHna,nOK 3 IBaHOM XOpOWKOM. SiH ,,3POCWH, oT6YBan

cny\0376y K03aQKO 3 ,n\037,nH3Horo H M&TepM3Horo rpYHTY, H60 MaTKa ero KO-

3aqaH ,nOqb 6Hna H rpYHT TOT, r;lte OTeQ *Hn\"b, MaTepH3HHH cnpe)K,ne KO-

3a'fiH\" 3). K03aQTBO B oco6i rpOMa,nH pocnopfl,nmYBanOCb eBoIMH Hepyxo-

MOCTSlMH. TaK, B nepesrcnaBCbKOMY nonKY 3a 3roAOlO K03a\037bKol rpOMa,nH

6yno 3,naHO .nBip, \037o aBin\037HHBC51 nicnSl YXo,ny BnaCHHKa Horo aa ,nHinpo,

3&HHSlTO neBaAY a CiHOKOCOM, Bi,nBe,neHO nOpO}f{HIO xaTY ytfHTeneBi, npo-
.aaHo OPHY 3eMnlO, Bi,nqY,ltmYBaHO nnsH.\\H H BHnaCH, Bi,ltnYCKanH pinnIO \037Ha

06\037eKOaa\"lbeM cTeny\" i T. H. '). Bce Qe nOKa3ye Ha rpOMa.nCbKe Bono-,
,niHHH 3eMn5iMH, CiHO>KaT5iMH, neBa,naMH if nicaMH. SIK Bono,ninH K03aKH

CBOIMH HePYXOMOCT5iMH, 6aQHMO 3 HaKaay 1803 POKY. UHM HaKaaOM no-

TBepA>KeHO K03aKaM npaBO p OcnopSl>Ka THCb 3eMn5iMH nicnSl cTapHx npaB,

npH qiM YCTaHoBnlOBanocb, lQO }Ka.nHe KoaaQbKe ceno HiKonH He Mano B

TicHOMY poaYMiHHIO cnOBa rpoMa,nCbKHX ae'Menb, a \037o K'oaaKH ManH 3eMnlO

B OC06HCTY BnaCHicTb, 5iKa \"cnocnewecTByeT 3&SeAeHHIO 6narOYCTpoeHHblx

X035iHCTB- i ncnY>KHT aanorOM rpa>K,naHCKoro nOBHHoBeHHSI-. HaKaa 3Hae

npo iCHYBaHH51 qepeanonocH\037i B KOaaqHX rpYHTax i BHBO,nHTb 11 3 CY-
MiwKH HaCeneHH51 B cenax, CnOqaTKY Koaa\037bKHX 5).

Ao6aqalOQH B HaKa3i 1.803 p. .nefiKY nOniTH\"IHY TeH,neHQiIO, Bee )K He

M01KHa Bi,nMOBHTH HOMY B 5iCHOCTi. HaKa3 KOHcTaTye 4>aKT, Xoqa Ii He
,. .., ..

a SlCOa.y\342\202\254Horo, SlK BnaCHe YTBopHnHCb 5iBH11.\\a Ha B31pe\037b qepeanonOCHl\\l

iT. H. Koaaqi 3eMni MornH 6YTH Bi,nqy,n>KeHi, SlK Baarani HepyxOMOCTi
H HHWHX cycninbHHx BepcToB Ha YKpalHi. nOp5i.n 3 iHAHBi,nyanbHolO KO-

3al\\bKOlO aeMenbHOIO BnaCHicTIO iCHYBanH HepYXOMOCTi, 5iKHMH pocnop\037-

.It>KyBanaCfI BHKfllOqHO K03a\037bKa rpOMa,na-TaKi aeMni, HaneBHe, He Bxo,nHnH
B 06c5ir iH,nHBi.nyanbHoro Bna\037aHHH. To 6ynH\" 06\037eBna,neeMhIe\" nYKH,
nicH I T. H. npo4>. flyqHl.\\bKHH BHCnOBlIIOBaBCSI, 11.\\0 .06\037eBna,neeMbie He-

,nSH}KHMOCTH\" ni,nn5iranH iH,nHBi,nyanbHoMY nOAinOBi 3a qaCiB PYMSlH-

\037OBCbKOl peBiail. B ,niHCHOCTi iH,nHBiAyanbHY anponpH51uiIO B ,,06\037eBna..

,neeMClx ,n06pax\" ,n06atlaeMO .nOCHTb paHO. 1672 POKY CP. CyniMeHKO CKap-

)l(HBCSI ,,3ae,nHO a r. CH,naqeHKOM Ha n. }KYKOBCKoro, flKo6H TO ne,noc B

qaCTKY CeHO>KaTH BTpyqan'bCfI, MeHYlOqH CBoelO-. 11\\06 He 6yno Henopo-)

1) 10 p H.Q H If e C K H Ii Bee T H H K, 1890, JlI, 413.
2), Bar an e:A, HOBbIH HCTOpHK ManopoccHH J 54.

8) MOT bI >K e H C K Ii HAp X H 8, N! 44.

') n y 'I H U K H A. MaTepHanbi no HCTOpHH aeMneBnaAeHHH, I. Ta6n. 30, 29, 26 1 27.

6) n a n Hoe C 0 6 P a H H e 3 a K 0 H 0 a, XXVII, J'f! 20823. 714.)))
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THREE FIGURES.
Modeled 01 different limes.
Smalle\037I,appro.. 18\" H., bronze, 1918. Pri.
vole colleclion, New York.
larger, 23\" H., bronze, 1919. S. Guggenheim
Mu\037eum,New York, and Tel Aviv Mu\037eum.
Third, 63\" H., aluminum, 1956. Private collec.
lion, Greenwich, N. Y.
Also Caracas, Venezuela.)

209)))
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\\)
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210 RELIEF, 1937.
Aluminum, 23 Y2\". 9\".)

211 ROUND TORSO, 1936.
Terro colla. polished, appro. 5' H.
Privole colleclion, Chi<:ogo.)))



..)

212 ESPAGNOL, 1942.
Terra colla, inlay, 1..4Y:r\"H.)))



I)
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I)
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213 YOUNG GIRL. 1936.
Terro colla in two colors, 20\" H.)

214 LEANING FIGURE. 1935.
Terro colto portly metolized wilh silver, 18\" H,
Privole colleclion, Chicogo.)))



o)

21 S KNEELING FIGURE, 1935.
Terra cotta, polished, 26 112\"H.
Private colleclion, Philadelphia.)))



216 CONVERSATION, 1936.
Terra colla, polished. approx, \"\" H,
Privole collection, New York,)))



\"\

217 DIGNITY, 1936,
light terra colto, polished, 4' 2\" H.
Privale colle<lion. New York.)

21 8 THE BRIDE, 1937.
Terra catla, approx. 38\" H.
Seollie Museum or Arl.)))



\\)

--.)

profile)

219 220 HOLLYWOOD TORSO, 1936,
Terra colla, polished, appro.. 5' H., fronl and
profile. Private colleclion. Chicago)))



221 WHITE TORSO, 1916.
22\" H.. replica. One in bronze formerly
Kronprinzenpalasl. Berlin. One in Marble Arls
Club, Chicago; also fine Arl Associalion,
Phoeni., Arizona.)))



'222 FIANCEE, 1936.
Terra cOllo, 19\" H.
Privole collection, New York_)))



223 WALKING GIRL, 1930.
Bronze, gold plated, 17\" H.
Honolulu Museum.)

224 SEATED, 1939.
Terra colta, polished, 16\" H.
Private colleclion, Sialen Island, N y,)))



MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEAD)

PLATES 225-229

TEXT CHAPTER XVIII, PAGE 62)))



MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEAD)
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PORTRAITS)

ANGELICA ANGELICA S\037c'elo.yof 510le MISSMARYEINSTEIN
Ploiler, 1921 Plost.\" 1921 CHARUSEVANSHUGHES 8ronle, 1923

1923

ANGELICA ANGELICA ANGELICA ANGELICA DR.WICHERT
8,onle, 1925 Plaste\" 1925 ,\",a.ble.1925 PI..,.t'\"poly\037h,omt' B,on... 1922

le'p.'9 Mu,cum. 1922 Ma\"nh.imMu\037t'um
c;t'.many

THORNTONWILDER YAAA5!lHEWCHENI<O WILLEMMENGHBEIIG Senol..
B,onle, \"26 Mon..mt'nf,CIt'Yltland,Ohio 8.on.... 192.5 MEDILL\"'.CORMlCk

8.onu. 1933 fD'n.\037rlyI(..y Mute-um 192J
Rltpli\037ain Amu.,dom.

Holl..nd)))



MUl TlPlE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEADS)
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MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEADS)
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MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEADS)
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MU LTlPLE INTERPRETATIONS OF HEADS)
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PORTRAITS)

PLATES 230..239

TEXT CHAPTER XIX, PAGE 62)))
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I) \037\ ,)

230 PORTRAIT OF ARTIST'S WIFE, 1925,
Bron1e, 7\" H., formerly colleclion of Joser yon
Sternberg, Hollywood. Replica property of 'he
ollis!.)))



231 PORTRAIT OF ARTIST'S WIFE, 1922.
Plaster, polychrome, appro.. JS\" H.)

\\)))
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232 ANGELICA, 1925.
Voriolion No.8. Bron1e. 14\" H,)))
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233 ANGELICA, 1950.
Ink, pencil.)
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234 PORTRAIT Of ARTIST'S WIFE, 1921.
Marble. 20\" H. leipzig Museum. Original in
plaster. Arlisrs properly.)))
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235 ANGELICA, 1925.
Plaster, 14\" H.)))



236 PORTRAIT OF MRS. KAMENEV, 1909.
Slone. 10\" H. Sioedlischen Ga1erie.
Honover, Germany,)))
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237 PORTRAIT OF WILLfM MfNGfLBfRG, 1925.
Bronze, appro\", 28\" H, Formerly Kiev Muse.
um, replica in Rotterdam,)))
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238 PORTRAIT OF WILHELM FURTWAENGLER,

1927.
Bronre. appro.. 36\" H. Oarmsladl Museum.)))



239 PORTRAIT OF DR. FRITZ WICHERT, 1923.
BrOnze.
Museum Manheim.)))



DRAWING)

PLATES 240-262

TEXT CHAPTER XX, PAGE 63)))



240 WALKING MAN, 191..
Inlt and pencil.)
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241 SEATED 'IGUIE, 1.19.
Ink and pencil.)))
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242 SEATED 'IGUII, 1923.
. Ink. Pri\"ale collection. Karlsruhe. Germany.)))
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243 WALKING, 1958,
Ink,)
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244 TWO fiGURE5, '950.
Pencil and ink.)
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245 SEATED FIGURE, 1913.
lithograph.)
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246 TWO FIGURES, 1913.
Lilhograph. Reproduc\037in Lacerba.
Iialy, 191-1.)))
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247 RECLINING FIGURE, 1949.
Gouc(he and pen(il.)
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248 DRAWING fOR STATUE \"THE KISS,\" 1914.
Blue cnd while pencil.)))



249 THREE FIGURES, 1949.
Gouoche end pencil.)

\037)

250 MONGOLIAN, 1949.
Colored ink,)
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251 TWO FIGURES, 1950.
Pencil and ink.)))
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252 TWO, 1913.
Pencil. Private colleclion.)
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253 BATHER, 1921.
Pencil. Universily of Michi9Gn Museum of Art.)))



254 SEATED FIGURE, 1952.
Tempera end pencil.)

\

256 BLUE fiGURE, 1948.
Blue ink and gold I\037or,
Privale colleclion, Indiana, Po.)
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\

255 PORTRAIT Of FRENCH PAINTER
lE FAUCONIER, 1912.
Bleck and while pencil.)

\

1

1\\
i)

257 SEATED FIGURE, 1948.
Ink and pencil. Privale collection, Hollywood.)))
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258 ETERNAL DREAM, 1941.
Ink, Private collection.)

259 MOON LOOkiNG AT EARTH, 1945

While and blue pencil
Collection Omoha Universily_)
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260 'Hl1050'HEIt'S STONE, 1941.
Pencil. Private collection, Kansas Cily.)

261 TORSO IN SUNSET, 1937.
Gouache and pencil. Privole collection,
Washington, D, C.)))
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262 TWO FIGURES, 1911.
Pencil. PrivClt. collection.)
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SKETCHES)

PLATES 263-270

TEXT CHAPTER XXI, PAGE 63)))
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263 SKnCHES, 1932-1'35.
Those with orrow are e\"ecuted in sculpture.)))
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264 SkETCHES. 1932-1935.)

Those wilh arrow Clre eJl.eculed in sculplure.)))
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265 SKETCHES, 1932-1935,)

Those with arrow ore eJleculed in sculplure)))
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266 SkncHES, 1932-1935.)))
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COLLAGE)

PLATES 271.274

TEXT CHAPTER XII, PAGE 64)))
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271 COLLAGE, 1913.
Paper.)))
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272 COLLAGE, 1954.
Perforated surface, wood, melal, 18\" J( 28\",)

273 COLLAGE, 1953.
Perforated surface, wood, paper, Ie\" JI 2e\".)))
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274 COLLAGE, 1913.
Paper and gouache, 1e 'I;,

II JI 12\".
Museum of Modern Art, Stockholm,)))



PAINTING)

PLATES 275-289

TEXT CHAPTER XXIII, PAGE 65)))
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275 TWO FIGURES. 1954.
Gouache. Duesseldorf Museum, Germany.)))
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276 SEATED FIGURE, 1918.
Sketch ror sculpto.painting. Waler color.
Privote collection.)))
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277 WATER COLOR, 1917.
Slceleh for seulpl o-poin ling. 9 'It\" JI I 2 '/,\".)))
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278 WATER COLOR SKETCH FOR
CONSTRUCTION, 1911.
Collection Yale Universily Arl Gallery. Bequesl
of Katherine S. Dreier.)
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279 SEATED WOMAN, 1911.
Skelch for sculplo-painling. Waler color. (our.
lesy of Yale University Arl Gallery.)))
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280 TWO FIGURES, 1917.
Waler color sketch for sculplo-painling. Col.
lection of the City of Dueueldarf, Germany.)
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281 HEAD, 1935.
Oil. Ukranian Museum, lwow.)))
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282 AfRICANA, 1937.
Gouache and colored pencil.
Museum of\"t\\rl,On)oho, Nebrosko)

283 KNEELING, 1939.
Gouoche ond colored pencil.
Private colleclion. N y,)

284 WHITE, GRAY AND YELLOW, 1938
Gouache and colored pencil.
Privale colleclion. New York)

,)))
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286 KNEELING, 1938.
Gouache crnd pencil Son Anlonio Museum
01 Arl, Texas..)

285 ORIENTAL DANCER, 1935.
Gouache, Privalc collc(lion, New York.)
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287 TWO, 1918.
Woler (olor, PriYOle collection, Germony.)))
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288 WATER COLOR, 1922.
Slcelch for sculploopoinling.)
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289 fiGURE, 1917.
Oil, 2\037\"II 30\". Private collection. New York,)))



ARCHIPENTURA

MOVABLE PAINTING)

PLATES 290-292

DIAGRAM VIII

TEXT CHAPTER XXIV, PAGE 65)))
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290 291 PATENTED MACHINE FOR
DEMONSTRATION OF CHANGING
PAINTING, 19:114.
Under 110 \037oriZontalslrips of metal there is
iuslolled (1 mechanism Ihot simulloneously
moves I 10 canvoses. The lefl side of the op'
poratys shows a picture in c static moment.
The righl side shows on entirely differenl sub,
jeet, entitled\" Miracle.\)
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292 Diagram VII

PATENTED METHOD OF PAINTING.)

April Z6.1927. A.AACHINNKO
_ITIIOOor OCCOIlATIIIIICIIAIIIIIAILIDurUT\"\"PARATUS
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'I)

1887

1902-05

1906

1908)

1910

1912)

1913)

1919-23

1914-18

1920

1921

1921-23

1923

1924

1928

1935-36

1935.57

1937

1939

1948)

1950

1951

1962)

1964

1956-56

1957

1957)

APPENDIX)

1. BIOGRAPHICALCHRONOLOGY)

Born in Kiev, Ukraine.

Studied painting and eculpture in Kiev Art School.

Fint one-man show in a town in Uknaine, Went to MOICOW.worked and participaLed in different IrouP shoWi.

Went La Parla, aludied for a short time at the Ecole des BeaU)[ Arts, then continued the study of art in

muaeuma, and o:hibited in many group shows.

Opened own echool in Parla.

Introduced new eethetic elements into ICUlpture: modeling of space, concave, tranaparenci.., constructiona,

eculpto-painting.

One-man show at Hqen Museum, Gennany; Berlin at Der Stunn Gallery; other German cities; participated

in lamous Armory Show, New York.

Traveled e:.....naively; eJl:hibit.d and lived in many European cities.

Lived and worked in Nice; returned to Parla.

Large one-man show in Biennale E.hibition, Venice.

Married Anl.lica Schmitz, a German.

Liyect in Berlin; opened school 01 art,

Came to the United States; opened school in New York; began to e.hibit throulhout the United States.

Invented mobile painting known as \"Archipentut's.\"

Bec:aJue an American citizen.

Taulht in summer ....ions. WaehinKton Univenity, Seattle, WuhinKton.

Took up residence in California and e.hibited in several Western cities.

Moved to Chicqo; opened echool of art and alJo tauP1t in New Bauhaus School of Industrial Art.

Returned to New York; re--opened school as well as summerschool in Woodstock, New York.

Gav. 69th one-man show in New York at Auocialed American ArtieL8 Gallery, eJl:hibitinl hia invention in

ecWpture: modeling 01 light (carved plutic).

Taulht in Univenity of Kanau City. Miuouri.

Made lecture tour of eouthem cities oj the United Statal.

Taulht in WaahinKton Univenity, Seattle and Univenity of Orecon, EUlene, Oregon, and the Univenity of

Delaware; held lOOth one. man show in Dallas, TeJl:as Mwseum; also eJl:hibit.ed in Sout.h America.

Held l10th one-man show at Aaaociat.ed American Artists Gallery, New York.

Tour of one-man show in eiJl:Gennan citiee.

118th one-man show at Perls Gallery, New York.

Angelica deceased, December 6, at. the ale of 65.)))



Name!! ur Authunl)

Apollinairr. Guillaume
Auerbach. Arnold)

Barr. AIr\037H. Jr..

Basler. AdollJh..
Berlson. Henri)

Bf!r/i\"er BCX'I'tU'nz\",tulfll
Bittermenn. EI..anor
Blakahear. Kalhh'('n
BuJliet, C. .J.)

Burchard. Dr. J..udwig
CtiSOn. Stan I..).
Cendrars. BlaislO
Ch..nt'y. Sh..ldon
Cheney. Sh..ldon and Martha
DaubllOr. Thl\"Odur

Duchaml), Mar\037l.Yale Univenity
Drr St'lI\"nI
Fried. Alexander
Gardner. Hrl..n
Giedion. W..lck..r. Carola)

GoII, [van)

Gue,nen. Pierre
Hall., Fannina W.
Hartlauh, Dr. G, F.)

Hekter. Mallim
Hildehrandt. Prof. Hans)

Hlynka. A.
HolubelZ. Nicula
Hope, Henry R.
/I Nuovo Giol'na/\037
Karpfen. Fritz
Kuhn. A)(rl'Cl
Link. Dr. Erich
Mardenlt!ig, Arnold
Moholy.Nagy. Laszlo

Myshuha. Dr. Luke
Osborn.. Mall

Pleto
Ramsden, E. H.

Raynal, Maurice)
0_hh\".__.. ..
Schacht, Dr. Roland.)

Sch\037i\037r.Jacques
SiteK. Dr, Karl
Sprin,er, Anton
T\037l\037,ra/oLiuorno
Ternovez. B.
Wescher, Her\"
Westh.im.Paul)

. . ..
Wiese, Dr. Erich)

8
17
25
32
48
24
28
61
68
69
56

'.. 47
46

5
.34

18
55
13
11
26
49
59
22

,29
58
37
50
15
39
16
66
21
67
31

.,... 2
.............57

...64
20
27
70
42
12
71
64

I
,.... 43

53
6

35
36
14
4
3

62
1949. , 38
1953 44

1920-21 ....... 9,. \" \".... ,--.. '........,.,.,.,...'.'.65
Be;li\037'.........,.,....,.....,............ 1923..........,........,.,..,.............,. 7

, .. .......,--...........,...,..'...........................................,.,.......30
.....' ,..................'......,........'.....'..,....'.,.,.,..,....,..33

., ..\". .__.....__. .' ......._...........__52
Los AnKeles ., 1948 . ,,. . ..,__.__..__......... 40
\037rlin 1956...., .,... ..........__..... 45
Leipzil 1920 __.............,. 3
Livorno. 1920. .........__.....63
MD8COw., .__.__..__......__., 1927..., .... ..u____......, 10
Paris 1951.. .. ........ !I

......,.,.,........__..... Berlin ,..'............__.......,.\"._ 1923...... _........__.....23
...................'.,.,.......,......,.,...Berlin ........,.......,......,...,.....,.._.._..,1920..........,.,...,...'..'.'.'..m'_'..'....59

\"......Oeden.Baden .......,.,..,.'..'......'\"1950..,......,....,.,.,.......,...............,19
...........Darmstadt ......,.'.,..., ..' 1955.56.............,..,.......,.,...........,..,41

,LeipziK .........'..........,...............,1923.,..,,.,.,...'..__.....................60)

QUOTATIONS)

NAMES OF AUTHORS QUOTED)

Place or
Publication)

Pari!!
.London)

New York
New Yurk
Paris
N..w York)

B..rlin
New York
Chicagu
Chi<'\"8KU)

New York
Hannov..r
Odord
Nice
New York
London
&rlin
PoLsdam
Nf'w Haven
BPrlin
San Francisco
New York
Zu rich
New Yurk
Paris
Potadam
Potsdam
Paris
Vienna
Mannheim)

PraKue
\037rlin
Potadam
Berlin
Ottawa
Lvov
New York
Venice
Vienna
Munil:h
Berlin
Munich '
New York
Chicago
New York
Bt-rlin
LeipziC)

London
London
Paris)

Year)

1914
1952)

1936
193.')
1923
1913)

1922
1952
19-47
1927)

1937
1922
1930
1918
1932
1936
1920,.....'
1921
1950
1913
1951

1926. 1936
1937
1955
1920
1921
1921
1953
1921
1922..\"..........,....)

1933.........,......,.
1923
1924
1923
1942
1922
1954
1920.
1921.u,
1921
1956
1956
1932
1946...
1935
1920
1920)

Quotation
Number)))



CONCERNING QUOTATIONS)

This is nul u nilic'ism uf ('rilit's, whll fur lift.v Y('cHShavt\" vilriuusly anaIY7.('d my wurk. TIll' IIUflMIst'01 inlrn.
dU('in\037quulHtiuns in Ihis bonk is Ln\037hllwIh(. divl'rsity III ('hara('I('r and qualily of st\"vt'ral crilicisms in n.lalilln 10 a
I)artic'ular prohh'm in suml' particular wurk. This will givc' Ihl' rc'adc'r a ('hancl' 10 fine! for himsc'lf Ihc' cliITt'r('nn' in
1111'c'haradl'r of analysis. Sm,h ('umpclri!iun may also diuify t1l'tll'r thl' divl'r!w conlc'nl uf m.\\! works whic'h arc'
ahundant in s)Jiritual anti If.t'hniul n'ali7.atiun.)

2. QUOTATIONS)

No.1)

KARPFEN, FRITZ. GEGENWARTKUNST. RUSSLAND. VIENNA, VERLAG L1TERARIA. 1921.
\"Archipenko's creations derive from the original forms 01 the univcrse, The pure, most elemental crystals, l\"ulxos

and prisms become the huildinK stones for his works. He represt'nt.'i the abstract, the eternal which consistenlly avoids
all unimportant accidental occurrences.\

No.2)

HARTLAUB. DR. G. EXPOSITION RETROSPECTIVE. MANNHEIM KUNSTHALLE. 1922.
\"Archipenko !ltarLs from nature. What moves him is not only the inner architecture. in the livinR also h{' ff'(!ls

the CO!;micnucleus. For him nothing is dead, inanimate or lrozl'n in spirit.\

No.3)

SPRINGER. ANTON. AND OSBORN, MAX. DIE KUNST VON 1800 BIS ZUR GEGENWART,LEIPZIG. AL.
FRED KROENER VERLAG. 1920,

uNo remnant oC the iIIusiun of actuality should obstruct the pure imagination of corporeal existence and its
mystic greatness. The inlluence uf Ar('hirwnko J)fovrd edremely strong. His severe abstractions fascinated the young
gencraLion of sculptors who wanl@<!to give new thought to the laws oCtheir art. n)

No.4)

OSBORN, MAX, HISTORY OF ART. BERLIN. ULLSTEIN, 1920.
\"In modern T1ainting and sculpture. the percf'ptihle and realistic principles are ahandoned and a new iClcaI('ad!!

into the construction of the SIJiritual. The founder of this movemll'nt was Alexander Archipenko. With all Ihp l\"on\037is-
tency or his great artistic personality. he is striving to show in lh{' substantial hody nothing hut its conslrucliv(' law
and its fundion.\

No.5)

BULLIET. c. J. APPLES AND MADONNAS. CHICAGO, PASCAL COVICI INC\" Pl1B1.ISHER.\"1927.
p. t64: \"He has been the subject of much critical discu&.'iion-most of which turns out ultimately to tx- wrong

or partially wrong. Criticism seeks to classify-to piReon-hole. Archipen ko. a volcano of crealive genius. int'vitably
hursls the walls of his classification--splinten to Cragments his niche so nicely prel)ared for him in the archivE'S of
the savanLs.

.. 'Cubist' he has been called. and is so desiKnated in the already Cormal histories of the modern art movll'\037nts.
'Cubisl: however, he is not-any more than Picasso, inventor 01 'Cubism.' He has eXP<'rimentPd in thll' gPOmptrical
technique of the most viLaI art movement of modern times and has produced 'Cubistic' sculpture wilhuut a peer.

\"But Archipenko has passed through the 'Cubistic' eKperiment. emerging with a power of Il'xpression he could
have acquired in no other way,\

.. Used by l)ermission of Crown Publishers, Inc.)))



71)

p. 165: \"As early II!; 1910, he did a 'Salomp'\" (Pla'f' 10.1) with I..\037sChOI)I>edoff abovp the kn\037and without
hands. The Jacp is Rtony Rnd expressionless. Ypt the figurp is on lirp-lhr torso or a dancer. with all thl' rhythmic,
lensuous grace that prnvokPd the most terriblE' tragrely. cxcel)t one, in Christian annal!;. Reg-nault's Jamous painling
in the Metropolitan MUSf'um. with all or its \"a5h or dark pYI'Sand ruvt'n hair. nakf'f] r{'l.t and Jfaudy Ori{'ntal rohcs, is
only clap.trap melodrama in comparison:'

p. 167: \"Hf' is the son Dr an inventor who WL'!mPt'hanical f'nJ;inPf'r at Kiev Univprsity, in UkrainE'. and has in.
herited much or his Cather's talent ror mathematil\"S and his skill in tht' cunstruction or mpchanical drvicps. His ralher
mapped out Jor him the caret'r or an engin_r. hut hy thl> tim{' hr was 16. An'hilwnko had IraSI>E'd thl' rl'lationship
hetween math..matia; and art. as t'xpmplifif'd in thc' Jfl'nius or I..Ronardo da Vinc;i.

\"Mathematics, pu\037tand most ahstrac't or thl' sci..ncrs. is nrarly univ{'r.;ally consict..rM] in our day inimical to
emotional expression-to painting. scull>turt', music' and pnc'try. The philosophe>r.-Ior old knrw hcoUrr. Their hilhE'st
conception. 'the music ur lhr srlhrrt'\037:was thc' while' hilt rnc'USor Ih(' inlpllt'Ctually al\"'tracl and Ihp pmotionaJly
sensuous. ..

pp. 16R, 169. \"Enthusiastic actmirt'rs 01 Archipt.nko would Illacr him omllnl Itw mythic.-a[duzpn who grasp the
Einstein theorY-lwrhaf)!I 8t UN' hrad 01 thr liRt. sincf' ArchilK'nko it; crrditpd hy thrm with BI>I)lying thE' Einst('in
theory concrptely to stBtuary-a trpmrnduus It'at, ir su, !4('f'ing how vagu{' and trnously ahstract is thE\"thf'flry,

uArchipenko. ff\"plyinKto this suggf'!itiun. whrn hroughl tu his allpn(ion. ohl,;corvMI:. . .
\".( haVE'a SUsllicion th3t thp thPOry 01 rplalivity was ;llway\037hiddC'n in arl. hul Einslein with hi\037[fc>niushas

made it concrf'tl' with womR and units. I am convinC\"MthaI. Ihanks 10 Einslf'in. IInr can slwak 01 art as somrthinF:
concrete; ( do nut sPf'ak 01 works 01 arl. hut or the>mystpriuus prOl'C'SSor (\"f(>ation.

\".( had nE'ver spoken (u anynnp of this drar awakc.nin\03701 rra.'!on and c'oml)f('tK-nsion which th(' Einslf'in
theory brought forth in ITM'.'. . .

..u Arci1ipf!nko derivl'!; rrom Einstf'in-ur Jrllm tht' l'umnmn rund 01 l>hilClsophy lrom which I-:instrin also
emerged-he has had inspiration, too. rrllm thC' Pmr)..Yf(>anto whic'h Bat'h hark('nc-ci wtwn he' C'VOIVf'Clhi.. mysh.rinus
chords-'music 01 the IIphpn-s.' It was an Italian (\"ritic who firsl st'nsrd thr Uach analng.\037'.Thr mystf'ry or Ihis
sculptor goes rar deeper than marhlC' and l'hisc>I.\"

p. 172: \"In 1909. IIrter he had heEonin Paris rur almut twn yrars. Ar('hilwnkn hegan to dt'wolnl) with as.!iUrlinCt'
tht>individuality that was to hrinF: him into shar,) alh'nliCln IInd Ln!ltart ttw lurmoil which ha!l not ceast'd and will not
cease as long as hi5 creativr, invpntive l)tlwrrs I\"C'mainrC'vrrishl...,al\"livr. HI' hc>gan 10 di!lplay with thp IndC'lK'nclC'nls
and in th.. Autumn Salon, Hi5 work wa!; singll'd ClUtror ('uustic c'nmmc'nLancl sturmy l'nntrnvrrsy.\

No.6) \\)

MARDERSTEIG.ARNOLD. \"THESCULPTOR ALEXANUER AHCHIPENKO. A PIONE\037R IN MODERN
SCULPTURE.\"DIE KUNST. X. BERLIN. VERLAG F. DRUCK MANN. .JULY. 1956. (TRANSLATED FROM
THE GERMAN.)

\"The name or Alexander Atl\037hipenkois thorouKhly ramiliar (0 RpnC'fations 01 G{'rman art.lovers rrom the era
berore the first. World War. It evokes mpmorips ur works 01 sl'ull)ture imbuc>d with organically pulsating lire. despite
t.he coolnes!! or their ouLlinp. Periodicals of UK' twenlit\"s. !WarchinK ror rulurl' la]pn!. rplnoclu('('(1 ArrhifJenku's wurk
as the expression or m\037rn art. In Gennany numerous nhihitions of Archipenku's work led to its acquisition by l)ri.
Vllte German collections. At that time Archir>t\"nko,who ori\037inallyt'amc' rrnm tht\"(lkmil1l'. livrel unci wurkc'(l in Berlin.
In 1923 he emigrated to the United States. as did many or his cOml)atriots. In 19\037he bPcame an Amf'ri('an citizen.
His marriage to a German BCulptress. the great.l:randclaul:htC'f 01 the painter und muster 01 drawing. Bonaventura

Genelli. is the lie that still hinds him to Gt'rmany.
\"Decadps l>8ssed anet no works or Arc'hilJenko were shuwn in EurulJe. Then in the summer or 1955 a traveling

exhibition was launched, Everywhere this exhibition lell an impression or a strung. original arlistic IJetsonalil.v, The
artist is not concrrned with IJeing identifif'tl with Imy flartic.\"ulartrend in art. Iml)ortant tu him is his artistic achieve.

ment. the unJolding or his crelltive I)()WCt5and their utmost expansion in the realm or artistic po!U;ibilities.
\"In the heginning, ArchilJenko round lhp 1)8th toward the realization or his artistic l)OtentialitiE's vl'ry difficult.

Burn in Kiev in 1887, he studied drawing at' an parly age. Whpn he was 15 he allencted ttw art school or Kiev. He
W83 obIiCed to leave after three yeal'S because he rebelled against the all.too academic trend or the instilution. Then
he came to Paris. the Paris or 1908, which was filled with the spirit ur a new aplnoach to the art or painting-icono-
clastic cubism. But here. too. he round acadE'mic instruction old.rashionecl, Along wilh the anti.academic German ex.

pressionists. Archipenko sought and round stimulation in visiting I)ublic t\"xhihitions. Later hIE'admitted: 'My real
school was the Louvre. IInd I attended it daily.' Archaic sculpture inspired him to such an extent that he was in

danger 01 yielding to it.s innuence entirely. He derived not hing rrom the great examl)les or contemporary scuI I)tors,
He would nol recosnize Rodin's supremacy in the Paris or that lime: Maillot who derived his inspiration rrom the

depths or the Mediterranean tradition. was too remote ror this East Eurol>ean. The rollE'or sculpture in a world filled
with the portents or approaching ('rises seemed highly l'rohlematical to Archipenko. PlastiC' art. long since detached
\302\243romits native soil, architecture. waB increasingly cteprived 01 its prPdt'Stined place within the rramework or confined)

\302\267Exhibited at Armory Show, New York, 1913.)))
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space. Sculpture was obliSed to make a place (or itselt. This realization ..,8.9the startins.point of Archipenko's artistic
devC'lopment.

\"He resolutely turned away from the model in order to achieve new artistic expression by means of tree forma
only remotely reminiscent o( the human body. The result was an unexpected inftuence which, like the revolutionary
painting of Pic859o. was to reach far into the (uture, Generations or young aculptors. such &8 Jacques Lipchitz and
Henry Moore. followed in the trail blazed by Archipenko, Plastic representation or space by means of the omission
of mass, the juxtaposition of volume and void. of concave and convex resulted in new sculptural e\037ecltbelter suit.d
than were traditional forms to modern rhythms or life and to the shirt of interest to surface values. Archipenko's &enee
of ronn. purified by austere seometric compositions I turned more and more toward a ftowine outline combined with
a rrame-like solidity of structure, The choice of materials varied according to the expression he aimed for. He combined
metals, He experimented with glass, plexiglas. painted aluminum and terra coUa for lisht and color e\037ects.\

No.7)

SCHACHT, DR. ROLAND, /JEll STURM. VERLAGDER STURM. BERLIN, 1923,
\"In discussin, today's Inoblems of modern sculpture, WP.must first of all mention Archipenko, Not only is he

SUIJerior to his more or less gined contemporaries in qualiLy and spiritual ronn. he is al80 the most varied and ere.
ative sculptor. The stren,th or his inspiration can not be better proven than by the large number of his imitaton.\

No.8)

APOLLINAIRE, GUILLAUME.L'INTRANSIGENT, PARIS, 1914.
\"Since its (ounding. the Salon des Independents has played an outstanding role in the development or modem

art. .. In my ollinion the most cracerul or the latest contributions are those of Archipenko, namely his polychrome
IIcullJtures o( different materials: \0371859.wood. metal. which comhine most happily in this new form or expression. . . .\

No.9)

RAYNAL. MAURICE.CATALOGUE OF ARCHIPENKO TRAVELING EXHIBITION IN EUROPE, 1920-21.
(TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.)

.'The Ilart taken by Archipenko in the renaissance of contemporary sculpture is certainly considerable. But

Ihough this is incontestable, it is necessary ror us to define precisely his orienlAtion toward the ani.tic movement to
which he \037avebirth. , , , Sometime before the heroic IJeriod or Cubism. about 1910. Archipenko's work still reapecUd
tradition. which is commendable for one who is 20 years old..\" Even thoueh Archipenko's intelli,ence has penetrated
eSlablished tradition his heartbeat is in unison with his age. . . , Archipenko experienced. as it was proper for him to
do. the IJOeticside of the scientific spirit of the 20th century. and this directed his reeling, , . . Archipenko decided that
Ihe work Dr art constitutes a sort of particular object in itselt, The work of art will be an artistic fact and will be

\"xa<,tly what science or lIOCinlogycall a law, that is to say. a Lotality of necessary relationships, . . . In
st'vt'ral sculptures. the architectural simplicity suggests to artists the effort to synthesize, which lives a hardly
d..finable charm and makes one think or the binary numeration o( the Chinese and of Leibnitz, which is impractieal
in modern malhematics. But it serves as the key to the play of the 8pirit where ereatest audacity i. allied wit.h the
!K'ductivenHS of lhe unknown, . , , The vigor, splendor and boIdneas of Archipenko's work is never without ,nee. And
thr. naive and cumplicated artist again and again attacks difficulties, oflen without premeditation, which he overcomee
by Ihl' 5C'if'nc(>of craftsmanship and by ingeniousness, There is Ireat invention in the works exhibited here. but the
mn\037loublanrting ar.. his sculpto.paintinss as he calls them. which are agreeably disconcerting, . . , Sculpto-painting
i\037con!1lruciM with different materials. glass, wood, metal, papier-mache, ete, . . . The results obtained by Archipenko
!lrt>\037Irang..lyAPduclivE'.The sUperlJ09ition of diverge colored planes gives an aspect. which is not that of paintinl nor
IIf !tcullJture nor a compromise between the two. but .nother thine. Indeed. the mixture of the two media i. cleverly
USM, . , , Ar<'hilK'nko \037ivf's10 li\037hl8 m..aninJ that it never suspected, t.hat is to say, he invented a new lI,ht.\

No. 10)

THRNOVf:Z. B, PRESSE ET REVOLUTION. MOSCOW, 1927.
\"On.. of the fint rf'volutionists in French sculpture. who $hook the foundat.ion of the habitual concept.ion in

arl. walt wilhout doubt. ArchilJenko. In the artistic researches of Archipenko. it is necessary to see fint his enerl.tic
Ilrot('!ltation ar:ainsl IhE' comprehension or sculpture which prevailed at the beeinning of this century. . . ,\

No. 11)

('ENDRARS, BLAISE. A POEM. NICE. 1918. (TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,))))
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THE HEAD
\"The guillotine is the cheC.d'oeuvrp oCpla!Jtic art

Its click
creates the perpetual movement

The whole world know\" the pIg or Christol)her Columbus
Which was a \"at.fixed.ell. the egg of an inventor

The sculpture oCArchil\302\273enkoi!l the fint 'ovoidal\"egg
Maintained in intense equilibrium

Like a stationary 9pinning.toJl
On its animated r)Oint

Speed
Multicolored clouds crOI)UJI

Inh\037zones of color
Rotating into depths

Nakt'd
New

Total\"')

No. 12)

HOLUBETZ.NICOLA. ARCHIPENKO MONOGRAPH IN UKRAINIAN, LVOV. 1922.
\"I have the impresaion that the people who were disciplined hy objective history have said everything about

Archipenko. which put him at the head oC the new artistic generation or Europe and separated him Crom anarchistic
calls, . . . Not only was he true to the idea of modern art. renouncing the realistic value oC aeluality, but he sue.
ceeded to replace old. used (in a different way) melodies with his new ones, by conscientious ability of observing the
law of constnactive and rhythmic Cunctions in separate objects. That is what has made him IreaL and fitrong, . , ,
Gennany, France, Enlland, Spain, Ilaly, Switzerland, Japan, etc.. all these countries and people already had the op-
portunity to be aCQuainted with the creations oC Archipen ko. Everywhere his name is pronounced with the same in.
terest, as the connoisseur pronounces the name oC the creator oC relativity. Einstein. In spite oC the diversity in the
field oC their endeavor, there is something analo\037ou9.anu bolh rise to the top of modern intellectuelism. . . ...)

No. 13)

CASSON, STANLEY. XXTH CENTURY SCULPTORS. OXFORD, THE CLARENDON PRESS, 1930.

p. 65: \"The Cull genesis oCthis new style will not be apparent Cor many years to come: contemporary analysis
is invariably untru.tworthy and I do not propose to make it. But from the history of the evolution oC Archipenko's

'own style, we can at least IUess what has been stirring. An abandon.\".nt oC the traditional academic system oC pro.
portions. a Cree research into lhe Cormal sculpture oCthe past. and a selection from various periods oC antiquity have
at last liven modern artists a synthesis that is in no sense archaism or pastiche. Modprn taste is in love with the
Cormal and, in a sense, with the austere. But it demands also grace and lightheartedness. Thus the filures oC

Arc::hipenko, reminiscenl actually 01 nothing in the past. and yet derived from the simple ouLiines oCGreek. Egyptian
and Byzantine sculpture, have resulted in a clear break with the older ideas which began with Barye and ended
with Epstein.\"

p. 67: \"To Archipenko we can assign the fint two abstractions and inventions, and it may be added. modern
art is mainly preoccupied with just thoee two, as was Assyrian or Byzantine art. The spirit of the style which is
ailed modern is that it is inventive and cretltive, and ir the natural proportions of the human body do not fit in wilh
the plans of the artist, then they must be reinterpreted. Reinterpretation is the essence oC the modern, and all the

parrot talk about 'truth to nature' can be pushed on one side. If art is to be creative it must create-and orten, as with
some of Archipenko'. to\037 (Plate8205. 220). it created better than Nature.\"

p, 69: ..
Archipenko has achieved international recognition. He has given the moulds or the canons by which the

particular fashion oC proportions i8 today being established, He is leadinl a modern style and helping to fix it. Few
artists achieve 80 much in a few yean. No less than twenty-eight. European public galleries have purchased his works.
He ha.I been to modem sculpture what Picaaso has been to modern painting. A hundred year9 hence it will be seen,
I think, that he has filled a poIition oCgreat importance and distinction, and that he has ultimately contributed to the

improvement oCthe art of all countries. if only becauae there is no perceptible national inftuence of his own in any oC
his worka, Above all it must not be forgotten that he owes the purity oChis lines and his fine sense oCbalance to his

early studies oCancient art\

No. 14)

MYSHUHA,DR. LUKE. \"ARCHIPENKO.\" UKRANIAN WEEKLY. NEW YORK, OCTOBER11, 1935.

\"Today, the new values and conceptions introduced into art by Alexander Archipenko have taken such hold)))
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upon thi\"arl world Ihal Ihc'y ha,'\" It husl nCimitalnrs in all l'IIUl\\lri\037.Bal'k in 1920. Ihis Cad was brought. (Jut in
Springpr'$ His/ory of Arl. Ihal: 'Ard.ipt'nko':4 innut'nl't' has I>ru\\\"t'ntu h\" C'Xln'm...lyslroni: and caplivaling lor the
youngl'r sl'ull)tors.'

.'Ohviously, nnl muc'h hlamc' ('an \037attadlt'tl to thc>st\"imitalors, who, whilt, adOI)ling I\"\" nt'w plastic ideas or
Archipf'nkn, Cail nt''''f'rthl'll's\037tll aSl'rilw 10 IIwm Ih..ir righlful ori\037in.This facl only SfOrvt'S10 inlt'nsiCy tllP nf'fit for a
hasic study of ArchilWnkl)s works and idt'BS; onc' which would hrll> !\"It'araway SOrT\\('of Iht' ('haos (hat has ari!ien as a
n'sult nf thI' 1)la,(ial\"ismnf Ar(,hil)f\"I.kn'sindi,'idualism.\

No. 15)

GIEDION.WELCKF.H.CAHOLA. MOIW:nN PLASTIC ART. ZURICH, VERLA(; DR. H. mRS(iEHGER. 1937.
IJ. 40: ..An'hi pt'nko . . . mit;hl I)t\"s.,id 10 hav.. Iransmuhocl musi('al inlo 1)laslic valufOS.Thfo fusion of Hellenism

and modf'rnism Ihf'Y have' BHain\0371hl'ars wiln...s!>In Ihl' sWI'f'pint; prol:rf'S.S in ahslraclion Ihat has occurrt'd since
Maillo!. In ArchilX'nko's c\037sl'nliallyrnuhilc\"figun'S voids and soli\037ls,light and shadow, art\" int..rwovrn lik.. a contra,

punlal rhylhm:'
.

I>.42: .,An'hiJ)(\"nko's
.M..rlranos' (PIc,I\"1if6, 6:1} an\" prirr.arily l\"xl)t'rimrnls in Ihr as.,\"-\"mhlingof induslrial ma-

t{'rials such as I>icces nf w(KxI, t:lass and mf'lal-a ml\"lhod th... Constru(,tivists w..re (0 d\342\202\254>vplolJstill furlhpr, hut from
a different anKle. Thl'S(\"I)rntntyp(\"s ha,'(' hc>t'ninl1uencinK sholl.winrlnw dr\037singand cnmmE\"rdal puhli('il.\\ICor Ihc' last
fi\302\243teE'nyears,

,.)

No. 16
GOLL. IVAN. AC7'ION, NO.5. PARIS. OCTOBER. 1920. (TRANSI.ATED I\"nOM THE FHENCH.I

\"REFLECTIONS\

\"In a l'onCt>rtsalon. al)()v.. the brown violins. black (u xPctt)S.laughlt'r and whilt' fan'S, aplH-\"areduncxlJt>Ch:dly the
conductor, not the condudor oCan orchestra. but a conductor of life: a work oC art, a l)jllsti(\037uf ArC'hiIH\"nko'sin the
middle of the salon, like a window oTJened towards all horizons oC the world. likp II diamunet Ihat ('llI\\sumt\"Sin ilself
all multi-colored flames. a recil>ienl of external movements,

\"This day a new art was born.
\"Thesi\"Corms in 1)()lishPd metallic 1>lates seem to be a real reservoir oC thl\"lifc' that wr hav.. around us, url'ht\"!<.

tra, audience, room, picLures: we believe we live. Enchanted mirror. And this is th... mis...iun of all works of art, III I'rl'alr
an existence from our own sourCe. it means in the one who looks or hears. to lw thl\"r..fI,-ction oClif....Indc\"torl.uur dail\037'
life is lht' basis of all human expression, and it should be lhe fundamental of all arl. Lif.., nol nature as in \037Iilllift\"
nor landscalw, but human living nature, sUIJernalural; our own lif\037.The g\037o\"\"\"lryof I!.snow flakc', thc\"rainhuw in'
the sky. architt'Clural hridges, are related directly with the cenler of vital univN'Sal \342\202\254>nNgy.Thl' new valut'S Uw,1spring
Crom chemical exl>eriences. Grammar reduced to a Cewsymhulic hieroglyphics: S.O,S.,ell',

\"And his courage in ulilizing different melals at the same timp. credit him wilh anolh('r inwnlinn with more
imlJOrtant consequenct's. By arranging metallic plates for inslanl'(\". hI' suc('t\"l...Ic...1in rrmh'rinJ( Ih(. plastic valu(' not
by external lighl. bul hy reflection.

\"The work that ArchilJPnko conceivM acquirf'<i a grand signifiL\"anc(!.It incarnate's lhe individual that is ren(!Cled
within (he objPcl and exists with it.. Exists wilh its prolJPr rrfle('lion joined in the E'xLc-rnal('ssenct\".Here is lhl\"symbol
of the living being, One del>eoos on the other. It is this IJipl'(\"in m(\"lal pial\342\202\254>that is menliunPd uhuve, that dum,
inates the- whol.. concert salon. l)('Com('Sa mirror in which Iht\"moVC'mt'nls oC the IJi\"Opievihrale,\

\"MODEI.ING OF SPACE\

\"But An'hipl'nko dot\"!!!not n\"lax with Ihis. Aller ulilizing all materials, ('vtm t1wir reflectiuns, hc\"dan'S tu c'xlJlnrt'
SI)aL\"C'.and form!! purE\"atm01'I>h(\"r('.He Corms the holl'5 - miraculous mirage. Phantasmagoria. All that we know and
tha\037W(\"an' - ,\"xis(sonl\037in nul' imagination. Nothingnl\"S!Iihas its existenct'. That which is concave is ulso C'tIl\\VC\"X.
Often lht\"voiet !i('t>msas l>aIIJahll' as mailer. It is this that Archilwnko SUPIJOSt.'8when he makf's a void in Ihc' IJlaL\"C
of a h{'ad or 1'Jrt'ast of II woman. The non.existence! The spRce 8urrounetM by 1>lastic Corms \"ains 8 f)('rsnnal form
that \037uIJIJlil's10 us tht' saml\" imIJrps...ion of vitality as the maILer.\

\"STYLE\

\"Artis\037of our day will not cr..ate a work of art, but liCe itself. In observing t.he cosmic revolution in the infin-
itesimal space that is daily ours, h(\"will re-create new forms suggested to him. He finally will search for a new STYLE
of the tw('ntit\"lh ci\"ntury. that w.. are waiting Cor so patiently - impaLienUy. The STYLE we need. Wl\037do not have
it any mor..,ht\"f.'aU\037t\"we have 1051our ri\"ligion. The art oC the last three centuries was an atheistic art. and l'nnse.

quently {'gnlislic art Cor IhE'arlist Thr last grand style was invented by the Gothics. And almost all great styk-s were
Ihr exprps\037innnf thc' divin.. iet('a:')))
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\"SYMBOLS\

\"We who have lost all our religions. will we nevcrtheles!l alJ!Clain Crom ('r(\\uling a npw sl.vl(\\. lhat i\037In \037Y.a
symbol?

\"Symbol oCwhat! The relif:'inus artist is RUCCeedt>dby ttwo (\"\"r(\\hralarli!!t whu r\"IJlm'l'S(iocl hy his allrihul('!il:
Force! Movement! New Divinity: a tree oC pantheists, IIr laurus nCItw As.\"yrian\037.Ihl' 1.1.1('IJhon..IJol1'or It\\\302\253'lurhinf'.
aren't they equivaleont? Aren't Ull\"Yalso the Corces oC UM'se('n.t voic'c'!!.)JrnCound and divim\"! Mucl(.rn nalurr i!l dis.
covered today by the modern arlist. It remains Cor him 10 erenll' an arll'quah' Curm, This Curl'll,all a\037n'lf'li('in ilsrlr.
will be a !tOrt.oC artistic sh'nugrafJhy. One line will rrplm'r a whull' Ir\037;mUVNlwnl will 1)('!'uhslilulrd hy rxlNinr
supplenCM.

\

\"STY 1.1':\"')

\"Archil)('nko i:i Iht' in\\.'c'nlur nC a STYLK
\"However, that !'rar<'hin\037in his wurk Cnr ItwofJun' lim's nC nu,ldhisli(' arls. Ihl' \037lIrruwCulrhylhm lOr111('('Iuisl.

ian comfJORitions. thp slrikinl( humilily nC Nc.grn nrt. also Ihl' c'unh'mpnrary \037I'''mrlri....atillnin arl is nul C..till'. This
does not hind(\\r, on Ihl' cnnlrary. Ihis iN.m'('f'S.\037ryCor Ihl' c'rralllr IICIJI'W\\\"alul's.A man of ItwoIl'c'hni,'al ('ra, hI' ulili7.I'S
all qualitic'S uC thr ('harnclt'rislic'ally mlld,'rn forms.\

\"'CONSTRUCTIONS IN DIVI,:ns}<: \0371ATr-:IUAI.S,-\\NIJ J'{)I.Y('UHOMI':\

\"Hi!! firsl invc'nl illn, lIu. C'\037\"uC ('nlumllus, madl' it p\"ssihh' I\" ('lInslrm'l H wurk IIf sC'lIlpl1lrl' in all IJflssihlc' ma.
terials, wood. J(la!'l>;,mc'lallic' pllIl\037,pallic'r'1I1\037I'hc\037HI' maslc'n'rl c'lIllJrinl! Ihl'SI' mall'rials, arri....inlCIhlls ill SC-UI'Jlo.
f)ainting. Thi!' IJur,' sc'IIII,hlrf' St'C.mcorllu him In hC'('''I11I'in\"uni('il'nl in il!',.Ir.

\"TIM'inau!Cllic'illllsan(1 illngic'ul murll' Ihal IJI'rsisll'cl rillrinK IlIn\037c'('nlu ric.s oC St'(.inJ! in Ih\" nucll' mil rhl,! Ihe
hiKh('St arlil;lic\037c'xprc'S!Ioion.!'I'c'nll'Clilnlill\";Jhorl Iu him, 11I\"t';!USI'IIWrf' is nn nhjt'c'l arnuml liS Ihal is ('nlorll'ss; rVl'r)/-
wh('rf' rurm and c'lIlnr en' fusrd. Why slmuld i1 plilslic' \",,,rk 1)<.an I'x('c'plinn.! By ,'xllI\"\"inJ:Irlis ill\"f,:ic'HIpradic'l' An'h.
il)f'nko has cllIlI(' it mc'morahle ad.

\"Mc'anwhilc', he did not slop al Ihis, hi' madc' snllpilln' incll'I\".nrlc'nl IICIlw Ca('lilinus li\037hlIlml is 1lI'I.cll.1!fur

sculTJtur(' marll' in R non.l'olorl'd maiNial. Ihal is n'IJI;I(\"I...1h:,-'il. Thlls Arc'hil)('nk\" nrri\\'l':4ill Ihis whil'h III' c\"allsIhe

moo('lIinK uCIhi' nlmmifJh('t.(.,Arll)('(.lImps !'ul)('rinr In all X.rays. ThNI' is Ilw inslinc'IIIC Gnrl.IIC Ihc' rurn'S IIrc'xish'm'('.
ArL shllllict IH'minl(h'Cl with all and must hC'('lIml'a Cadllr uC ullr daih' liC.'. 11I'\\'I'rwilholll lifl':')

No. 17)

AUERBACH.ARNOI.D. scuu-'nrcu:. A IIISTOHY IN HlUEI\". LONDON, I':I.EK BOOKS, LTD., H):i1.

'.By 190ft An'hil)(.nkll was ill Paris an,l arh'r n ....I'r\037.hric.r sl;I\\' OIlIlu' 1.:....1..dl's BI.aux Arls - Ih(. IIffic'ialPari:4ian

acactpmy oCarl - hc' ctf'I'id,'C1In sluel.v fllr himSt.lf ill 111('muSt'urn.\",P;lrl,,'ularl\037'It'll' I.flU\\'rC'.H.. rlislikl.rI nnrlin's sC'UIII.
lun>, whi('h hc' said nAmincll'llhim IIf 'Ille' ('rlll11hlint: ('l1rpSI'SCuuu,l ill I'lImlK'ii Iwhilst, shapc'\" \\\\'I'rc'rc'c'II\\'('lI'ClSIJ 11J111-:
afterwards Crom 111('slIlicJi(icocilaval. pn'sIllJlal.ly IK'('mlsl' IICIllI'ir hrnk\"ll Cllrm ilnd IlIrlllrf,rI adiml. From ;In aclmira-
lilln of Ihl!' SimlJlc'r an'hah' slvlc's Iw 1'\\'uh'('I1a sh'll' IIChis IIwn, r('(hll'in\037Ihc' fit:un' III iln ;lh......lulc.simplic'il,v nC1,lnn('.
All Ihp musc\"ular rllrms an' \0371'rll'rali;r.I'(1inl\" IInhrllkl'l1 nmssl's. sm\"uth in surCI1('(';111(1nCh'n \\\"('r\037.IW;JrI\037'M('nm,'lri,' in

l'OnC-PIJlion- unp rnrm n1,'lls illin ;lIIull)('r wil h \037IICIculli ..Imusl imlll'n'c'plihh. J:ra<.!alilill.f,:i\\'illJ:J.:TI';JIunily nr J:('n('ral
shaf\302\273e,Bul An'hil)('nkn has II nnlurill sl'nS(' uC c.lc''::1I11'\";lnrl ITlU\\'c'nwnl,anel Iw I'xll'mls prlll)(.rlilll1s III Ki\\'c'Inntcswirlly
l'urv(Od linE's al1el volumc's, mi\\kint: his fif,:un's IIr slim.w..islr,I, 1'lnl1j(ilh'll wllmc'n illin ....I.ryIH'.mliCul \\,.,St'.likc' urn-

aml'nts, mur(' \037r8(\"rCuland st.vlish Ihan l1alun'. .\\'1'1kt'c'pint: 1111'\0371'r1('r;a1('hnr;adc'r ;111,1ildilll1 nC li,,'illf( fiJ::IIT1's,\

No. 18)

BULLlE1'. C. J, AUT /)/(;/o.'S1'. NEW YOHK. .JUI.Y. 1!J:)i.
\"'Never suhs<-rihing lu Ihc' 'cult (If Ilw uGly' - An'hilJl.nku \037uUJ:hland CUlln,1n(Ow:ll'sllU'lic\"I..ws ami stylislic

innnvations Lhat pvt'r cunrorrm><110 1111'univc'rsal LlrJ!('CnrICrc1n'and rh\037'lhnl,\

No. 19)

WIESE. DR. EHlCH, I)A\037KCJNS'rWf.'IlK, Nu. 8.9. WOLDEMAH KI.EIN VEHLA(;, BADEN.UADEN, U);)().

\"In a logical de\",t'lopment rrom his ('arly start. An'hilwnko's slyl(' has elisc\"ln!'l'dilS('1( in InrlW sp;u'('.rnrminJ:
figures, The concave elempnl and IhE'0lwn SIJaC'C'work ('umhinp with the fin('st difTrr..nliatjons of (hI' surCac'c'al1c1ilK'
most c8rt'rul sele('tion or malprials. Terra l'olla!4 of varipcl,oolur, pnlish('(1. graint><1.IJitl'tly or ('ntir('ly IJlah'll wilh pre.
cious metal. stand sidp hy sidp wilh hronz.. ilnd wurk!4 in S('milJrl\"C.'iousstOnf'S. su,'h 85 Ihe I(ruup of 'Fri\"nds' (Plal,'s
155, /56) in Mpxican on\037x:')))
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No. 20)

HIl.DEBRANDT. PROF. HANS. ARCHIPENKO MONOGRAPH. IN ENGLISH. FRENCH. GERMAN. UK-
RAINIAN. llKRAINSKE SLOVO. BERLIN. 1923: IN SPANISH. BUENOS AIRES. EDITORA INTERNAC-

IONAI... 1923.
\"ArchilH'nko. furthermore. is the sole creator of the new idea of combining sculpture and painting as one art.

an idea which dales back to the year just before the outbreak of war. Il finds expression in several plastics of 1912
which represenl a cros... between man and machinf' and arc thE.\"first I'E'producLions of a constructivism whi\037his now

being dltv('loped hy Ru!!Sian. Hungarian and Gprman artists in a IJurely abstrad Corm.The performers in the Medrano
Circus stirnulalPCI him in thl-' idea. ht.\"l1c('their namp 'Medrano: Thp Jemale jugglpr (PialI' 6,1) is his first work (orwhich
h(' ust\"CIdiffprent kinds of malprial such as woocl. tin and glas... logethrr with paint. The halls of glowing red seem to
he IJoispd in mid,air in ttwir circular ('ourSE'.His sculplo.paintings, which have oCLencontested with paintings, have
su('cpMf\"(1pach nthf'r rrf:ularly siner 1914 UIJtill thr Int-Stonl.Thry oftpn delerminp tbeir own limil.., sometimes as al.
most Kpnuinp piPCps IIf sl'ulpturp, som(\"limes as rplif'vcr.;.other times as paintings.

\"11 is unlhinkahlp that rontpmporary arL.. such as IJainting and sculpturp could have entirely separated. them-
sf,lvps (rom naturalism, inlo whO!it'widfo Sl'Ball currpnls oCtM 19th ('pntury AllwPCI.had the lJkrainien sculplor Archi-

IJPnko. nol apppared on lh\342\202\254\"5('('np at tht' vital mOl'n('nl, shortly aJkr thp turn of thp cpntury, and suddenly taken a

promin('nt I)lact\"in thp fur.'mcr.;t ranks oC t\"'(\"fighlprs, unprejudic..d in his art and armed with an unconcerned rev-

olulionary radicalism. Thp Cacl Ihat Ihis sl'ulplor was morpovrr pnduwM wilh a must refinetl sense for colours. which
('nahlwl him to comhine paintinjt and sculpture, thus crf'ating a new art of extensive scope. is oCvital importance in
lhe JurttM-r drwlulJmPnt of art, which, although mu('h confused at pJ'(\"Senl.shows signs of a morE' clearly defined fu-
turf\". Any 11m'conlf'mrJlating AlfOxand...rAr('hiprnko's work, can hardly \037Iievethat hI.' is only 36 years of afi\\'e:-it
is so ahundanl. Sll variPCtand so ric'\" in idf'8s. It is a fad howpver, and as a true represenlalive of the modern contem-

porary spiril, this Ukrainian artist shows (\"vprysign or a rapid liCe tempo.
..

ArchilH'nko. nt'vrr satisifiPCt, f'ndpavors in this manner, to reproduce that which was prohihited to plastic art

up till now: 10 fill in thf' spacp round human figurE'Swilh all kinds or things. even still-liJe, which we can safely say no

sculptor, who nrv('rlh(.ltoss rf'mained within the sphcri\" of sculpture. even thought of reproducing prior to him.\" (PialI'
Nu. /4) ..It is quill' impussihl(\" Jor a !>Culptur 10 group ligures and ohjects togeother in an OPf'n or closed-in space with
the usual mpan!! rpslricl..d 10 his USf\".Au('rnlJts of Ihis sort madp hy Greek and Gothic artists in the laUer d\302\243>Cades
seem no more nor Ipss than tht\" inlrrlnt\"lalion of picturps in rplievo. Air is missing. which envelops all things and
binds disjoinlt!d f'fTf'cls.and wbich painling alun(\"can rf>produ('p. Confident tbat his own refined senSf' Jor colours will
enable him 10 ohtain plf!rrpclharmony in hu\037and tints, ArchilJenko thE'refore d\037snot hesitate to makp us of this tal-
ent. By means of IJalWr mi(\037h;,wood or mt:'lals plastically prl'pared and Casu-ned on to tht' surCat\037e.lhe sculptor em-

phasises lhose parts hl\"wishps conspicuous. wlJPrf'as IJarls or minor prominence are simply IJainted. Even shining
metals and glass are in evidence whprp hE'so ('onsic!.ers nf\"('pssary in order to obtain by mE'ans o( conslant change,
sometimes sudden. sometimes gradual. a senSf\"or space. arlislically orJeanizl-rl. oC no illusionary pffect, vibrating all

over, yet in perJect repose. This impression of spacf' ('han,f'S alluringly according to (rom which side you approach
and ohserve it, but the most detailed descriplion can givp hut a vagup idea or this particular art and pven illustrations
in black and white are of little avail and can eVE'nI:ivp riSt' 10 falSt' concelJtiuns. We thereforI' trust the coloured illustra-
tion will demonstrate to some appreciative extrnl. lhp pxc\037sivecharm of mosl of these sculpto-paintings which is only
attained in the finest specimens of scupture as a ri\"Sultor grE'at gpnius. Thp fael thaI thpre should also \037somp works
oC minor value is comprehensible enough in view uf thp intricate difficulty and nov...lly of the work. Archipe-nko has

every tone and shade of the colour-scale at his command. A I unf' place the lonps arr sUIJpressed and sonorous. at an-
other. whole accords are formed. of unbroken colours, gliLtering metal and glass.. The correlation hetwepn the elemenl..
o( form. which have become bodies and objects. is multil)lied again hy tlJP innupncE' o( lhe colours. The creation is

dynamic, full of tension. elements or power linki\"d togPther, reciprocally conditioned, produced altE.\"rnativelyhy sculp-
ture and painting and yet melting into each othpr, 10 he compar('d only 10 the most delicatE' and sublest machinery
where the tiniest screw is as important as the most I){)Wf'rCui driving wh@E'J.But even this comparison only applies
to half or it; as its dynamic is beauty (reely conceived. These sculpto-paintings mostly treat subjects in pnclosed
Sl)aces. but Archif)@nko has even gone as far as to r.-product> a 'Bathing FiKure' (Piau' 39) in its world or atmosphrre
and water, a figure in brown and yellow. framed in a hlue of Ihp dPepest and most delicale shades tingPd with violel
and green. This attempt has been crowned with succ('ss. . . .

\"[One or the figures) in relievo . . . is probably thP noblE'Stcreation o( sculpto,paintinl. (Plate 72) The figure.
almosl abstract yet so full or liJe. in copper. hrass and light tin, shows up in sharp relieJ againsl the dim back.
ground of cool erey Gennan silver. and white painl. through which the many coloured metals gleam. helps to
rxpress clear forms, shades. contrasts. yet binding disjointed effects,

hThis shimmering model, vibrating with a thousand reflections. yet of inviolable solid mat@rial, should \037
pillt.{'(] in a room as could only he built hy an architect entirely inspired by the spirit or the day. It is the Jull
(\"xr>rps\037ionor a nl'W esthetic conception of Ihf' f'Sst'nce of art which does not reJer to the past but to the futur\342\202\254'o
ohtainN\"l h.v mpans of an enlirely ni\"Wtechnic and derived from a positive conception of pure style. Thus Archi-
lH'nko's C\"rpalivfOHrl claims hack th\342\202\254\"vast Ipat:u\342\202\254,or all cn'alive art. as does that of all leading artists of our day. and)

. Hildf'hrandt wrotp tbis text in 1923.)))
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appeale to the whole of eultur\037,and if we a,ain reeeh the hilh crade of cultu\037,and let back what used to be a
matter of eoune in happier times when there was no uncertainty of ekpre-uion, it will be to a lal'le extent to the
credit of Archipenko's work that we owe such a valuable sirt.\

No. 21)

GOLL IVAN. ARCHIPENKO ALBUM. POTSDAM,GUSTAV KIEPENHEUER VERLAG, 1921. (EXCERPT
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.)

\"In his neweet period Archipenko has already uncovered a new possibility Cor sculptu\037: to help the eft'ect
of lilht through eolor. Everythinl. he says, i. &omewhat colored. Why have sculpton Cor centuries insisted on hew-

Inl naked stone and shyinl away from paintinl it? In antique timee thie wu not &0. To disprove thi. Archipenko
invented his sculplo.painlinl for which he created a very .pecial technique. In earlier periods he already painled
his wooden filures: 'Red Dance' (Pia', 170) and 'Pierrot Carouael.'. (Pla'e. 3, 4) But here the main stress
.hould lie on the paintinl. In the sculpto.paintinl BOme lle'parate parts of the ficure a\037Clued onto a wooden
plaque in the manner of a r\037lirf.Later the whole thine i. painled like a canvu. TM finl impreuion is reminiscent
oC Cubist paintinl, but Cundamentally it surpaSge9 the laUer.\

No. 22)

DAUBLER. THEODOR. ARCHIPENKO ALBUM. POTSDAM, GUSTAV KIEPENHEUER VERLAG, 1921.
(EXCERPTS TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.)

\"There exists no artist in whom the form-sense is so alive, so definitely expressed u it is in Archipenko, and
in a Lime like 00111,devoid of tradition, this haa led him 10 a great simplification of upreeaion. Yet - and thie is

truly uncanny - he is never obscene, nor is there in his works even lhe slightest Surletllion of impropriety - and
lor this reason he Jivea lhe impression of erotic lonling and ardor, prolected, as it were, by the cha.tity of love, A
definite novelty! There are amonl Archipenko's works. firures \037motelyresemblinllhr female body - sensual, and
yet. abRtract, the head like the head of a bird perhaps, that. impn!'89 us by their ardor. thai are merely a rhythmic
I_ture, In moeL cues the male i. absent A woman alone, standin, in a pure vertieal line, Or else rising Cram a

eitting poIIition. There is no lascivib. Archipenko has a IItylilltic taste that is truly eXlraordinary. His fieures are

perched on a base with an airy lilhtness, wilhoutgiving the impreuion of a tilht-rope walker, He avoid II a naluralis-
t.ic &nieh. Small in dimeneion. yet large in conaaption, the!te figures calch certain highlirhts of woman's loveliness. In

betw\037nthere ar\037.tretches of smooth and abstrad surfaces. He can fashion Imen of a !H!nsitivity rare even amonl
the Greelta. Right. below those knees the figure is cut oB; the thighs are exagleratedly long; cool. remote, they have
an air of inevitability. This tOI'1lO(Plalt!8 205.2(6) i9 one or lhe most beautiCul creations in modern sculpture.\"

\"Archipenko i. no imitator of Afriean art. Hi. plulic works are the result of his own hiChly developed senee of

style. The rhythm oC a body alone rewaJ9 the woman to him.\"
\"In his sculpto.paintinl. the color counteracta any mechanistic impression. Lately, Archipenko Uletl more and

more the efl'ec:tof shadows: to him, relief is three-dimensionaJity.\" (1)
\"He disdains the element of J)el\"9pectiveand reject.s it, The ract that the relief eonLains shadows is his sole con.

cem. He proves that painted surCaces are made richer, more alive, more powerful by the use of shadows.\" (2\\)

(1) Refer to Plates 49, SO,52. 53, 54, 62.
(2) Refer to Chapter VII on Sculpto painlin\".)

No. 23)

WESTHEIM. PAUL ARCHITEKTONIK DES PLASTISCHEN. BERLIN. ERNST WASMUTH VERLAG,
1923. (TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.)

\"Archipebko'e sculpto-paintin, 'Two Women' (Platt! 71) is a tranalalion into a newly found world oC Corms.

Occ:aaionally the work reminds one of the fineness DCCretan-Mycenaean sculpture which was expreuively remine
and which incidentally arrived Dt a sort of sculpto'paintinr with the painted etuCC'O-reliefsat Kn088CJSand Tiryna.\

No. 24)

BARR, ALFRED H., JR. FROM CATALOGUEOF MODERN ART. FIFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 1935.

\"Archipenko's figure in'contrasting metals seems a literal embodiment oC Cezanne's 'Cones and Cylinders,' but
is inftuenced more directly by Cubism. \"t)

\302\267\"Pierrot Carousel\" is a three.dimensional sculpture, polychrome,
For additional information on my work in relation to Cezanne and Cubism, refer to ChapLer XII on \"Cubism\"
and Quot, No. 5-A.A,)))
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No. 25)

AUERBACH. ARNOLD. SCULPTURE. A HISTORY IN BRIEF. LONDON. ELEK BOOKS, LTD. 1952.
\"But Archil\037nkoalso made experiments with mi.ed (onna o( paintinls and sculpture - that is, compositions

made up o( leometric forlT15in relief - sections o( cones. cylinders and similar geometric (Onn!l on a fiat backJl'Ound.
These (orms he painted with coloured l>aUerns which ran through and were continued into the backlround.\" (Dia-
Rram /, A. pa\302\253e42.))

No. 26)

CHENEY, SHELDON. A PRIMER OF MODERN ART. NEW YORK, LlVERIGHT, INC., 1932.

p. 290: \"The search (or rhythmic abstraction in 8culpture led Archipenko into the invention of those 'sculpto.

paintings' (1912) which are one o( the curiosities o( latter-day Cubism. In these the artist attempted the Baation
of linear rhyt.hms against lhe obtruding and recedinl color planes of Cubist painting. The resultinl panels seem. in

general, to lack the sort o( voluminous orlanization achieved by the few Cubist 'masten,' even while Lhey rise above
most o( the aimless manipulation of planes practiced by a host of followers. Perwonally, judging from the few examples
I have encountered I feel that there is a distncline element i\037the mixinl of painted colors (which have recessional
values of their own) and planes in relief. In any case this seems a minor by-way of the art, Nor can more be said
for that type of 'non-being' sculpture with which Archipenko caused a limited furore a few years back. In this he

aUempted to capitalize some of the revene value of volumes: space for certain plastic shapes, concave for convex, a
hollow for a breast, elc. He achieved some amusing and aome abstractly interesting m8Sl8-arranl'ement8; but nothing
approaching the values of his less pervene, near-abstract ligures.

\"Archipenko . . . has achieved more kinds of acclaim and disapproval than any otber modem sculptor. simply
because he has pried into so many unliehted comer.l, bringinl out new, if not. always sound, ideas. There have been
successive matters of Cubist sculpture. non-beine sculpture. sculpto-paintings. sculpture approaching abstraction, etc.
And he is one of the cleverest and most exacline academic draughtsmen living today! His less arbitrary work shows
excellent feeling for the essential relation of m8SSl!8; and he has crealed elemental works like Repose (Plate 79) . . .
and sensuously allpealing things like the t0l'90 shown here, (Plate 205). He is very important in the annals of the
new sculpture. . . :\

No. 27)

HILDEBRANDT, PROF. HANS. DIE KUNST DES 19TEN UND 20TEN JAHRHUNDERTS, POTSDAM,
AKADEMISCHE VERLAGSGESELLSCHAFI', ATEHENAION. 1924.

\"The tint. who can pride himself on havinl enriched the sculpture of t.he 20th century with new values is
Alexander Archipenko. . . , To formulate space as part of a piece of sculpture - the creation of positive effects

through negative forms - to break away from the unity of the materiaJ and combine bodies and planea in sculpto-
painting, these are contributions of enduring si\037nificance.. . , With his sculpto-painling which combines elemenls
of sculpture with elements of painting, Archipenko enters a completely new field. and its oulstandinl value is mani-
fested hy the absence oC any I)revious examllle,\

No. 28)

BASLER. ADOLPHE. LA SCULTURE MOD ERNE EN FRANCE. PARIS, G. CRES. 1923.
\"The archaic stylizations directed by Archipenko to a geometrical art of which h. wanted to rid himself by

invenling sculpto.paintine . . . The talent nf Archipenko i8 a resUess talent; he sets himeelC all plastic problems,
applies all formulas. At one time he decomposes values. at other times he unifies planes; he extends. then shrinks
the proportions, acknowledges the elevations or accentuates the CODC8Ves;he contracts the masses, bmks the rhythm
of the undulant lines, or re.establishes them with parallels or curves or uprilhts; he alLematn the reliefs by zones.
coordinaUs movement with the help of geometrical elements, and borrows the modernism oC his statues from archa-
ism. .. His resear-ches have fertilized the talent of a Duchamp- Villon. the remarkably decorative talent of a
Laurens. even the Picassoist alJectations as well as the primitiveness of Lipchit.z or the stylization of Caaky. . . .
These are the steppingstones of modern sculpture in France. Their leneral tendencies are oriented either by the

stronl realists or hy those stylists of whom we have just spoken. . . .)

No. 29)

DUCHAMP, MARCEL. COLLECTIONOF THE SOCIETE ANONYME MUSEUM OF MODERN ART 1920.
YALE UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY, NEW HAVEN. HARTFORD, CONN., CASE, LOCKWOOD AND
BRAIN ART. 1950.)))
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\"Archipenko was among the few sculptors altracted by the Cuhisl creed.. Even though his first sculplures
were inspired by the revolutionary theories, he showed immediately his strong personality by introducinl an entirely
new coneeption ot sculpture. He gave lhe name 'Sculplo.Peintures' to reliefs generally made of plaster, carved and
painted. This polychrome conuption of !K\"Ulplure,lhough nol an innovatinn in itself, was in its r..sults quite slan.,
ling. He succ..eded in eKpreuinl more lhan an aUradive lechnique throulh his new ideas of form:')

No. 30)

SCHACHT, DR. ROLAND. STURM RILDfo:RBUCH II, BERLIN, DER STURM GALLERY, 1923.
\"The 'Danc@' (Platt! 172) inauluralrs a nt'w \037rip!>of problems. \037minlly nothinl is repreeented but a duo

movement such &8 in Ole 'Composition uf Two Figureft' (PIGI.. 84). the 'Kiss' (Plate B5) and 'Two Bodies' (P14te
165). But at closer view it will be noticed lhal we a.... ronct'rned here wiOl a unit, a round dance. But how can a
round dance be tteated as one fotmal motive'! Rubens uRed a t..'Ontinuous train oC movement. Thoma used a wreath
of lyricialDS. Transposed into sculpture, there would have to be movement too, but above aU lhere would have lo be
apace nea!9!ilated by the three-dimensional figures. A round dance is orlanized around a cenler. This center must
be coMidered the space between; the figures mURt hP included in the modelling of Lhe unil. Here loo, we ate con-
cerned with the repl?8entation of a block hut it rE>C\"eivesa different specific weight. The nucleus. self-understood in
its density, weight and solidity, is omitted. lhe block is dis.\037lvcdexcept for ils ouler borders, only space remains to
be represented. Space replaces matter.

\"The dnwings (Plates 241, 242) lead to the difficull problem of sculpto-painling. already felt by the EIYP-
tiaM but worked oul in this particular form for the firsl timp by Archipenko. If we consider the relief and its
relation to Ole cube, 88 well u lhe suppr'-'S!lion of illusion, we arrive al a pt0C@S9which eliminates from cubastic

sculpture the illusionary element leaving surruundinl \"I)ace. These tensinns cannot be of arilhmetic quality only,
but are alae of a dynamic nature, Thus sculpture is nol unly modelled from wilhin, but also from without by
the construction of ita 8urroundinSR. In the last analysis, this can only happen lhrough the means uf painting,
Thereby penpec:tive has to be disrelarded to avoid any illusionist effect. Sculplo-paining is not, 88 the name may
8ullest, an artificially calculated middle-of-the-road medium. It is sculpture which has to resort to paintins. Once
more, we find even beyond concave sculpture, a new concentralion, wilh the aid oC which even still-life can be
reconstructed and used for IICulpture. The imparlanl thing here is not lhe composition of plastic forms, but the
relation of the objects toward each other in Sl)aa'. and UN' tensions which originate in !:I1)aCelhroulh lheir existence.\

No. 31)

HALLE, FANNINA W. ZEITSCHRIFT DEn BILVENDEN KUNST, VIENNA, 1921.
\"Ale.aneler Archipenko hu a similar meaning for sculpture to lhat of Kandinsky for painting. Gradually

doing a....ay wit.h naturalism, he has crealed a kind of abstrad sculpture by the sh\037rconstructive mobilization of
malter_ _ . . Archipenko's work appeared I)uhlidy about a decade alo. Since then he has already expressed himself
in many dill'erent waY8, but he has always remained true to him\0371\302\243and his art. 'L'homme Machine' (Plale 240)
follo....ed the 'TonlO' (Plate 221) and 'Red Dance' (Plate 170). Here he used parUy new malerial, cardboard, wood
and metal, in order to achieve new effect.. Then, with his 'concave' sculplure he crealed a number of forms in
which he used almosphere, living it artistic realization along wiLh concrele symbols of form. And he has arrived
at. hia 8CUlpto-painting, a union of sculplure and painling in relief, which has nol yet reached its final slage.\

No, 32)

AUERBACH, ARNOLD. SCULPTURE. A HISTORY IN BRIEF. LONDON, ELEK BOOKS, LTD., 1952.

p. 85: \"Another set of experiments allied to these laUer, but allolether more unified, are statuettes in Ole
l'Ound, compoeed of convex and concave forms, almost but not altolether, of geometric. oC mechanized fOrm9. These
mechanized (orms ar. combined wilh smooth, simplified naturalistic forms within the main shape_ This completed
fil11re very often add. up, in poee, proportion and leneral shape, 1.0one of his mosl natural figures, eka'pt thal
the pattern of an ann, or Ie\" or any other part or .parts may be given an equivalent mechanical or geometrical
form which yet 8uuests lh\037Ceneral shape of its more natural counterpart. The figure is thU9 treated as a

leneral theme on which may be played any variation of form, I)rovided t.he patterns in volume and line have

rhythm and coherence, But eometimes the furms are wholly suggetlted by geomelric patterns - spaces, too, playing
their part. Sometimes the whole shape is 110rar removed from natural appearance that it may be regarded a8 a
fl'ee pattern o( ceometric planes and forms - an abstract. Even so, it usually retains some aUlgestion or the grace-
ful, lithe movement 80 typical oC Archipenko. Th\037 statuettes are beautifully made, in a variety of materials -
bronze. wood. terra cot\", and their textures and handling are varied to suit the material used and lo give variety
to the forma. One such staluette, for instance, 8Uggests a clothed Cemale figure 'Walking' (Plates 174.177). and is)

.. It was not the Cubist creed thal allracled me. It is the crystallization due to nature's extreme compactness of
volumee, producinl geometrical character, lhat preoccupied me, - A, A,)))
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maclf' UI) of tlat thicknesses of clay cut into geometric paUerns ingeniously pieced together. It has suiLBbly
rour;hened !lurfaces and has been baked directly in a kiln,\

No. 33)

SCHACHT,DR. ROLAND, STURM BILDERBUCH U. BERLIN, DER STURM CALLERY, 1923.
\"Archipenko uses an entirely new medium to show the important relationship \037tweenmaUer and surround.

inl space, He uses concave areas and omits the mat.erial nucleus, Natural modelling is no longer sufficient, In order
to show the border between matter and space, the eye must be directed toward t.hat border, To achieve this, he
must reverse. This method is not as quaint as it may seem. In music stress is accentuated by omissions. by inter-
ruptions or by intermissions, The concave replacinl the convex is hased on a similar principle,\

No. 34)

BULLIET, C. J. APPLES AND MADONNAS. CHICAGO, PASCAL COVICI, INC\" 1927,
p. 166: \"Sometimes he dwarfed the head to less than the dimensions of a hand or a Coot or a breast. Some.

times he elaborated the structure above the shoulders - normally the neck and the head - inLo a tlowinl' hood Dr
helmet, with the Cace a concave blank, or even an empty space - II keyhole throulh the marble.\

No. 35)

MOHOLY-NAGY, LASZLO.THE NEW VISION. NEW YORK, BREWER, WARREN AND PUTNAM, INC..
1932. TRANSLATED BY DAPHNE M. HOFFMAN.

\"The credit Cor the Iirst conscious use of concave!! in sculpture-to replace saliences-is due to Arhipenko,
In using this principle. he exploited the well-known optical illusion, 8!1 shown in a relieC matrix (intaglio); the
hollowed out (negative) portions oC the castinl model appear in certain lilhts as raised (positive). , . . His attempt
leads the observer, by iLs evident deviation Crom the customary naturalistic treatment, to a realization or the ele-

mentary possibilities oCthe positive-negalive relations. . . ,
\"Even Roman sculpture showed t.he use or metals, in combination with marble or different colors. These

Roman statues (in the Louvre) look to us today much like industrial art, Archipenko's attempt with 8Membled

sculpture was a challen,e to the industrial art evaluation or materials. He did not want to live the illusion with
his materials oC the upper surfaces (silk, skin, etc.), His wood was to litand Cor wood, his metal ror metal, etc.
and to have its own value.

..
(For t.hat maller, the r)rinciJ)le oC .asemblin, mate rials is effective in every field oC creation,)\

No. 36)

MOHOLY-NAGY, LASZW. VISION IN MOTION. CHICAGO, PAUL THEOBOLD, 1946.

p, 60: U
Archipenko edensively experimented with interchangeable elemenLs or the positive and negat.ive in

his sculpture, His investigation must be carried further because, besides ita sil'niticance in art, it hold. great poten-
tialities ror industrial design and production, especially in castinl, Preasinl and molding oC loods in glass, plastics,
lil'ht metals and steel, In these processes the knowledle oC positive and nelative is exceedingly important. Desiln
for streamlined products and their economical execution cannot be accomplished without understandinl' the nature
oC this problem,\"

p, 235: uThe new sculpture emerginl Crom the industrial technololies started out with the 'Medrano' by
Archipenko (Plates 16,63). assembled Crom gla&6,wood and metal. Then came the constructivists' assemblies, studies
in balance and motion, constructions in crystal plate glass, transparent r)lastics, metals and vulcanized Iiben.\"

p, 246: uArchipenko made mobile sculpto.paintings, . . . AmonI' the young generation oCsculptors, Giacomelli
and Alexander Calder tried to demonstrate the biolol'ical experience and the plastic essential or motion in mobiles

splendidly interpreted as 'virtual volume' in Herbert Malter's photographs,\

No. 37)

FRIED, ALEXANDER. ARCHIPENKO SUFFERS FROM HIS IMITATORS. SAN FRANCISCO EXAM-
INER, JULY 29, 1961.

hit's a little late, I admit, to be talkin, about. the sculptures and drawinp that Alexander Archipenko
showed early this month in the City oC Paris Rotunda.

\"But I've been broodins over some ideas that. his e.hibit irwpired. It aeerna worth while to discuss them,
even thouSh his show is gone,)))
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II
Archipenko by now ia a v.\"ran of the modem echool As much as fort.y yean ale h\037invented notions of

eculpLural fonn and material that many people found fresh or Nrtlin,. aeoordin, to their prejudiCE'll.
\"For irLItance, he reelized thie CUriOUlfact: If you want to catch a penon's attention, you may do so by

putting eomethinl where it will etrik. hie eye and he will look at it.
\"But once he e.pecta to find a certBin thin, in a certain place, you can make an equal effect on him not

by puLLins lhe thinl t.here anymore, but by leavin, it out.
\"So, he revened nonnal procedure in many or his female nude figures. Where the spectator naturally eKpects

10 find a bul,e, Archipenko puts a concavity or even an open space.
.....lely Utia mghod hu become a commonplace in aculpture, Lhanka larlely to the works of Henry Moore

and his many diAcipleti.
\"Now, it'll euy to let runny about such a revenal Dr nature. Yet if you lrant that a piece of sculplure is

buica1ly an e.preaive formal 8tructure, as well as perhaps a likeness, you can see that lJH! Archipenko Dr Moore
method can create remarkably fine or exprnsive line and shape.

\"Archipenko, belon,in, lo an older era, despite his modern viewpoint, adopted a style that Moore. lhe Enl-
lish eculplor, rudely (and shrewdly) revened.

\"With all his e.perimentalism. Archipenko W88 inclined to extremely Iraceful and nuent forms. He liked
Iraceful arabeequee. He liked fine and ehiny surfaces. He liked 8moolh materials - caressable metals, translucent
plastiCII and eo on.

\"But Moore took on a neo.modern 8pirit, in his 8y.lem of puttine a hole where you milht expect a face or
breast. He sensed the new vogue for the rough and barbaric. Instead of pure, ftuid grace and emoothneu, he empha-
sized bulboWl, primitive crudities.

\"Meantime all eoN or practical desi,nen had been looking with interest at Archipenko's works. They rushed
in, then. to lKIapt his streamlined lrace to their hasly purp0M\"9 of smart popular decoration, chic adverti.,inl
illustration and the like.

\"As a reeult, Archipenko's own work is apt to disconcert a sophisticated art. lover nowadays. The arl.lover

wants to admire a pioneer or modern desirn - and a superb crafl.9man. But so many Archipenko tonos and lucite

firuree seem to him too suave or ,lib or sweet for comfort.
\"For my own part, I felt the resemblance stronlly between Archipenko's works and things of lhe smarl de.

si.nen who copied him.
\"Nevertheleee. I een&ed also a subtle difference. The difference is one of quality and maybe you can't always

prove it. But it's there. The chic commercia) art. \"enion hIlS prettied up everyday lire in a way of its own (or at
least it did so when such style Was more the mode). The best or Archipenko remains somelhinl more valuable and

deeper. \".)

No. 38)

RAMSDEN, E. H. TWENTIETH CENTURY SCULPTURE. LONOON, PLEIADES BOOKS, 1949.

p. 36: \"In Speakin, of the development of sculpture in his book. The New V;.,ion. Moholy-Na,y recoenizes
five atates, namely, the blocked-out, the hollowed-out, lhe bored.lhrou,h, the equipoieed and the kinetic or mobile.
The credit for the eecond, 'the fint conscious use 01 concaves in sculpture to replace ealiences' he 88IipA to Ale.-
ander Archipenko. who was born in Kiev in 1887, where he studied for four yean in an art echool. In the year
1905 he wee expelled from the echool for disobedience to the conservative requirementa of the teachen. Then he took

hia way to Paris and other art centers in Western Europe.
\"From the first, Archipenko appean to have opposed aU orthodo., methoda of eKpression inasmuch 89 he

contends that he hu 'thoughts and ideas which nature's forms cannot project: but 89 lhe accompanyin, 'Standin&'

FiJUI'e' (Pl4le :'35) in terra cotta showe, he takee his departure from nalure, on the basis of which he makes such

adaptations and adjuslmenta as he finds to be necessary for his purpose, thou,h Utose are, on the face of it, leu

undentandable than Brancuai'a simplifications.\

No. 39)

GIEDION- WELCKER, CAROLA. CONTEMPORARY SCULPTURE. NEW YORK, GEORGEWITTENBORN,
1955.

p. 49: '\"The montal. of various materials (wood, metal, 118ss) in what Arc:hipenko catls 'Medrano't

(Plale 16, 1914),is an experiment in a new means of eJ:pression. Constructivism developed this melhod later, al.)

\302\267I believe it ia a complimenl to be the inspiration for other lood sculptors, unless faJaification is involved. How.
.ver, an arliJIt unfortunately cannot patent his ideas or sparks of inspiration, only real objecl.9, - A. A.

t There were two worka entitled \"Medrano,\" one constructed in 1912 (Plate 63) which was deetroyed during the
Firat World War. The second was exhibited in the Salon Independents in Paris, 1914, (Plate 16). It was form-
erly in the collection of Mqnielli in Florence, now in the S. GUI.enheim Museum, New York,)))
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thou,h rrom a different anile, making conscious use 01 the industrial materill18 of our time. The Dadaists oeten.
tatiously stressed the ccimmon things or every-day life with the ..me mesne: Archipenko's work. however, ie pri-
marily b8.9t'd on a new conception or volume and concavity as an adive element in the whole.\"

CONCAVITY)

No. 40)

SCHNIER, JACQUES. SCULPTURE IN MODERN AMERICA. BERKELEY AND LOS ANGELES. UNI.
VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS, ]948.

p. 50: \"Alexander Archipenko, Jac:quee Lipchitz and Henry Moore are other European ec:ulpton who hav.
explored the realm 01 abstract forms. Archipenko began his investi,atiolUl of abstract shapes and the planned use
of holes and concavities in statues as early as ]912. Although much of his work contains repraentationaJ elements.
his tie to naLural lorms has always been a very loose one, and frequently is completely &evered. Disreprding ana.
tomical reality, he at times replaces abdominal volumes with holes bored entirely through the statue and rever&el
convex surfaces into concavities.\

No. 41)

WIESE, DR. ER]CH. EXCERPTS FROM THE FOREWORD OF THE CATALOG OF ARCHIPENKO TRAV-
ELING EXHIBITION IN GERMANY, DARMSTADT, ]956.56.

\"Some of us know that Henry Moore was a devoted admirer of Ale.ander Archipenko whom he considered a
master and to whom he himself. as well as a whole leneration of sculpton, were deeply indebted. Yet the achieve-
ments of this master in the past three decades have remained largely unknown in Europe.

\"The current exhibition aims to 811 this gap, and this is only one effort. in the eervice of historical truth. The
exhibition in its present size was made possible through the ,enerosiLy oIl.he artist himself and the cooperation of the
followin, museums: The Heesisches Landesmuseum. Darmstadt; the Kunst.halJe. Mannheim; and Lhe KunsthaJle,
Recklinghaugen. . . .

\"The DarmstJidt exhibition repreeenb the II Uh one-man .how of Armipenko's works. Previously, between ]9]2
and 1922. Lhere were 12 one.man shows by this artist in Gennany.

\"In 1923 Alexander Archipenko left Berlin where he had lived and worked for three yean. At that time he
aJready had an internationaJ reputation as ,he pioneer in new and uncharted fields of eculpture. In Parle, becinninl
in the year 1908, and almost contemporaneoUlly with Pi\0378UO,he had done lor sculpture what the Spaniard had done
lor Lhe art. of painLing. He had become a pioneer, an invenLor, an experimenLer, a creator of accomplished works 01
art.

\"The academic approach did not interest him. Rodin he considered antipodal. . . . He recognized the baaic
elemenu of arListic, specifically sculptural creation, in the archaiem of older civilizatiohll and in primitivism the world
over. As early as 1909, his 'Woman's Tona' (Plate 110)and 'Woman RecliniDJ\" (Pl4le 75) revealed his personaJ eLyle.
The whole as well as the parts are three-dimensional. They 611epace architeduraJly. NaturaJ fonn is still retained to
a considerable extent. Functionally it is present in many of hie later works, and aJways it remains the poinL 01 depar-
ture, no matter how rar he ventures into the a_tract. . . .

\"He solves key problems in the period between 19]0 and 1912. Later elemenla of thie period recur frequentJy.
always as new, powerful ractors of plasti\037creation.

\"But with the bronze figure 'Walkinl Woman' (Plate. 170, 173), of the year ]912, Archipenko introducetl an

entirely new method of sculpLural expression. To represent space by encompassin, it. by omit tin, mB88, to repretent
the convex by means 01 its opposite, the concave - this amounted to an eKtension or the conventional limite of 8CUlp.
ture. At Lhe same time Archipenko turns to materiaJs that had never been used berore in sculpture. In the well.known
statue of the circus performer, 'Medrano' (Platf! 61). wood, melal and II... are used, partly painted. These new prin-
ciples become established artisLic methods, SOOnLo be adopted by other artiste. In 1912 Archipenko had his tint e..
hibition at the Folkswang Museum in Halen. where he .howed 78 works. In the 'Sturm' galleries in Berlin his workl
were on permanent exhibition after ]913. Many of these were boulht by Gennan colledon.

\"However, Archipenko was and is not one to rest on his laurele. Ideaa and materia\" never cease to drive hiB
inventive spirit onward toward new possibilities. Since ]914 he haa altemp\037 in his 'sculpto-painLin,' to combine
Lhree.dimensional forms with two-dimel\\lllional representations and with color. In this art fonn which at tint glance
may appear to be a hybrid form, he achieves resulLs of convincin, power and harmony. The current e.hibition con.
tJiins at least one example of thie form. Moet of theae works are ecattered in public and private collections throughout
Germany. One of the most charminc of these is a portrait of hie wire (Plme 229). a German sculptreu, Ir.aL.grand-
daughter of GenelIi. Another, the body 01 a woman, ror which he used varioue metala, data rrom 1923 (Plate 10).
Here the poliahed 8urface hu a certain importan(.'@, and this technique or capturinl lilht is later developed to en.

chanting perfection.
\"Meanwhile there are many drawiop which, aa a controlling factor, make use of natunl form. However, they

show an unmistakable penonaJ etyle, and, topther with more abstract cnetion8, appear like variations on a single
theme. Here also apace is olten indirectly repneented by 8hadinp and pencil 8trokes, set oft' from the outline itself.

\"It is only On rare occuioR8, probably chiefty for commissioned works. that Archipenko has permitted nat-
uralislic lonn to predominate. In such caaea, .. for instance in the bronze bU8t or Dr. Wichert (1923) lin the Mann.)))
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h\037imMUIeWDJ (Plal\037220) . . . or in th\037portrait. of the conductor Furtwaenller (1927) (Plate 233), which looks
lik. a superlative ..lIJDple of South German Barok, we see evidence of a complete mastery, of every ph\037 of the
sculptor's t.chnique.

.

\"Durin, the Jut. twent.y YHn, Archipenko's style has developed conaistently from ilB oricinal trend, .nd re-
veals itaelf in ever more monumentally conceived fipres.. The concave and the modellinl of epace are combined ....ith
the most delicate differentiation of surface trHtment. and with the moet careful selection of malerial.. Terra cottas in
varioUi colon, polished, rou,h, fully or partly co\037n!d....it.h preciOUBmetals.. appear side by side with bronze figures
and worke in precious slon..,

\"Despite such final aolut.iona. this e.perimenter (heir to the rifts of his father who was an inventor and mech.
anical enlineer employed by the Univenity of Kiev) cannol ft!!It. He becomes in\037reatedin the idea of combinin,
painti\037with movement. For this purpose he inventa a machine which he calls Archipentura. He writes: 'Archipen-
tura is the actual fusion of painting with the elementa of time and space. Hitherto only music haa employed lime SA
a creetive element. In Europe Archipentura has not yet been ehown. In reproduction the vitaJ element of motion
would be lacking.' - Nor is there an example of Archipenlura in our exhibilion. It has remained an experiment, un-
doubtedly a bet'ft88ry one on the road toward lhe realization of ever-new poesibililies in plut.ic expression. More

nearly in the direction of 'abeolute aculpture' - recenLly 1.\037lIed'concrete sculpture' - we find Archipenko'e at.
tempts to combine elructurally controlled lighl with aculpture. His point of departure is the well.known ract that a

piece of aculpture looks different in difft'rent li\037hling.and orten (\"featesan effect nol intended by the artist. To avoid
this, Archipenko liehta his fipl'eS from lhe inside and thereby achieves an allolether controlled effect. Such works
.re then e.hibited in 8 darkened room. Without doubt this repJ\"eWnts the ultimate achievemenl in sculptural ex-

pression. When we behold thMe figures we realize, humbly and joy\302\243ully,the infinite possibilities of the livin,
spirit to liCl ua, throu,h art. beyond this mundane existence.\

No, 42)

HLYNKA, A, ADDRESSIN THE CANADIAN PARLIAMENT, FEBRUARY 2, 1942, HOUSE OF COMMONS,
OTTAWA.(RECORDED IN THE OFFICIAL REPORT.) FROM THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, NEW YORK,
FEBRUARY9, 1942.

\"Perhaps the lrealest contribulion made by Ukrainians to the world WSAthat or slaving off the Asiatic honles
for many centuries from invadine Europe, That is what Lord Tweedslnuir meant. when he pid on Seplember 21,
1936, at. Fruerwood, Manitobe, 'for il w8!ilyour race which 'or centuries held O1saouthee.stem late of Europe a,ainat
the attacks from the east: Aeain it was throush Kiev, the capitaJ of lhe Ukraine, thal Christianity was introduced
into HBlem Europe in 988. Let me mention one or two contributiona in art, music and literature.

\"Ale.ander Archipenko, one of the world's foremoet contemporary lleulpLan, now living &nO1e United Slere.,
is 8 Ukrainian. The immortal Tchaikowsky, in the field of music. was of Ukrainian origin. Taras Shevchenko, the
Robert BurN of the Slavic race, w.. a Ukrainian. These are but. few indicalions of Ukrainian conlribulion to the
world. ..)

No. 43)

KUHN, ALFRED. DIE NEUERE PLASTIK. MUNICH, DELPHEIN VERLAG, 1921.

\"Archipenko's art is metaphysical, Rhythm ia the BOlepurpose. He has already pr\037viouslystressed the incorpo-
ration of space into artistic allculation. ('Dance' (Plate 172). 'Two Bodies' (PIlJIf' 169). 'Composition of Two Fi,ures'
{Plate 84).1 He now lurns his entire attention loward this problem. Gradually the problem of modellin, space comes

overwhelmingly into the 'oreground, A head is omiUed, an empty cavity becomes or vital importBnce. A leg appears
concave, but that. d0e8 nol make it less perceptible. A\"tract pal\"b which sometimes evoke a memory of human shape9
are now composed into abslract forms. , , ' ArchiTJenko masters his art with high draftsmanship and unfailinl Laste. . . .

Archipenko has constructed the human figure considering only pure rhythmic-esthetic values,\

No. 44

RAMSDEN, E. H. SCULPTURE:THEME AND VARIATIONS. LONDON, LUND, HUMPHRIES, 1953.

p. 37: \"Archipenko's work in which an attempl, first made in one historically important fisure of 1912 (Plates
174.177),is carried slill further, In this e.periment 'SI)ace is modelled,' in the sense that it is conceiv\037as a positive
element of t.he cornpoeition and takes on a significance co-equal wilh that of the volume. The shape and inlerrelation-

ship of the space are, of course, intqral parl8 of all sculpture, whether Jil\\uative or non.fi,urative. But in Archi-

penko's experiment they are curiously related to the volumes in a manner thal was not previously developed.\

No, 45

SILEX, DR. KARL. ''THE UNKNOWN LANGUAGE: A LAYMAN'S MUSINGS AT PENTECOST.\" DER
TAGESSPIEGEL. BERLIN, 1956, (TRANSLATEDFROM THE GERMAN,)

OlIn his book TIu! l'in\037,an'P'e\037Mr, the American writer Erskine Caldwell describes scenes of religious ecs-

taBy in our 20th century, which remind the reader of the slory of the Pentecoatal outpouring of the Holy Spirit., as it

is described in the Gospels. The action takes plaee in remote rural seltlements in which poor whites live, work, sin and)))
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pray side by side wilh Negroes. This is the environment. of the Southem BaptiaU with theu maaa immeniona 8bd
their revivaJs. It is the environment of the Ne,ro apirituals . . . John Faulkner in hia triloey, The Sin Shoute,.\" 01
Cabin Road, describes scenes similar to th08e by Enkine Caldwell. . . . The preacher announca the meetiq and me-

thodically increases the expectancy of the concre,ation from day to day. When the honest. people end the crooU,
t.he old and the young, housewives and prost.itutes arrive at the chapel they are already in a state or hip tenaion
which the preacher'!! shouts increase etep by step to the point where t.hey a\037t.ranepor1.ed. They are an waitin. to
see who will be t.he finl to 'Iet relilion' alhey call it. Many are already in a pre.eca\\atic etate. One women throws her-
!leU on the IrDund, Lears her clothes and utters slrange syllablea which are not pert of any Iocicallenguale. In Faulk-
ner's words, she is now apeakine the 'unknown lanrua\037e.'But everybody understand8 her, ror .he is speaking in
'another umgue: u the Bible puts it. , , . Now lhe enlire group is . . . filled with ent.huaiBSm . . . in the aeh8e that the
word 'theos: t.he Greek word for 'God: is contained in t.he word 'enthWliaam.' Hence IU1'enthusiast.' is one who has bMn

tran8ported and feels one with God, 88 did the original Penl\302\253oet81community when they received the Jift of the

Holy GhosL . . . .Filled with the Holy Ghost, lhe disciples began to preach in other tonauee, 88 t.he Spirit IDOVedI.bem
to speak:

\"Do we in our civilizalion perhapIJ slm poIIIIeUsuch an 'unknown l&n\302\253Uale'comprehensible to the inteUectual

soberly and without ec:swy? Perhaps this ia possible throulh the univenal la\037ale of the artist. It is a t.remendou8
distance Crorn Cobin Road in the American Soulh to the Archipenko exhibition in t.he Charlolt.enburg Castle,- and
the leap may seem bold indeed.

\"I had heard about lhe strange crealions which this . . . sculptor, painter and dralbman produeed in recent

yean in ple][iglu - tl'llRSparent structures whose CUriOU8.hapee are illuminated from below by concealed electric
bulba.

\"There is scarcely a more modem meaDS of expreuion to be found by an artiet. Art cril.ici8m h8a today not
yet absorbed this work or Archipenko's malurity. One wanden through the exhibition rooma in which earlier worb
ere ahown, and one realizes that here, too. Archipenko demands creative participation on the part of the beholder.
The Greek aculptor plaoes berore us a completed work of art in cl8S8ica1 besut.y and repDH. But Archipenko lab-
ions his material only to the point where it !lends forth the currents of enel'lY which for him ue the important thiq.
Hence lhe beholder is obliged to supplement what he sees. Then one comes into lhe dark room iUuminllled by the

glow of the plexi,lBS structures. Two of these, the most reveeJing onee, have religioWi titles. One he call. 'Resurnc-
tion: the other simply 'Reli,ious Motif (PLale 196). The currenta of enel'JY here ere curnnbl or I\037bt.The licht
penetratH the room in all directions, but still il does not illuminate. The plexiglas aupata tne de-meterializat.ioD of
malter, althOUlh it ia this same matter which CBusea radiation. We gaze at it in aatoniahment: reliJioua motif?

lOll must undoubtedly rerer to the magnificant introduction to the Goepel of St. John. Li,ht. appean in duk-
ne88, but. darkness doee nol accept iL.The lighl shines when it .trikes aomething in darknese. Thus a few verees rarther
on we read the promise: 'But to thoee who accept. Him, He lives the power to become children of God.'

.'The true Ii,ht of which SL John teatifi\037here is the lilht of the world, aL the be,inning or which wu the
'Word,' the logm.spirit. of the Greeks, which became flesh in Jesus of Nazareth. Just as light must be reSected by the
ple.illas in order to shine forth, t.hue the power or the Spirit must be accepted by man and radiated by him, in omer
to influence the world. For, in our Lime, reason, the lanpale of the 10'09, leads to the 8piritual undentandiq of
Christianity in the .ense of St. John. It ia a later stale, more appropriate to our time, or t.he 88me enthuawm which
filled the discipln on that &nt Pentecoel.\

No. 46)

BLACKSHEAR,KATHLEEN. BULLETIN: THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO, APRIL-MAY, 1947.
\"And also Moore use9 the nelative fonn of all thelle space dimensioNl. It strenJ1hens and emphasizes the pos-

itive dimentions. Archipenko was the great pioneer in t.he problems of Relative spttCe, This use of nesative fOnDII..-
tenm into the drawines made by Henry Moore.\

No, 47)

BITI'ERMANN, ELEANOR. ART IN MODERN ARCHITECfURE. NEW YORK, REINHOLD PUBLISHING
CORPORATION,1962.

p. 168: \"Ale.ander Arc:hipenko: The two lucite panels 7 feet hilh by 7 feet wide (PlaU 202) are fi.ed in an
alwninum base. The deei,n ia in intaJ,io rroeted. A Ii,ht is eet in the We and pro\037 throulh the plaelic so that
lhe de8ilJl becom_ lilht. The perfs which are fl'08ted .how dillerent intenaitin of li,ht and become vieible 88 rounded
fonna. The effect is very eatraordinary, very mysterious at nigh.....)

No. 48

BARR, ALFRED H., JR. CUBISM AND ABSTRACf ART. NEW YORK, THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART,
1936.)

\302\267April, 1955.)))
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p. 104: \"Archipenko. who had studied Egyptian and archaic Greek figurH in the Louvre after hi'! arrival In
Paris in 1908, w&!!the fint to work seriously and consistently at the luoblrm of Cubist sculptur\302\243'.. . . After 8 srriell of
solid Cuhisric figurt'S. Archil\037nk()modf'Jled in 1912. tht' original 'Walking Woman' (Pla\"s 114-171)in whicla
Cubist search for far.fetched analolies in the defonnation of 'nature' is applied to sculpture by subEltituting voids ror
aolida in the face and tono and concavities ror convt\"xitles in the len leg and the skirt. This figure was tinted in two

tones. perhape the lint departure towards the polychrome which became so conspicious in Cubist sculpture and con.
etruclion or 1915-20.

\"In 1912 Archipl\"nko also made the fint or his ramous Medrano (Pial,. 63) eeriH of figure constructions in poly.
chrome glllS9, wood and metal. Af'('hipenko's 'Boxing' or 1913 (Plal,.s 137, I.'1B) is his most abstrad work and hiB
most powerful.\"

p. 133: \"Pevsner and Cabo took an active part in the Russian muvement. exhihiting with the olhen in the greaL
Constructivist exhibition or 1920. In the same )'ear they published their Realistic Manifesto in which they insisted
tbaL depth alone is t.he proper measure oCspace and that volume and m811!1should he abandoned as a pla.'!tic element
in art. Similar ide.. had betan voiced yean before by Archipenko and Buccioni, but the Constructivists pul their
theories into practice.\

No. 49)

CHENEY, SHE LOON AND MARTHA.ART AND THE MACHINE. LONDON WHlrfLESEY HOUSE, Mc-
GRA W-HILL BOOK CO., INC., 1936.

p. 34: \"AIe.ander An:hipenko, Paris educated Americanized Ukrainian artist. world filure in the small IrouP
of sipificant abetract IICulpton, is one of the most exciting connecting links between early ahetradionist experimen.
ters and today's indu8trial detligners, He went (urther than Picasso in testinr: materials Cor basic sculptural values.
He carried experimenl8 in pure plastic composition to where, SOme sensitive heholden witness, they seem to live and

leap till the human ficure becomes an ablltraclion oC lhe upward aspiring liCeprinciple, ohjecti(yin, in sculptural Corm
the mystiall component in a characteristic EI Greco painting. Then he turned to practical work.\"

p. 194: \"The maller of texture is of exceptional concern to the moderns who followed on (hose studies init-
iat.ed . , , by Archipenko and the Neo-plaaticieta, Every possible material has been subjected to experiment with re-

,ard to tactile and viaual potentialities, As a retlull. . richnelL'l and a subtlety are being achieved in toclay's interiors

beyond any conceived heCon.\"

p, 274: \"Whal can be imparted or the mY8l.erious creative processes to evoke expresaion in painting, lICulpture
and constructive visual d_ip, \037much more likely to come (rom 8S9OCiation with men leaning toward abstract art:
an ArchiPenko in sculpture.\

No. 50)

GARDNER. HELEN. ART THROUGHTHE AGES. NEW YORK. HARCOURT.BRACE AND CO.. 1926. 1936.

p. 708: \"The Ukrainian Alexander Archipenko is extraordinarily venYItile. and a comprehensive
emibition oC his work includes drawinp, paintincs and ceramics 118well 89 sculpture in many mediums, His abstrad

conceptioN! are baed upon the human figure, rrom which he takes what he needs and discards the rest, heads and
arms for eKample, .. irrelevant to his purpoee. In his hilhly .implified. statuettes in marble. brass, aluminum. or
wood. the 8urfaees move auavely and Lhe clear-cut contours or ed,ea produce a linear accent.\

No. 51)

WESCHER, HERTA. \"COLLAGE.\" ART D'AUJOURD'HUI. PARIS, 1951.
\"Before LaureN!, Archipenko lived in Pan. (rom 1908, and attempted to use in sculpture materials thal had

not previously been uperimented with. but that corresponded to . new plutic 18ncuale. His sculpto-painting8 are
reIi.C. unifyiq plaster, wood. meU]. papier-mache and Ilued cardboard, and they are accompanied by sketches of
coll.ce with paper and wood. . . . Archipenko very dearly maintained relationships with Germany and was the finl to
epnad Cubist ideas to foreip countri.....)

No. 52)

SCHACHT.DR. ROLAND. DAS BLAUEHEFT. ED. BY MAX EPSTEIN, BERLIN. 1923. (TRANSLATED
FROM THE GERMAN.)

\"We will have to beoome lelligned to the fact that we must learn new lhinp .bout plutic art, more 80 even
than about painlinc. In the tuture, w. have only one al\037rnaLivebetween lh. new 8CUlplure and the plastic art of the
19th century which did not produce anythin, new at aU. , , . Archipenko'. creation is based on an enlirely different
viewpoint than 19th century sculpture: his startinc,point it 6nt of all the cube. The cube. however, is IIOmethinl)))
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natural. To make the block an objeet of art, one baa to et... the qualities ADwhich ibl eaence 6nd8 eJlp\037oD. lD
order to perceive thme qualit.ies fundamentally, they muat _ presented effectively. Since e.eet ia achieved by con.
trast the poailive as well as the negative must be contained in one block. Already in early works certain qualiti_ ....
outstandin,. besides the novelty of concept. They remain dec:Uive for Archipenko'. entire work: the peculiar tenaciLy
in posin\037problema, grealest. clarity, a etrong sense for graphic treatment. and a singular manner of inner movemenL
This manner of movement constitutes somethin, 88 new ae the concept of the block. . . .\

No. 53)

LINK, ERICH. BERLINER ANZEIGER. MAY 5,1956. (TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.)
INGENIOUS ART TRAVELING EXHIBITION: ALEXANDER ARCHIPENKO

\"Archipenko, a genius amonI' eculpton, is one of lbe great IlCUlpton of the 20th century. Bom in Kiev, in 1887,
he lived in Paris from 1908 . 1921, then in Berlin Cor two yeal1l, and t.hereafter in the United States.

..A laqe travelinl exhibition of his work is currentJy beinl shown at Charlott.nburl c.t1e-. Let it be B8id
at the outset that Berlin has hereby been lranted aa:eas t.o one. of the mORtsignificant e.hibitioD.l of sculpture in the
last 25 yeara.

\"The fact t.hat there are no limits to creative leniull in the field of artistic form has found deeply movins ex-

p.,..ion in Archipenko's work. The plastic gesture of his statues encompesaee the entire Ilobe; be is at home amon,
the primitive as well l1lithe civili\037edraces. His forms have a wild, glowin.., well-ni,h barbaric beauty, and a,ain they
seem el8S!ic in the controlled play of eeeminily weighOeu IIUI8H8and swinphl' linel.

\"Archipenko has the courale of extraordinary .experiment, he paints his statues in blue ton.., more luminou8
than we imagine the temple friezes of Athena to be. This he achieves by ..radation from the basic tone to natwalli,bt.
rather t.han by means of color effects.

UA Venus (Plate 73) in black and while. an ornament or wood done in a lar,e S-curve on a bold bec:klround
of mother-of-pearl is no less impoein.. than the collalft in which the artist oombin.. peper and ahining metals in

luperb creations.
\"Since 1946 Archipenko has enduvored to make Iilht an intA!lgralpart of BCulpture. '!'bus he illuminates ecuIp-

tures or plexiglas with a light source hidden in an opaque base, thereby achievinl' lIublime and majestic power.
\"One work .rter another is thus unveiled berore the eye of the beholder - an art e.hibit that ie truly an event

in Europe.\

No, 54)

HEKTER, MAXIM. DIE WELT AM SONNTAG. PRAGER PRESSE, 1933.
\"Ale)[ander Archipenko has been already ten yean in America. Hie worke are a surpriae, eepeciaJly the paint-

inlll which show an enormous intensification of his creative potentialities. But \"eo the eculptor ehows himBeU in an

esaentially new light. . . . What an abundant expansion of all the components of hie creative work. The impoaiDs
e.pression which fonD.9an orlanic part of his penonalit.y is now emerlinl' with eruptive force from each of his crew
ations. The virtuosity which baffled already in earlier worlul haa now become a foregone conclusion. TM t.reatment
of epace and light haa reached a ..rede of 4nesse which virtually bunts the frame of plastic art. II)

No. 55)

BURCHARD, DR LUDWIG. HANNOVER COURIER. 1922.
t.Alexander Archipenko proves himself alain and alain the strongest sculptural talent of our time. The way

he treats his figures which are entirely hie visioD.l, gives evidence of an artist who has naturalleeling for .space at the

tip or his fingen.\

No. 56)

EXCERPT FROM BERLINER BOERSENZEITUNG. 1922.
\"The sculptor Archipenko ill lon, since one of the most discuued penonalitiee of Modem Art. We have Been

works by him or a primitive and yet refined laste, drawings of hi..hest ..race and an enchantinc harmony or Jin....)

No. 57)

HARTLAUB.DR. G. F. EXPOSITION RETROSPECTIVE. MANNHEIM KUNSTHALLE, 1922.
\"We find, durinl Archipenko's several stales of development, the attempt. to at.tract the eye with hoUowed or

open work parts, inspirin.. creative reaction by 'modelling or space. in concave and open forms.\

\302\267April. 1956.)))
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No. 58)

\"ARCHII'Io\037NK()AXHIBITION.\" DER STURM, BERLIN, 1913.
\"Archipenko builds reality. His art approaches more and more absolute sculpture which one day will merge with

absolute painting and absolute architecture, in order to rise .. pure plaatic art, beyond all styles, all media and all
au.iliary means. Archipenko has within him those forces which will make pOllsible his goal of inner platic unity. . . .

Archipenko's darin\302\253constructions herald this eKlraordinary new art or combining innt'r pl8!ltic construction with the
IMCination of a beautiful surface. Colon and light.! elide ftuently around realized fonna, they eeem to penetrate them.
The curvee, the differentiations of planee, the ind.nUilinns and elevations which have no definite borden - all these

.row inLo a livine slone to which a paasionate chisel lends sculptural ..pression.\

No. 59)

EXCERPT FROM /JAS KlINSTBLATT. ED. BY THEODOR DAUBLER AND PAUL WESTHEIM, BERLIN,
1920.

\"One thine remains \037rt.ain:Archipenko is an artiRt or finn purpoet', the central figure in our pl....Lic art. He
hu presented WIwith some miracles, .. well as with extremely original deeigns made out of various materiaJ.. In one
of his visions in wood he succeeds in making the background recedE' in a velvety.blue. It is by means of such delicate
and precise color achemt!'8 t.hat form begins to live and br.athe.\

No. 60)

WIESE. ERICH. JUNGE KUNST. LEIPZIG, VON KLiNKHARDT & BIERMANN. 1923,

(TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.)
\"Archipenko's drawings are t.ypical scuipLor'8 drawinp, Therefore one can detect in each of them the main

problems of plasLic creation, distribuLion of spece and form, here experimental.the\037 already solved, At t.hesame time
it is poIISibie t.o detect within the chronologicaJ order of the drawings, a development of a rare logical progre9Sion.
1909: 'Woman and Kneeling Child' (Plole 82). The beginning of 8trong limitations of plasLic etl'ect.iveness, a 8tress
on functional con9Lruction based on sculpluraJ creation rather lhan an observation of naLure, Space i8 divided inlo

planea in the sense of the relief. 1913: 'Two Bodies' (PIzJ,,. 169), A reduction of the single form to the almost geo-
metric. The 8Lricle8l accentuation of the functional asped of the limbs. A consislent rhythm, in lhe third dimension 85
well: llpace ill encompaMed. In the chronol\037cally parallel rroup

.Boxl'l\"!' (Plate8 137, 13\037)this asped. is alread)'
emphuized in ita rreatest plastic ell'ecLivene!ll!l.This W8!lfirst done by Archipenko in our lime, despite unsubslJtntialed
aasertions to the contrary. Indeed, besides encompaaaing space, this particular work is the start 01 something which in
later aculptur\037is mapi6cenUy completed by the artist: Lhe modelling of space through 'pauses: through. the hollow.

inl out of the fonn. The lit.tle Pari:lian figuree or 1915 can hardly be surpassed in the perfection of this newly found
eolution, The year 1915 ollen a further step toward a n.w frHdom: the body a !luch h.... become the !lculptor\"s
rreaLeet experience. At the same time, however, Lhere is a feeling of the body lIS exi8ting in air, Air ill 8pece:
in the drawings we Bee the conLoun framed by their shadows at a certain distance, thull capturing the atmosphere
between themselves and the body. . . . (Plale 247)

\"Between these individual phases of creation, we consUinUy find drawinp which run parallel with the artist's
much.diacuued aculpto-painting. In these the geometric manner of 1915 is further developed. And thus oririnate such

perfed creaLioN of rhythm. beauty of space and fonn. (Plo,e8 241. 242), in whih several colon and tonalities are
eometima used.\

No. 61 \302\267)

BERGSON, HENRI. CREATIVE EVOLUTION.NEW YORK, HENRY HOLT. CO., 1913.
\"The more we perceive, eymbolically, parts in an indivisible whole, the more the num\037r01 the relationa that the

parts haye between themselves necessarily increases, since the same undi\"idedness of the real whole continues to hover
oyer t.he growing multiplicity of symbolic elements into which the scalterinl of the attention has decomposed it. A com-
parison of this kind will enable us to undentand, in some measure, how the same auppreasinn of positive reality. the
eame invenion of a certain original movem.nt. can create at once t'xteMion in space and the admirable order which
mathemalia finds there.\

No. 62)

PLATO. JOWETT'S TRANSLATION,VOL. IV, P. 337.
\"Now there is only one way in which one being can serve another, and this is by riving him his proper nour-

ishment and motion. And the motion9 whi('h are akin Lo the divine principle wilhin U8 are the thoughts and revolu-
tions 01 the uniyene. These each man should tollow, and correct Lhose corrupted courses of the head which are con.)

\302\267Quotations No. 61. 68 and 69. from Bergson and No, 62 from Plato, contain the philosophical ideas which par-
allel my conceptiona of creativeness. A. A,)))
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cemed with generation, and by learning the harmonies and revolutioM or t.he whole, should according to his oritinal

nature, and by lhus auimilatin. them, atLain that final perfection or liCe, which the gods set berore mankind 118beet.
both for the present and the ruture.\

No. 63)

TELEGRAFOLIVORNO.ITALY, JUNE 11,1920. (TRANSLATED FROM THE ITALIAN.))

ARCHIPENKO)

\"What is the rneaninl of this mysterious word, which almost looks like a cabelisLic secret? It is merely the sur-

name or a Russian artist, AleKander Archipenko, who now triumphs at the current Venice Exhibition. He is both a

painter and a sculptor, and lives in Paris; his ruturistic, cubisLic, e\037.tremistworks are on display in a resplendent RUII-

sian pavilion and have aroused the curiosity of the public who, after having examined them, is still not able to under-

stand a thing. . , .
..

Any attempt to describe what Archipenko has done is a difficult task, and to interpret the significance or his

art - if we wish to describe as such this ronn of intelledual exaltation - is shorl of impossible,
\"To achieve what he believes he has accomplished, the artist has not been sparing in the use of the most heter-

ogeneous materials; and so he has employed wood, melJtls, lerra cotlJt, bronze and plaster, which he has then tried to

paint with all the shadings or an iris and with the violence of lacque\". . . .
\"I now see the reason why His Excellency, Cardinal La Fontaine, Palriarch of Venice, has advised the faith.

rul not to visit the show.
\"Not only do nlany of the pieces exhibited rail LosaLisfy the criteria of Christian moraliLy - such pieces ara

not t.o be round in Lhe Valican and in the Hall of the Popes at Castel San Angelo! - but even common sense.\

No. 64)

IL NUOVO GIORNALE,VENICE, 1920,

\"Archipenko is not only the phenomenon oCthe 12th Venelian Exhibition, he is a phenomenon himself, the most

prominent and'lhe most discussed of all !ivin, arLists.\

No. 65)

RAYNAL, MAURICE. CATALOG OF THE ARCHIPENKO TRAVELING EXHIBITION IN EUROPE, 1920.

21. (TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,)
\"The eternal verity or St. August.ine: 'Number is all in art' should become regenerated in conlact with the mod.

em spirit, and I showed several times how much, despite certain OPI)QSition, the principle of equivalence is consoli-

daLed with the most poetical philosophy and the most marvelous mathematics. Likewise Archipenko is opposed to St.

Augusline's slrict number, by the more flexible harmony of t.he modern concepLion. Al this time Archipenko broke the

lines, multiplied the angles, contracted the masses and suppressed details. In some drawings he doubled and lripled
the lines, in order to increase rational deformations, at the same lime insuring the most poetical charm.\

No. 66)

GOLL, IVAN. ARCHIPENKO ALBUM, POTSDAM, GUSTAV KIEPENHEUER VERLAG. 1921.
(TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN,)

\"Archipenko used the pure lines of Grecian fullnl:::>S,he became Ireal in the severily or BIKldhistic discipline,
and the secret of Egyptian sphinxes. He experienced the painful rhythm of Chrislian enchantment, the beauLiful sim.
plicity or aboriginal gods and last but not least, the intellectual geometry of the cubist. To this is added his intimate
contact with the present. Within him is all and out or it he formulates his style. . . . But with Archipenko we must
expect him to sacrifice tomorrow lhe achievements reached today, 90 as to rise anew onto the plane of unexpected
possibilities. Thoee of his works which Were seen tor the lint time in 1913, in Berlin ['The Kiss' (Plale 171), 'Red
Dance' (Plale 172). 'Two Bodies' (Plole 169)) surpassed by rar all traditional sculpture - they were explosions. . . .

\"The ma8terpiece of thallime (1913): 'The Gondolier' (Plole 142), a fabulous vertical which hardly supports
it.se1Con a diagonal. The whole filure makes you feel ila \"oatinl balance arising Crom the Inessure of imaginary la-
100M, vibratinl secret strenlth in every particle or its rorm. Only one arm, one leI, complementinl one rudder - and
yet, complete calm. And where lies the center or gravity in the 'Red Dance'? (Plate 170). It is soarinl, a magic par.
abola into infinity.)))



hAn:hipenko w.. the fint Espreaioni81 sculpt,:,\" ir not the lint EKIJnslliuni81 artist. The young KPn('ration
gained much rrom him. Very IIOOn.however, he turned frum F.xlJrf'Sllionism to Cubism. then to him!WM.\"'or .:rniuH,
ell modee are only temporary slalee. Archipenko is uf Ow SlIme iml)ortanl\"e fur s(:uIIJture 8.\037l\037ic88S()is for IJaintinK.
In their beginnin, both creaLed worka which could b. yalued 811eminent work.. of art, in Lhe Sf'nMPof lrudilinnal
ea1hetim. But both were deetined to lM!archfor new forme b.yond LhemM!lves.which ImJVidt'(1lhem with mallY dan-

,en. But they conquered and hraune the leeden of an already \302\253reatcentury.
\"Archipenko ..n:hn for ne.v e.citem..nl. al80 in Lhe materialll all !luch. (Amldlll Lin, wood, rardhu8rd ..... e'II'

banced into metaphysical worb or art? The ricidity and hetlyine!allor aLone INiralyzK lhe crraLor of mod..,n1lI)iI'C'(I!'I:
be now Ir_pe at all metall, bul prerel'llbly thOlM!which C'OnlJlinwilhin lhemselvell already new poIISihililies or e.IJ\037.
sion throu&h their own luminmlity and reftect.ions. 'Vellow and silver sheet-metal. gr..y and gl1!en COPIM!r,lhe whole

epedrum of colol'S or all 80rtB or wood, lut buL notleaal. lhe mirron lhe\037lvell hint towards unknown interchanging
eftecb. ThU8 Archi\"enko worka with reftectione,

'\"There the objpcl'e effect lara outaide it.lelf in a certain fM'11H.The inftuence on il.. surroundings Ix'(:omcs more

importAnt lhan ita ell'Klivl' heinl(. No morl' a thinK in ilJleU, but an active part of life_ The work of art. now alm()St
an individual of &OCialimportanC'P.. ndiatee beyond iLwIf onto ita 8urmundinp. Archipenko has the hahit never to

alay lon, al a certain t.!ochnique, but many timee he will rHOrt to it scain. Thus - afll'r a Inne inlt'rrulJtion nr his
method of divel\"lf'materi.\" - he Cl't\"8tedin 1920 a 'Woman' which was shown in the fint ..hibition or lhe 'Sf'Ction
d'Or' (Plale 193). Hi,h above the 8pectaton. this ligu\", of radiant metal r('l\037att'dB thousand limp:i, in iLs curvC'd
and anlled areas. each movement. of lhe crowd. Like a huse diamond, this central work reftected a rainbow.like! .-dNinr
shimmer.

hAt. the _me time Archipenko'8 e1E...rimen18 rf'ypal a rH'Wsel13e of _th('tia: iLs sourt.\"C\"8are not hf'auty and

purity but the modem emotions ur IIlrenl(th and movement. Archipenko is the lint 10 hec.\"01nC'conm'iouR of thc>se
emotions, And without heeibltion he UIIeIIthl'm in his work.... couralP.Ously. withuut 3!lkinc what t.he gentlrmt'n or
tradition may poeaibly aay to I.hal . . . Archipenko is drawn mono Bnd more inli'nsiyely t.o e.pres....ion of the A('lual
Being, He has never imitated nature's realillhll. That ill why the ..lernality or thp original ill nevt'r imlM)rtanl lo him.

\"A deep philosophy 8\037ab rrom theee Jo\"\"\".F,ach thin, iH81so IJrt'S('nl in l.'Uunl..ef)uut, .:.i\"l('n(\"(' is non-('x.
utence. MatLer is expl\"e8!ledby space. The concave i. n\302\253\"t'II....rilyfloml'wh(\037rc('unvcx. ArchilJe.'nko's invc:>nliunto heighten
the efl'ec1.01 a thing by ita .blenee may make unron!lleen things (J08IIible.

u)

No. 67)

GUEGNEN, PIERRE. A/IT OF TODA Y, PARIS, 1953. (SEPCIAL NUMDIo:R ON CUmSM IN CONNECTION
WITH CUBIST EXHIBITION IN MUSEUMOF MODERN ART, PARIS AND WNDON.

\"In 1909 Cubism in paint in, WilliaJready two yeanil uld. Alung with Brancusi, thtor.. arrived a young Uk.
rainian \037Iptor, Archipenko. An:hipenko reveals himself all a l)I'e.ahstract maRte'r hy hi\037way uf making valuahle' loo
mathematial of proportions, of myLhm8Lizing rna88e8 and campoeins the ensemhle. . . . In 1913. sirnuUanrously, are
born the finl. true Cubist sculplures: '80.el'll' (PltJ'e. 137, 138) and 'Medrano' (Pial,\" 6.'1). . . . 'Medrano' i!'lSE'duction
itaelf. The decoralon and publiahen were irwlJired by thisgradou8 pel'8Onaee in metal. . . . .So....rs. is thrce-dim.n.
.ions\" It lOB even further than 'Medrano.' It ill 80 much an object. in ilBelf that il absorhs thE' human Aubjf'Ct,prf'Sent,
in\302\253only lhe anla,oniem of geometric lonns, non.repreaentalive. 'Boxen' is at the same time the first Cuhi.d $culp.
lure and 'he fir.' ob.'rod .,Glu.... Th.w fiprea are in Flon'nce and an' known t.o U!&only through th.. ma\037azine
of Apollinaire: 'Soirees de Paria: 1914. . . . Another m.;or r.el is that in 1914 Ar('hil)('nku inaugurated the>Sl\"ulp-
ture called 'Spatial: The heed, delimiLed to a void, is a mBgnili(...nt arrBn,;eml'nt I\"rPalf'das an oval opt'ning, 'Sealoo
Woman' (Plale 144) and 'SLaluLetle, 1913' (PlDJe 148) arc complelely pierCC!dsculplure with a dissymmelry full of
charm.\

No. 68)

BERGSON, HENRI. CREATIVE EVOLUTION,NEW YORK. HENRY HOLT & CO., 1913.

p. 13: \"A perfect delinition applies only tu a completed reality; now, vital prulJerties are nevE'r entirely realized.
thoueh alwaya on the ,!,\037yto become 110;lhey are not 9U much slJtles BStendencies. And a tendency achieyC!8all thltl
it aima at only if it is not thwarted by another tendency.\

No. 69)

BERGSON, HENRI. CREATIVE EVOLUTION.NEW YORK, HENRY HOLT & CO.. 1913.
p. 176: \"What can this mean hut that they Bre two symbolisms, equally acceptahle in certain respects, and, in

other respects, equ.lly inadquate Lo their object? The'! concrete cxplanalion. no longer sde-ntific. but metaphysical,
must be BOught alonl quite anolher path, not in lhe dircction or intelligence. but in that uf sympathy.\

No, 70)

HILDEBRANDT, PROF. HANS. ARCHIPENKO MONOGRAPH. BERLIN, UKRAINSKE SLOVO, 1923,
uAle..nder Archipenko was born al Kiev in 1887, one or the rew great toWnll in the vast Com and steppe

pl8iDa of Ukraina. Hi8 faLher, who h.. \037post u mechanician .t the Kiev Uniyenity, is always full of new plans and)

89)

/)))
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ide88, whic:h have orten been c:rowned with success in the way of new inventions. Art beine foreign to hia nature, he
was at fint avene 1.0his son's inclination 1.0follow the precarious career of an artist. The latter, nevertheleu, owed
muc:h to his father in so far 88 his ..SIte for experimenting as well as his keen sense for the euenliaUy mathematic:.1

proportions of thinp went. Archipenko's power oCimagination during his childhood was 80 keen that he often tried to
invent Conns of fantastically useless contrivances whose power and technical qualities were immeaaurably eXBJ,er-
aled in his younC dreams. His aspirations. stimulated by his innate taJents, however, soon turned towards art and hie

eravin, was influenced hy the ..18 oChis erandCather, himself a painter-his mental nourishment during a lwo-year
illness - not I.asl, however, by his altention being drawn to the Cactthat Leonardo's crealive .enius not only covered

art, hut science sa well a8 en\302\253inHringand that he had considered mathematics as the Coundation of all arts, whic:h i.,
moreover, common knowledge. At sixteen he was already so sure of the career he was destined to follow that he be,lUI
earning the necessary Cunds which would enahle him t.o sludy at lhe Academy of Art. . . .

hIt is certainly astoundin\302\253,t'sJJt!cially in view oClhe general development of sculplure around 1910 and durin,
the revolutionary [)eriod of art. that Archipenko should embrace an artislic career which took lhe apparent forms
of nature so litlle into consideration, yet clearly understanding lhe essential points in his Sf!U-c:hosenmotives, A proof
of this is 'The Woman's Torso' wilh the uplifted arms which demonstrates Gothic inftuence (PlAte 84). The latter
works of this year 1911 \037Iong10 the series comprisinK \"The Sit.li'\037gWoman' (Pl4lf' 123),'The Restine Women' (Pwte
79), 'The Woman and Child' (Platr. 82) and are works which ;>rove a perfedly happy emancipat.ion. , , .

\"The double prohlt'm concerning the IIculpluring or a figure and the formation of space almost touchins Lhe

boundary of abslraclion has leCt the artist no peace up till the present day. He has accentualed hit; conception of this

problem each lime more fully and rrom a dill't\"rent l}Oint of view in a number of smaller plastic: c:reations whic:h he
modelled last year. Change in lhe axill line and position 1)lay important parts in these. Some are nearly all conceived
for execution in terra coUa which has the douhle advantage oC being flexible when in work, yet hardening into a

perrecUy ringing mass arter trealment (firing). thus tempting lhe artist La indulge in derine curves, small di8c:s with

sharp edges, thin-plated hollow forms and \037Corth, He later modified the material he used in order lo vary his work
and was ahle. by means of some technical IUOcess or his own, to lend such male rial, wood or bronze or whatever it

was, a l)8rticular charm, lhWl RccentualinK lhfoir true individual value. It has never been Archipenko's intention to

reproduce the Caithrul imale of man hut oniy a plastic likeness, organic in itself, which valUel)' awakens in our
mind lhe concel)tiun of man. mOlltly a woman. which rad ac:cnunts Corhis often using substances and means in emi.
nent. conlrast. wilh th\037 or nalure. Hp. ('ytan converls nulu ral rorms of positive nature into the negalive, in order lo
obtain lht' General ell'ect aimed aI, thus a Cace'rramed wilh hair in inlerlueted by a simple hollow, the bust. diUo.
he even goes to lhe extent of rcprl'S('nhne thf' body as a hollow instead of compac:t wit.h the natural outward curve.
There are HOmevery charmin\302\243sam pips, illustrative oC thi\037idea. amonPt lhe terra coUa statuettes. They are the
artist's first atl.emJ)ls in lhill din-cion. The hollows and cavities. characterized hy Iheir sharp outline, are strictly cor.
relative to one another as well liS to the 'J)ositive' plastic rorm from the lo\037icalpoinl or view or art, to be compared
lo the notes and il1tervalA of music which go to create the animatf'<1 unity of the whole. It is a strange fact thai such

neKativism does not diminish the Coree or expression but often mysteriously lends to inc:rease same, 88 Cor instance the
figure whose gaze seems tn captivate one although it is only hinlt'd at and is harelly exislent, It is 10 lhe mystery or

light that Archil}{'nko owes these truly wonderful effects....
\"Archil}enku's sketcht's. which do not rel)resent studies of nature but are the reproduc:lion of his ideas with

regard 10 plastic and thereby btotrRYlhe scull)tor, as well as the rew I)aintings which we owe to his early career,
are highly valuable in giving us an insight into the artist's keen power oCconception. These sketches. in which the
artist .xln8$Ses lhl! whole iml)etuf! of his arl, are just as charming as they are inslructive. Sometimes they are all

rhylhm. sometim8 just 8 few lines hint at the chi(!f motive of movement. revealing the conslruc:live framework, end
lhen again we find a sludy or figures and groUI)S almost identical with nature's crealions. . . .

\"Archil\037nko'sliCe has consisted enlirely oC work UI) till the present. He belonp to those artists who. charac.

teristically enough Cor the l)ft'senl agc, are all nerves, neVer resl, and whose weallh of ideas forbids any fixed sys.
tern, The hlood of the mechanic. of Ihe t'nginHr and t'XJ\037rimt\"nlerRows in his veins. inheriled rrom his rather. He
dl!rivl'S new methods and ideas from (Overy I)rohlcm even though il has already hHn successrully solved and a con.
linuous series of n.w cm.s consLanlly occur lo him which develop in his brain, rich in imalination yet essenlially
mathematical, This accounts for the variely disl)layed in his work. which in spile oCall, betrays nothing of the rest.
less spirit, not. being lhe outcome oC t.he uncertain groping or a del>endenl characler, subjected to many c:ontradiclory
iml)ressions, hut is lhe result of the manirold capacities or this arlisL which, \302\243uidedby an unerring inslinct of Blrenst.h.
can only emanate one by one and not logether; thus each ma.'itl\"rJ)ipceis in perfect harmony. which is his almost
fanalic:al aim. ArchiJ>enko has a hiShly develoJH!d sense ror the beauly oC geometrical forms and their conslructive
proportion. hut he is not less al)l)rt'Ciative or the magic power of the strong, tt-nder and tenderest vibrations of the
body, He is attracted by the play of light on material of one colour, as also on materials of stron\302\243and contrast-
ins, harmoniously refined and softly tOMd colours and hues. To realise all this in one I)iece of sculpture is out of
the question. so he fulfill. first one and Lhen another according to his dominant impulse, finding rest in changing
from the severely mathematical into the Cree natural formation, Crom the figure of one colour. moulded by the light,
so to sl\037ak.to that Klowin.: wilh colours. and vice versa, in each single creat.ion. however, remaining bue 10 him.
self and guaranteeinK unity by his personalily even when u\037ereoingconstant chanse. . . .

hThere is much to be said in Archipenko's (avour and it clearly illustrates his early inslinc:live ril>eness lhat

althoush still very much in lhe dark about his own qualifications and ever searchin.: for light. he never Cor one
hour succumbed lo Rodin.s charm, but on the c:onlrary Celt, rrom lhe first. a cerlain antipathy Cor the artist which)))
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wae doubtl..ly due to the contr88t in thrir ideaB. To whom W88 t.he pupil 80 desirous of knowledle to turn, ir
the mOlll unacadrmic and mcMltimporlant sculpt.or in Paris WIIBunable to oRer him any acoJ)e for hie ideal? Archi-
penko Wb IIhlr (0 solve that difticully himIWIr.for when afLt>rtwo weeks' 1ft090n8al the- Acadrmy. he finally lave them
Up. hIPdid not. en\037rlhe IItudio of a masttar sculptor but w..nt to the Gallerit'S and there aUrmpted to unravrl the

mysterilN of th.. antiquH in art and so diRCOVf'rtheir le-chnical gecn>bI of expression.
Hf' aKain chanlled his linf' or pUrRuil havinl a vat:ue idea what the object of his art would be. He did not

yield 1.0thf' Gr....karl or th. daYIi or Phidias and Praxilelc>!l hut was attracted by lhe monumenlal sculpture of the
Elyptiana, by lhe Hf!lIenic Archaic culturp with i18 MV('r.. lines and by t.h.. highly expressive Gothic art which,
however. W88 only or a tranllip.nt naturf'. But hl' aillo zealously sludied exotic mallterpieces or carving. l'8pecially
thO&emyslerinuB works of lICulr)lurp which arp 80 simple and yet 110fantalltically magnificent which we owe t.o ancirnt
American culturf'. The varirly and mullitudto or stimulations which UN' younl Ukrainian artisl wa!'! thirslins for at
the time Ref\"m8urprilling; on dOllf'r ('xamination howpver. il is quilr apparent lhat his studies comprisr. rxdusively,
forma which. 1Mfar all natural rorms arp con\037rnt>d.do not in lhe Ipast come up to his own r)enunal conceplion or
forma which are hill inlellPctual l)rOllerty; which rad is significanl enoulh. ArchiPf'nko's first creat.ive period from
about 1909 t.iIl 1911.reveal. how hI' camp tn te-rmll with thrst> innU4>nCf\"9.aUnwinl himself to accl'pt the-m in order lo
gain Btren,th and technical C'apaC'ilyin gradually RubjulatinJl: th..m. thUIl coming out or himseU and definitely con.
verlinl his own idelUl \",ith rf'lard to plaslic into lancihl.. RhalH'. The tenrlency is distinct but also the drvelopment
of will and powrr is ohvious. to Iparn and assimilate np\", idea II. Indeed BCulptul'f' \"'as to him from the very fint
what it is to all trur artists who ft't'l in '1)laRti,\"!l0 In I18Y-O r)Ortion of SIHICPwhich has laken on form and lifr. Also
the rorms. which Archipenko mnuhtPd lat..r ond which IIhow such comr)lerity of slrudure. can only offer one answer
to the fundamental QUf'slionRregarding Itw <,,,'alion or rorm. All arlists must firsl Irarn to \037rasplhe elementary pre-
liminar\037s.This accounLtl for hi\037fit\"fllworkB rlurin\" hi!'!slay in Paris heing hewn oul of the rectangular block and
characteriRed hy their IItrail(hLforwarri pror)ortion a5 10 IN'iJ{hl. breadth and depth. Thry an! conceived in stone and
he orten used Brtifi['iBI Rtone for Iheir Plu'cution. thf'ir ht'avy hlock rorm ne\037itatinl very maBBive. tightly com.
preMfl'd material.\

No. 71)

HOPE. HENRY R. THE SCULPTURE OF JACQUES LJPCHITZ. P(IBLISHED BY THE MUSEUM OF MOD-
ERN ART. NEW YORK. IN COLLABORATION WIITH THE WALKER ART CENTER. MINNEAPOLIS.
THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART, BOOK PRINTED IN APRIL 1954. FOR THE TRUSTEES OF
THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART.

Paee 9: \"Il il generally aBllumed that hia fint radiC'al work wa.\037stimulated by lhe revolulionary trends in
current sculpture. f'8pedally lhose or Archirwnku and Hoccioni,\

3. EXHIBITIONS)

Largr individual and retrospective nhibition!l of An'hirwnko's works havr been shown as (ollows:)

CITY STATio: OR COUNTRY INSTITtJTION

Haeen Germany Museum

Berlin Germany Drr Sturm Gallrry

Geneva Swit.zrrland Kundir Gallery

Zurich Switzerland Museum or Art

London England Zborovski Gallery

VeniCil llaly (Biennale )

Geneva Switzrrland (1nternat.ional )

New York New York Societe Anonyme

Berlin Germany Der Sturm Gallery

Wleebaden Germany Museum

Hannover Grnnany Museum

Dre&den Germany Richter Gallery

Munich Germany Hans Goltz Gallery

Leipzil' Grrmany Museum)

YEAR)

1913

1913

1919

1919

1919

1920

1921

1921

1921

1921

1921

1921

1921

1922)))
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CITY STATE OR COUNTRY INSTITUTION YEAR

Berlin Germany Kronprinzen Palac. 1922

Frarikrurl. am Main Germany Shamus Gallery 1923

Mannheim Germany Museum 1923

Pra\302\243ue Czechoslovakia Museum 1923

New York New York Kingore Gallery 1924

Chiaro Illinois Arts Club 1925

Kansas City Miasouri Museum 1925

Philadelphia Pennsylvania (Sesquicenlennial) 1926

New Yol'k New York Reinhardt Gallery 1926

D4!nver Colorado Museum 1927

Los Anceles Calirornia Museum 1927

Sealtle Washincton Museum 1927

Tokyo Japan Societe des Artisles Nikwa 1927

New York New York Andenon Gallery 1928

New York New Y01'k 56th Streel Gallery 1929

Chicalo Illinois Arts Club 1929

Kalamazoo Michigan Museum 1929

Detroit Michigan Museum 1929

Hollywood Calirornia Braxton Gallery 1929

Louisville Kentucky Museum 1929

Kansas City Missouri Museum 1930

Denver Colorado Museum 1930

Chicago Illinois Arb Club 1930

Hollywood California Braxton Gallery 1931

Santa Barbara Camornia Renaissance Gallery 1931

Honolulu Hawaii Museum 1931

San Francisco California Museum 1931

New York New York John Levy Gallery 1932

Chicago Illinois Century or Progress 1933

Oakland Calirornia Museum 1933

Chicago Illinois Findley Gallery 1933

Los Angeles Calirornia Museum 1933

Seattle Washinglon Museum 1934

Portland Orejfon Museum 1934

Los Angeles Calirornia Museum 1934

Sacramento Calirornia Museum 1934

Los Angeles Calirornia University oCCalirornia in Los Anleles 1935

Seatlle Washington Museum 1936

San Francisco California Coul'Voisier Gallery 1936)))
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CITY STATE OR COUNTRY INSTITUTION YEAR

Los Angeles California SLendahl Gallery 1937

Minneapolis Minnesota Univenit.y of Minnesota 1937

Chicago Illinois Kantherine Kuh Gallery 1937

KaJ1888City Misaouri Museum 1938

Chicago Illinois Katherine Kuh Gallery 1938

Indianapolis Indiana Museum 1938

Iowa City Iowa Univenily of Iowa 1939

Chicalo Illinois Katherine Kuh Gallery 1939

New York New York Pa!JS8doit Gallery 1939

Omaha Nebruka Univenity of Omaha 1939

Springfield M8B88chuseLb Museum 1940

Philadelphia Pennsylvania Art Alliana! Gallery 1940

PrinCIPLon New Jersey Univenity Club 1942

Chicago Illinois Katherine Kuh Gallery 1942

New York New York NierendorC Gallery 1944

La Plata Argentina Museo Provincial des Bellu Art\" 1944

New York New York Asaoci..ted American Artists 1948

Syracuse New York Museum of Fine Arts 1949

Lincoln Nebraaka Univenity oCNebruka 1949

San Antonio Teau Witte Memorial Museum 1949

Omaha Nebraska Univenity of Omaha 1949

Stln Diego California Museum of Fine Arts 1949

Seattle Wash inrton Museum of Fine Arts 1949

San Francisco Califomia Vigeveno Gallery 1949

Sanls Barbara CaliCornia Museum of Fine Arts 1949

Cortland New Vork Cortland Library 1949

Macomb Illinois Slate College 1949

Norman Oklahoma University of Oklahoma 1950

Norfolk Virrinia MUgeum of Art 1950

Eaat Lan8in\037 Michigan Michigan State College 1950

Tulsa Okl.homa Philbrook Art Center 1960

Springfield Musachusetts Art Museum 1950

Wichita Kansas Univel'9ity oCWichita 1950

Laurel MissiB8ippi MWleum 1960

Brunswick Maine Museum of Art at Bowdoin College 1950

Memphis Tennessee Museum 1950

San Antonio Texas Museum 1950

Hou8ton Texas Museum 1960

Kansas City Missouri Univenity of Kansas City 1950

Omaha Nebruka University of Omaha 1950)))
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CITY STATE OR COUNTRY INSTITUTION YEAR

Saint Paul Minnesola Univenity of Minnesota 1951

Kenosha Wisconsin Museum 1951

Milwaukee Wisconsin Art Institute 1951

Chicago Illinois Findley Gallery 1951

Eugene Oreson Univenity of Orqon 1951

S.aUle Washingoon Univenity or Wuhingt.on 1952

Detroit Michilan Cranbrook Museum 1952

Dallas TeKas Museum 1952

Newark Delaware Univenity of Delaware 1952

Monterey California New Group Gallery 1952

San Francisco Calirornia CiLy of Paris Gallery 1952

5.0 Paulo Brazil Museum of Modern Art 1952

AmheraL M8M8chWietts Amherst College 1952

Guatemala City Guatemala GuatemaUeco Americana 1952

New York New York Auociated American Artists 1954

Dannstadt Germany Hessisches Landesmuseum 1955

Mannheim Germany Staedtische Kunsthalle 1955

Recldinchauaen Germany KunsLhalle 1955

Duesseldod Germany Muaewn 1956

Freiburl Germany Kunatverein 1956

Berlin Germany CharloLtenbul'f CastJe 1956

Indiana Penl19ylvania Stale Teachen Collele 1956

New York New York Perla Gallery 1957)))
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A), TEACHING)

4. TEACHING AND LECTURES)

In teachinc I make my aludenLs rPtllize the neceuity
of applying the psychoiocicai procesa for the discovery
of creeliye readiona within lhemselves before lhey make
the form which should conlain creative power, This is
R fundamental knowled,e that yitalizes the work or art.
Hundreds of my former atudents have used this prin-
ciple and produced significant works. Some have become
famous and won prizes in nalional e.hibilions. includ.

ing the Metropolitan Museum oC Art. Pennsylvania
Academy of Art. and 80 Corth. The Museum of Modern
Arl in New York has also e.hibited the work of my
Cormer students. Many of them became leacher.i in im-

portant educational inatitulions in America,)

Archipenko Art School, New York.. from 192J
Mills College. Oakland. California '., ,...,,1932-33
Chuinard School. Loe Angelee .1933

Archipenko Art School, Loe Anreles 1935-36
Uniyenity oC Washington. Seattle, .. ..,,1937
Bauhaus. Chicago ..,........ ,....1939
Archipenko Art School. Chicago .., .. 1938-39
Dalton School. New York .,.,.....,..',...,.., . 1944
Institute of Deei,n, Chicalo ,..,..,......,.....,..,.,.,........ ,...,....,1946
Uniyeraity of KanB88 City.............,.....,.,....,.,.....,..........,...,...1950.51
Carmel Institute of Art. Carmel. California.. .1951
University of Oregon. Eugene. Oregon ...,1951
Universily of Washington. Seattle ......,..,....,........,........,....1951
University or Delaware, Newark, Delaware......,,.. .,..,1952
University oCBritish Columbia. Vancouver. Canada. 1956)

B). LECTURES ON ART AND CREATIVENESS

Oakland, California, Mills Collele ..,1932
Newark, New Jentey, School oC Art ....,..,..,......,...,....,1932
Lee Ancel\", CaliCornia. Chuinard School of Art, ,. 1932
Seattle, Washincton. Univenily of Wuhincton .......1935
Seattle, Washinlton, Univenity of Waahinston\",,1936
Portland. Oregon. Muaeum oC Art .....' ,......,1936
Milwaukee, Wiaconain, Art MulN!um.,........,.................,..,.....1936
San Francisco, California, Museum of Art ..,.. .. 1930
Weet Lafayette, Indiana, Purdue Univenity ....,......1937
Chicslo, Illinois, Renai8S8n\302\253:eSociely .. . 1937
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Univenity of Minnesota.....l937
KanS811City, Miasouri, Museum of Art ......,.......'........,.1937
Chicago, Illinois, Bauhaua ........................,.,.......,.,..........................1939
Princeton, New Jersey, Univeraity Club ............,.....,........1942
New York, New York. Neirendorf Gallery ............,.1944
Baltimore. Maryland, Museum oCArt .................,.....\"..,....1950
San Antonio. Tuas, Muaeum oC Art .....'........,..........,....,...1950
Dallas, Teau. Museum ....,..........................................,...........................1950)

Univenity oC Kansas Cily, MillSCuri ................,.,......,......,..,.1950
Topeka, KanB88, Washburn Uniyeraily .,....,.....,....,......,........1950
Memphis, Tenneaee, Academy of Art ..............................,.1950
Delaware, Ohio. Wesleyan University..........,........., 1950
Columbus. Ohio, Museum ....................................,.,,.....................,...,1960
Omaha, Nebruka, Board of Education ...,.,...., 1950
Lawrence, Kansas. Univenily of Kansaa 1950
Peoria. Illinois. Bradley Univer.iity .. 1950
New Orleans. Louisiana, MUIM!um'... 1951
1..09Angeles. California, Museum ....,......1951
Omaha, Nebraska, Univenity oC Nebraska ........,............1951
EUlene. Oregon, Univeraity oC Olelon ............, ' 1951
Los An\302\253eles,California. University of

Southern California .,.. ........,... 1951
Carmel, California. Institute oC Art ' 1951
Carmel, CaliCornia, AduU School or Carmel 1951
Berkeley. California, University oCCalifornia. .. 1951
Raleirh, North Carolina. Sta\037Collere ........,............,,.....,1951
Amherst College, Amherat, Massachusetts ......,......,. 1952

Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. Carnegie Institute
of Technology .. ..,.....,.,.....,....,.,.,..................,,........... .1952

Haverlord. PenRllylvania. Bryn Mawr Art Center. 1952
New York, New York, Ukrainian Conyention .. ....,,1952
Newark, Delaware, Delaware Uniyeraity ....,........ ....1952
O.Cord, Ohio. Miami Universily ...., ,...........,.............,.,.1953
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Art Museum ....... 1953
New York. Associated American Artists Gallery.. 1954
University of Cincinnali. Ohio .1954
Buffalo, New York, Albright Art Gallery.. ....,........,......1954
Delroit, Michiran, Museum ..,..,.. ......1954
Indiana, Pennsylvania. State Teachen ColleCt! .....,...1954
Indiana. Pennsylvania. Stale Teachen CoUece .......1966
Seattle. Wa9hington. Univer.iity of WashincLon.. .,....l95G
San Joae. California, San Jose Slate College..,..., ..1956
Denyer, Colorado, Univenily of DenYer ..,...,,'...... ......1956
Boulder. Colorado. University of Colorado .,.......,...\".....,..1956
Vancouver, B. C., Uniyeraity oCBritish Columbia......1956)

C). MEMBER OF JURY)

BoeLon Museum of Fine Arts
Metropolitan MWM!um.New York
Uniyenity of Iowa
Pennsylvania Academy oCArt

Carnegie Institute of Technology
Associated Artisb E.hibition, Pittsburch
Westchceter Arts and Crafts Guild, New Rochelle,

New York
PenMylyania Stale Te.chen College
Corcoran Gallery, Waahinston, D. C.
University of British Columbia
Providence Art Club, Providence, Rhode Island)))
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5. OWNERS OF WORKS)

List. of ownen of Archipenko works reproduced in this

book. to whom grateful 8cknowledlement is hereby ex-

tended by t.he author and th\037publisher:)

A). MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES)

Amhenlt CoIlel\037.Amherst. MasaachWMIUs
Andover Gallery. Andoy\037r.Meuachusetts
Art Institute. Chialo
Arts Club. Chicaso
Belvedere. Vienna
BoymaM Museum. Rotterdam
Brandeis Univenit.y Museum. Waltham. Muaachusftb

Brooklyn Muaeum. Brooklyn
Cleveland Museum of Art. Clev\037land
Cranbrook Academy Museum. Deb-oil
Detroit Museum of Art. Detroit.
Duesseldorf Museum of Art. G\037rmany
Essen Muaeum of Art. Gennany
Hamburg Museum of Art. Gennan)'
Hannover Museum of Art. Germany
Heesisches Lendesmuseum. Darmstadt. Gennany
Historic Museum. Kiev. Ukraine (formerly)
Joelyn Art Museum. Omaha. Nebraska

Kronprinzenp....t. Berlin (fonner)y)
Leipzi, Muaeum of Art. Gennany
Mannhein Kunsthalle. Mannheim. Gennany
Miami Muaewn of Art, Miami. Florida
Moscow Museum of We.tern Art (fonnerl)')
Museum of Modem Art. New York
Northwestern Univenity. Evanston. Illinois
Omaha Univenlit.y. Omaha. Nebraska

Orelon Univenity. EUlene. Orelon
Osaka Museum of Art. Osaka. Japan
Pasadena Museum of Art. Pasadena. California

Philadelphia Museum of Art. PhilQd\037lphia
Phillips Memorial Gallery. Washinst.on, D. C.
Phoenix Art Museum. Phoenix. Arizona
San Antonio Museum. San Antonio. Tex....
San Franci8CO Civic Cent.er, San Francisco
Solomon GUIIE'nheim Museum, New York
Stadt.isc:hes Karl-Ernst-08thaus Museum. formerly

Folkswan\302\253Museum. Hasen. Germany
Staedel Museum, Frankfurt, Germany
State Teachers Collele, Indiana, Pennsylvania
Stockholm Museum of Modem Art

Stultcart Museum or Art, StutLcart. Gennany
Tel Aviv Museum or Art, Israel
Ukrainian Musuem, Lvov
Ukrainian Museum. Stamford. Connecticut

Univer.&ity of Delaware, Newark. Delaware

Univ.nily of Michisan, Ann Arbor. Michigan
Whit.ney Muaeum of American Art, New York

Wilminrton Art Society, Wilmin(ton, Delaware
Yale Univenity Art Gallery. N\037wHaven. Connecticut)

B). PRIVATE COLLECfIONS
Mr. and Mn. Jerome B. Ackerman, New York
M 111.Ma. Adler, Chicalo, lIIinoie
Mn. Alfred S. Alachuler, Sr.. Highland Park, lIIinou
Mr. and Mn. Rudolph Amend\", Malibu. Caliromia
Mr. Ernst AlUlpach. New York
Dr. and MI1I.Harry Bakwin, New York
Mrs. Mina Barzin. New York
Mrs. Robert Beyen, Chit.\037nden,Venaont
Mr. Fritz Bi\037nerl.Drnden, Gennany
Mn. Lucy Blumenthal. New York
Mrs. N. E. Brill. New York
Mr.\"and Mn. Barnell Byman. New York
Mr. and Mrs. Harry I. Caesar, Salem Center, New York
Dr, and Mrs. Edward eafritz. Washinston, D. C.
Marchesa Casati, Venice. Italy
Mr. Harac Caylon. New York
MI1I.Drew Chidester. San Francisco. California
Mn. William Clow. Jr.. Leke Forest, Illinois
Mrs. Robert W. Connen, Morristown, New Jeney
MI'II.Theodore A. Cooke, Honolulu. Hawaii
Mr. Alfred de Liasre, Jr., New York
Mr. and Mn. Otho De Vilbies. New York
Mr. Eric Estorick. London
Mr. Luis A. Eslremera. New York
Mn, Wyn Ril.chie Evans, Beverly Hills. California
Mr, and Mn. Abel E. Fasen. lAke Foral. Illinois
Mr. G. Peter Fleck. New York
Mrs. M. Friedman. Highland Park,lIIinois
Mn. Nancy Galantiere. New York
Dr. and Mn. Abraham Ganz, New York
Dr. IrvinG A. GlalL'!,New York
Mr. Andrew Goeritz, London
Mr. Walter M. Goldman. Mount Vernon, New York
Mr, and MI1I. Ren\037Goischmann. New York
Mr. and Mn. Walt.er D. Gray, Olympia Fields. Illinois
Mrs. Peggy Guglenheim. Venice. Italy
Mr. Wilhelm Hack. Cololne
Mr. H. C. Hammer. Itasca. Illinois
Dr. Josef Haubrich. Koln.MunJt'rsdod
Mrs. Eleanor A. Hempstead. New York
Dr. and Mni. S. H.men. Yonker'S. New York
Mr, and Mrs.Paul H\037ymann,Ojai, California
Prof. Hans Hildebrandt, Stuttgart. Germany
MI1I.William Harold Hoover. Kansas City. Missouri
Mr. Walter F. Isaacs. SeatUe, Wuhinston
Dr. and Mn. Adam Jakymiw, New York
Professor Bertram Jessup, Eugene, Orelton
Mr. A. A. Juviler. N\037wYork
Mn. HUIO K8.!tDr, New York
Dr. and Mn. Benjamin Katz, Philadelphia
Mr. and Mni. Theodore E. Kin\" Woodstock, New York
Mr. Orval Kipp, Indiana, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mn. Bohdan Kmieykewycz, New York
Dr. Bertha C. Koch. Omaha, Nebraska
Miss Katherine Kuh. Chicalo, Illinois
Mr. and Mn. Jamn G. Lemhrakia. New York)))



Dr. Lanl_ Ulrich. K\037'eld,Koln, Gennany
Mrs. Albert. D. Lasker, New York
Mrs. S. ubalt, Chiceso, Illinois
Mias'lrene Lesendre, Quebec, Canada
Dr, Lehmacher, Cologne, Gennany
Miss Sally Lewis, Portland, Oregon
Mr. and MI\"9,C. J. Liebman. New York
Mr. Raymond Lot:>wy.New York
M N. AleK8nder C. H. Loud. San Francisco
Mr. Alberto Magnielli. Paris
Mn. Alma Mahler, Hollywood, California
Mr, Stanley Marcus, Dallu. Te...
Mr. and Mn, Louie E. Marron, New York
Mr. and Mn. Fred Dana Manh. Woodlllock. New York
Mr. Georle McVicker, Chicago, lIIinou.
Mr. Chllrl_ Meyer, New York
Mr. and Mn. Millon Meyer. New York
Mn, Sibyl Moholy-Na,y, New York
Mn, Maria Moller.Garny, Colosne. Gennany
Mr. and Mrs. F. Molt, Seattle. Washinslon
Mr. and MrI, Harry L. Nair. W. Harl\302\243ord.Connecticut
Mn. B. Nathan, New York
Mn. Claude Nathan. Hilhland Park, IIIinoia
Mr, Milt.on Nebenzahl, Great Neck, Lon,lsland.

New York
Mn, Olla Newburg. New York
Prof, Emil Neufert, Darmatadt, Gennany
Mr. and Mm.Hans Neuman, CaraCBII,Venezuela
Mr, and MI\"8.Jack NWLlbaum, 1..0&Anleles, California
Mn. Warner Oland. Hollywood, California
Mrs. Belle Polili. New York
Mrs. Selma Leone Powers, New York
Mr, and MrI. Ale.ander E, Racolin, New York
Mr. Carl J. Flee8, Newark, Delaware
Mr. Emil \037Y)'nk,Middle Village, New York
Mr. Jack C. Rich, Great Neck, Lonlllliand. New York
Mr.!. Unula M. RiUau-Weimenheimer, New York
Mr. Edward G, Robinson, New York
Dr. and Mn, A, Roland, Staten Island, New York
Mr. and Mm.Alfred Romney, New York
MI\"9,Tony von Hom Roothbert. New York
Mr, Billy Rose, New York
Mr. Saul Roaen, Palenon. New Jersey)
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Mr. and Mn. Randolph S, Rothechild, Baltimore,
Maryland

Mr, Pel.er A. Rubel, Connecticut.
Mr. and Mn. Joseph Rubin, New York
MI\"9,Cornelia Runyan, Malibu, California
Mr, and Mn. Daniel Saidenberg: New York
Mr, G, Sellner. Darmstadl, Gennany
Mn. Flora Schofield. Chicago. lIIinoie
Mr, Fritz Schuller. New York
Dr, and Mn. Irvin Selikoft'. Ridsewood. New Jersey
Mr. G. Sellner, Dannatadt, Germany
Mr. William Semct'Sen, Oslo, Norway
Mr, Stephen Shumeyko, Jersey City, New Jersey
Mr, Roman Slobodian. Jeney CiLy, New Jersey
Mr. Joseph Solomon. New York
Mn, C. Spalding. Lake Forest. Illinois
Mr. and MI\"9,H, Spurgeon. New York
Prof, Roman Smal-Stoaki, Milwauk\037,Wisconsin
Mn, Charles I. Stololf, New York
Mn. Edna L. Stone, Cannel, California
Mn. Irving Slone. Encino. California
Mr, Karl SLrober, Darmaudt, Gennany
Mr. and Mn. Ausulltin Sumyk. New York
Mr. EUlene Sumyk, Neptune City, New Jersey
Mn. \037rge B. Tawney. Chicalo,lIIinoia
Mr. and Mr.!. Paul Theobald, Chicago, Illinois
Mr, and Mrs. H. P. Ullman, Santa Monica, California
Mn. Ale.ander B, yan Leer, La Jolla, California
Mr. and Mn. Morria Wade. New Rochelle, New York
Mrs, Nell Walden. Schinznach Bad, Switzerland
Mr. Carl Weeks, Dee Moines, Iowa
Mr, Gustaf Weidel. Stockholm, Sweden
Mr. and Mn, Walter L, Weil, Bedford Villale.

New York
Mr. Robert. S. Weis, Sunbury, Pennsylvania
Mn. R. Wei8man. New York
Mr, Edward Weiss, ChicalO, Illinois
Mr, and Mn. Robert Wheelwrilht. Wilminston,

Delaware
Dr. Erich Wiese, Darmatadt. Germany
MI\"8.J. Wilton, Seattle. Washineton
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..., w ...... ....... .

BOnHnH KOHeR Ha TaTapCbKHH WTanT-KOHl MaH>Ke l.\\lnHl-i plK, HaBITb

B-3iMKY 10), nHUIanHCH B noni, TaK I.QO rapHHx nopo.o; 3'5IBHTHCID He Morno.

nocTiHHi no60pH sin6HBanH B HaceneHHH OXOTY no 3aBeneHH5I KOH5IpCTBa,

i 3aKnHK \"BonbHo-3KOHOMHQeCKOrO 06llteCTBa u
npo p03Bin CBiHChKOiCKO-

THHH Ta npo 3HaqiHH5I yrHo\"iHHst noniB 11) Mir 3HaHTH BinrYK xi6a B no-
. v .

MlIUHl.\\bKHX Konax, I.QO, 3BHLlaHHO, He BH3Haqae BIACYTHOCTH B HHWHX CY-

cninbHHX sepCTBax iHTepecy .0;0 p03Be.o;eHHSI CBiHCbKOi xy.a06H, flKa, Ha

.n;YMKY axa,u. BaraniSl, 6yna xapaKTepHOIO 03HaKOlO rocno,uapCTBa YKpa-

iHCbKoro TMny, H Ha lltO npH XMenbHHl.\\bKOMY- Eor):taHi 3BepHYB YBary

naBno Anenc&KHH 12). 3 3aHena.o;OM iHTepecy .0;0 P03BO.lty BenHKoi xYA06H
notlana XYTKO p03BOnHTHCb xynooa .o;pi6Ha. 1738 POKY paXYBanOCb OBel.\\b

B Hi}KHHCbIOOMY nonKy-14163, l.fepHHriBchKoMy-31 164, nepeflcna\037cb-

KOMy-11328, KHIscbKoMy-21 872, MHpropoJtcbKOMY - 6 359, ra.o;5IQb-)

1) A p X H B Bop 0 H It 0 B a, IV, 40l.

2) T p y \037hi non TaB C K 0 HAp X H B H 0 M K 0 M H C C H H, XII I, 109-110.

3) K H e B C K a H eTa p H H a, 1889, VII, 137.

\037)B a p a HOB, CeHaTCKHH APXHB, 18.

5) lb., 162.

6) lb., 675.

7) M 0 n 3 a n e ,8 C K H A, ManopocCHHcKHA: POAocnoBHHK, I, 244.

8) X a H e H K 0, ,Z:(H3PHYW, 290.

9) C 6 0 P H H K P y C C K 0 r 0 H C TOp H 'I e C K 0 roO - B a, CXIV, 32.

10) T p y J1 bY Bon b H 0 - :9 Ie 0 H 0 M H '{ e C K 0 roO 6 I.U e C T B a, 1768, VIII, 33.

11) lb., 1766, III, 79-83; II, 57 -63; 1767, IV, 109 - 118; 1771,IX, 132 - 154;
1773, XXIlI, 138-161 Ta HHWi.

1\037)n Y T ewe C T B HeM a K a p H $I, II, 31.)))
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35. 46. 63. 66; to genetin. 17: to intellect. 21. 27.
28.39.54.75: to intuition. 20. 21.27.28,32,33.39.
54; to meiaphysiCli. 18. 29. 35, 40. 46. 55. 58. 62.
83, 89; to natural. fonnative causes, 33: to time.
19.28.36.37.39.40.66.67.83: to universal. crea-
tive enerlY. 15-18.29.37. 38.66

indWltrial. 23. 25. 74.80.81
invenlion oCform in. He Concave
law of. SI!I!Law
miMion or. 29. 30.35
modem.35, 36. 39. 41.43. 59. 71-73.86

in relation to Communism, 22. 23; to politics. 22-
24: to prehistoric art. 22; to reliCion, 22. 23. 25.
26; rapid changee or fonn in. 40; reftec:tionll in.
59; revolutionary period of. 25. SO. 79. 90. 91

motion in work oC.Bel!Archipentura
Nelro. tlee Negro art
new. 40.41.43-45.52.59.67. 74.79. 8l. 82. 85.87
Oriental. see Oriental

origin of form in, 31.36
reftection of liCein. 66
Roman. He Roman

Artist, 18.20, 21. 24. 30. 35. 38. 39. 51. 57. 68. 62.64, 66,
84.87

modern. see also Art, modern, 23. 44. 4S. 47. 58. 60.
64.75.88.89

Aaaociation. 30. 31.36. 37.53.56.67.69,61.67

A88yrian. 23.41. 73.75
Athens, see Greek
Atom. 33. 37)

AU8traiian Bushman. 44.47.56
Balance. 34.43.60.61. 64,80. 88
Baroque. 40. 82.83
Beauty. 15. 20. 30. 3l. 35. 36. 39. 59. 75. 76. 84. 86, 87.

89.90
Berlin. \037.65. 7L 82. 86
Biology. 33. 34. 39. 40, 58
Block. SI!I!Cube
Bored-through. flee Form.Perforation. Void
Buddhiam. 75. 88
Byzantine. 22. 73)

CaWM\"9.abstract. creatiye, formative, uniyersal, 29. 31.
34.39

Cells. 15.19.27-29.33.34.54.Plate A. p. 16
Ceramics. 85
Chanle. 28,.29. 32. 33.66.67.76.90

creath'e. psycholOlical. 19-21. 27
in nature. 20. Z1

Chinese. 23. 56-MI.6L 72. Plate J. p. 57

Christianily. 71. 83, 84, 88
ClaMic. see Greek
Collage. 64. 65, 85. 86
Color

in coll\"l;e. 64. 65; in con8tructions. 44. 46. 47. 59, 63.
87; in Japanese prints. 49; in painting. 35. S5. 65;
in three-dimensional sculpture. Bee Polychromy

united with fonn. 44. 45.47.75.76; in nature. 41. 44.
45. 76; in lICulpto-paintin,. 36-44. 47. 48. 63. 76.
77. 82, Diagram I. p. 42

Communiam. 22. 23
Concave. 51.55. 60. 75. 78.80-83.86, 87. 90, Diagram 11,

Plale 160. Dialram VI. p. 52

Egyptian. Italian and NeIra. 51, 52, Diacram III.
IV, p. 51. Diagram V. p. 52

in collage. 64: in constructions. 47; in reflections. 59.
60; in sculplo.painting. 40-44, 52, 53, Diagram I.
p. 42: in three-dimensional sculpture. 51.53. 55.
Diagram VI, p 52; in transparenciH. 60

Concretion of abstract. see Abstract
Cone. 47. 78
Cones and Cylinders. by Cezanne. 77
Conrusion, 22. 23. 25.26.36.49.53.65
Consciousness. 19

creaUve.18.2O.21.29.32.37-39.57.58
Conseratiyi8m. 20, 26. 30. 31. 44
Construction, 15,33.34.Plates E. F, p. 33

artislic. 44. 46. 47. 55. 64. 65. 70. 75, 85
Constructivism. 22.64.65.74.80-82.85
Contrast. 45. 59. 61
Convex. 43. 47. 59-61. Diagram VI. p. 52

inLegraled with concave. S3. 54. 72. 74. 78-80. 82. 85
Creation. 71

artistic. 74. 80. 84-87
Creativeness, 19.21.71-73.76, 82. 83. 85, 86. 87 (footnote)

in cells. 15. 32. 33
universal, in relation to instinct and intellect. 27.30.

32. 33
Cretan. Mycenaean. 77
Criticism and Critics. 20. 21. 24.26. 35. 38. 40. 45, 47-49.

53.58.70.71.78.81.84.88)))
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Cro.. see Symbol
Cryelallization and Crystaill. 31.70

in arl. 49; carved, 60. 61
snow. 31. 32. Plate C. p. 31

Cube. 70. 79. 85. 86. 91
Cubism. He 01110Cubista. 22. 40. 48.50. 53. 70.72. 77, 78.

79 (lootno\037).85. 88. 89

compared with American Indian. Inca. Japaneee.
Mayan. N\037groand Oriental art. 49

contrasted with geometrization in work of Archi-

penko. 47. 49. SO; with aculpto-peinling. 43. 53.
77-79

orilin of. 48.50
Cubists. see also Cubiam. 34. 37. 49. 53. 70. 78. 88. 89
Curve. 47. 61. 78. 87.90

Cylinder 47.78)

Dadaism. 22. 39. 49 (footnote). 50. 82
Danish. prehistoric. 56. 67. Plate P. p. 57
Decorarion. Be, Arl. decorative
Deformation. 21.22.39.40.85.88
IHmaterialization. Bee also Abstraction. of concrete. 15.

21.27.35.37.54.55.84
Depth

in const.ructions. 47. 85; in Italian inlaglio. :51. Dia.

,ram III. p, 51: in painting. 55. 56; in reflections.
59; in 8Culpto-painLinl. 43. 44. 47. 65; Diagram I.
p. 42

Design and Designer. 61
industrial. 80. 81.85
symbolic. 61. 62
textile. 61
visual. 85

Distortion. &ef!Deformation
Draftsman. 78. 83. 84
Drawing. 62.63.71.79.80.82.84.88.90
Dream. BItItSubconsciousness
Dualism. 38. 60
Dynamism. HI! aiM) Energy. Force. 21. 27.29.32.36.79

cosmic. 15. 17. 21. 29-31. 39. 40)

Easlern. see Oriental
Ecole de Paris. 50
Ecole des Beaux Arts. 75
Egyptian. 22. 23. 32.39-41.44.73.79.85.88.91

inlays. 64
pressed.in relier, 52. Diagram IV, p, 51

Emotiun (and Feeling). 19. 28-30. 35. 46. 53. 54. 58. 59,
63. 66. 67, 89

latent. see also Subconsciousness. 19
Energy. Uf! aiBo Dynamism, Force

creative, univenual. 15-21. 27. 29. 37.39. 45. 54. 74:
in animals. man. nature. plants. 15. 11; in relation
to art. 15. 17. 18. 29. 37, 38. 66; to invention. 15.
17. 18; to reliltion. IS, 17

Environment. 59. 60

Equivalence. 44. 46.53-55.67. 75,8.1.88.R9
Eskimo. 47
Eaole-ric, 36. 61
EII(hetic, 20. 30-32. 3S, 36. 39.41. 43.49. 52. 57. 59.61.

64. 75. 7ti. 8.1. 89
Eu flllM'

lo:aslt-rn. 8:1)

Weatern. 81
Evolution. 20, 'no 45.58
Exhibitions

AndenlOn Geller)'. New York (1928) Archipenlu....
66

Annory Show. New York (1913).71 (footnote)
Charlottenbufl CutJe. Gennany. (1956).84.86
Conelrudjvist (1920). 85
New School for Social Research. New York (1928)

Archipentura. 66
118rh one-man show (1957). 26
11Uh one-man show, 82
Salon d'Autumne. 7I
Salon des Independent.. 71.72.81 (footnote)
Section d'Or. SO.89

.:San FranciRCo (1951).80
Travellins Exhibit of Archipenko works. 71. 82
Venice Biennale (1920).22.88
(List of alilarite. individual and retrospective

Archipenko exhibitions. 91.94)
Experimentation. Experimenter. 35. 36. 43. 44. 52. 64.

56.58.59.61.70.72.74.78.83.85.86.89.90
Expression. artistic. 28. 46.59.61. 82

Expressionism. 22. 50.89)

Feeling. He Emotion
Florence. 81 (footnote). 89
Foraminifera. 32. PIaLe D. p. 32
Force. Bel!0180Dynamism. Energy. 75

abstract. 21, 32. 39; uniting with matler. 29. 30, 37.
38

crealive. univera1. 39. 64
latent. 20. 54
of nature. 27

Fonn.31.38.40.48. 59. 60.63.66.72.74.75.78.89
absent or non.existent. 58
abstract. 39. 57. 58. 82. 83. 85
allied with mat.rials. 46

amplification or reduction of by color or texture. 36
combination of negalive and positive. .ee Nesative.

Positive
concave. He Concave
convex. see Convex
IIat. 60
geometric. 34. 37. 48. 49. 53. 75, 78-80.87.90; Plates

E. F. p. 33: Plal.e9 G. H. I. p. 34; in conatrucLions.
46. 47. 49: in narure. 15. 31.32. 56, 74; in painting.
48. 49. 65; in sculpto.painting. tire

.
Sculplo. paint.

in\302\253:in scultpurt>. lWf!Sculpture
in collage. 64. 65; in constructions. 46. 47. 63; in

drawing. B(OrDrawine: in painting. 34. 36. 65. 67;
in BCulpto.painting. ue Sc:ulpto-painting; in sculp-
ture. IWI!Sculpture

in relation to abstract roree. 33: to hunger and sex.
31

invt'rsion uf. or carved in. see Concave
naturftl, 38, 39. 43. 79. 81.82, 90
ne-gative and positive, .ee Negative. Positive
or SI)ace. see Space
rf'ftecl.ed, 59
stylistic. 38. 39. 48
\037ymholk.30. 31. 37.46.47. 62, 79
transrormaliun ur. see Transformation)))



tl1lNlparent.. see lransparency
united with color. see Nature. Polychromy. Sculplo-

paintinl
unive...1. 33

Forwardne88. IIl!e 0/80 Movernt'nl onward. ProKre!IAion.
21

Four-dimeneionalily. see Relalivily. theory o(

Fra,menlBtion. 35. 37
Futurism and Futurist. 22. 49. AS)

Galleries and Museums
Andenon Gallery. New York, 66

Charlottenburw eulle. 84. 86
Der Sturm Gan.rie.. 82
Folkawang MU9E'um.HaKt'n, 82

GUllenheim. Solomon. Museum. Nt'w York. 81

(rootnote )
Hedel\037rtGallery. SO
HesaiscMs Land.llmulK\"um. DarmHLBdl.25. 82
Kunathalle. Mannhein.. 82. 83
Kunelhalle. Reddinl!:h.U8\302\253'n.82. R3
La Boelie Gallery. SO
Louvre. 71,75.80,85
Melropolitan Museum. New York. 71
Mount Wileon Observatory. 17
Museum of Natural HisLory, New York. J4
New School ror Social Research. New Ynrk, 66
Yerkes Observatory. 17

Genelics. 17. 19.27
Geniua. 70. 76. 86. 89. 90
Geometric. Geomet.rization, \037eFonn. leamelrir
Gennany, 71.73. 85
God. 75. 84
Goda. 88
Gothic. 21.22. 39.40.56.74.76.90.91
Grace. 71.73. 75. 79. 81.86
Greek. 39. 57. 73. 74.76. 77.84.86.88

eerly. BI!I!also Antiquily. Archaism. 39. ft.').91
late. 39, 91)

Halley's cornt't.. 17. Plate A. II, 16
H.nnony. 20. 34.38. 43-45. 6D.61. 64. 76. 82.86.88. 90
Heads. see Portraits

HerediLy. 5-4.69
Hindu. 22. 23. 40
Hole, KI' Void
Hollowed.out.. Bel' Cone8v.)

Idea. see 0180Intellect. 29. 39. 46. 63. 82

Imagination, 30,70,90
Imitators. 72-74. 81
Inca. 49. 60
Indian. American, 22. 3.1.41.44. 47. 49. 91
Industrial. HI! Arl. Design, M.....ri.ls
Inheritance, IU!I!Heredity
Inlay. 64
Innovalion. ue Archipenko. Alexander. in Namr Ind('1C
Insect. 34. 56. Plalea G. H. I, I). 34
Instinct

in animal.. 15. 34; in man. Bet!also Inluition. 15. 19,
20.22. 29. 33. 34. 37

InlBllio, 80, 84
Ital ian. 51. Di.K ram III. I). 51)

105)

In....lI\037t(and Intelli,l:encp). 15. 22. 27.30. 46. 68. 59. 67.
73. 89

in relatinn lo arl, 21. 27. 28. 3.1. 39. S4, 75; \037I
t'motion. 29; 10 ronn.. 3.1. 34. 37-39. 91: to invrn.
lion. 27. 2H

Intedt'renc('. 22. 23
Inlrrnalional rt'<'OKnilionor Archill..nko. 73. 82
Intuilinn, Ii\"\"01110(n\"lincl. Suh('onACioURnrll'l.IS. 20. 21.

27. 28.32. \0371.39. 54
Inv('nler, Invpnlion. InvrnlivenP.SII. Ill'e also Ar(:hilN'nku.

Alexand\",. in Name Ind.x. 15. 19, 23. 28. 33. :16.
37.39,40.44.46.49.55.59.71.89.90

in r('llItinn In K('nt'tics. 17; to inl..nf'd, 27. 311; to
m..tallhysics. 18; 10 l)araU..liarn. 31: to univ.rsal
pnprKY. 17, 18

Invrrsion. .\"1'Art. Cnn\302\253'\"BvP.Form, Scull.tur..)

J al)a neSt'
mUllical inslrumrnt (suma-koto). 61

IJrin\"\".49)

Ki('v. 71. 81.8.1.86. H9
Kit'v A('ad.my o( Art. 71.HI. 90
Kn,m.\"UH.77)

Lao('oon. 57. 1)14
I\037h'nl.114'\"For('t'. Sutx'onMCiouMhC'H!t
I.aw

('onlltrul'liv('. :J4. 70
('J('aliv(', univt'r!tB1. IH. 19. :1-4.55
or art 70. 72. i5; or as-OIfM'iatinn.54; 01 duali!tm. :JR;

of d)-namiMm. :12; ur .'volutinn anrl .:rowlh, 20: n(
rOrmti. :J4: nr mnlinn. 2M; o( l)arH11('1illm. 31: \"r
transmutalion. \037

1\"\302\253\"8fl\"r.70, 72. 73. \037
lA'S f)f>mf,i.ou,l/\"s,fA\";/:nflll. hv l)ic'a!t94l.4\037)

Li\302\253hl.34. :)6. 53. 72. 74. K4.Ell)
..It>t.tri('.insictp. :16.60. (jI. H3.tW. A6
in ('onMlrudionM. 6.1. 1).4; in IJainlin.c. :).'i. (;5; in

Ilnlydaromf' S('ul.ltuno. 4rl: in \",'ull.If1.paintin.:. 4:1.
44. 6:J.64. 82: in M'uillturf'. fi....ScullJturf'

mfldulol ion fir. 60. (;I
Unt'o 38. 43. \"6. 48. 59-6:J. 67. 71.73. 75. 714.7\037).81. 82.

HS.H6.8H.90
in !iCull)tu'l>aintin\037.43. 7\": in !K'uIIJlurc'.'w\"

Sc-ull)turp
lIymholi(', 61. (;2. 75

I.uminosity. 60. 8(;. 8.\037)

Manirpsto
o( Ar('hilM-nkn. \"... 45
or CnnKIrudivi!'ils. 8S

Marxism. 1If'f'CommuniMm
MaM.IU'\" Volum('
MastN. 82. 89
Malprial. Matrrialfl. 37. :18.55.Slt (10.()II

industrial. 74. 80.82
ust'd hy Archilwnko. 72. 75.79.141.91

in coUat:f'. 64. 65: in ('onHtru('lionH. 45,47, 49, ('4,
74.76, 80.112.8!i. 86: in r('flf'('linnM,59. (;0. 74.7(i.
86. fl9; in sculillo.paintin\037,:17. 40. 41. 4:1.45. 47.
49, 53. 64. 72. 75.77. 79: in trun.'iI)Qrrncir'!t. 47.
60.61. 84. AS)))
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varit'ties of: aluminum. 72. 84. 85: bra&!!, 59. 76.
M: hron7.e. 75, 79. 83. 88. 89: cardboard. 79, 85.
89: copper. 47. 59. 76. 89: fibers. 80; formica. 26:
German silver. 76; clall8. 40. 47. 49. 59. 61. 64. 72.
74.76.80-82: ludtl>. 61. 81. 84: marble. 61. 80, 85:
metal. 40. 47. 59. 60. 64. 72. 74.77. 80-83. 85. 86.
88. 89; MelCican onyx. 75; mirror. 47. 74. 89;
moth\037r-of-pearl.86; IJaper. 85. 86; papier.mAche,
40. 72. 75. 76. 85: plaster. 79, 85; plastiC8. 35. 36.
47. 61. 80. 81.84; platell. se,. metal: plexillass. 60.
61. 72, 84. 86: scrt\"enfl.47; sleel. 47. 60.80: sLont!.
89. 91; stonell. precioull and gemi.precioull. 75. 83;
ttorra cot... 72. 75. 79. 81. 83. 88. 90: tin. 76. 89:
wire. 64; wood. 40. 47. 49. 61. 64. 72. 74-77, 79.
80. 82. 85-90

Mathematics. 71. 72. 88-90
MaUer. 19.27.29. 37. 38. 45.74

abstraction of. 15. 20. 21. 27. 35. 37, 5<t.55.84
and spirit. se.. Spirit
as symbolic Corm. 37
dematerialization of. 5U ahstradion of
in relation to chan,e. 27: to space. s,,! Space
unity of, with ahstracl force. 29. 30. 35. 38

Mayan. 49

Memory. 34. 5-4.57. !is

Metamorphosis. Sf'1.'Transformation

Metaphysics, IR. 29. 32. 35. 40. 46.55.58.62.83.89
Mind. 51''' also IntellE'ct

individual. 29
universal. 15. 18. 19. 29. 32, 37

Minerals. 15.20.27.29.33.37
Mobile. Mobiles. 80. 81
Monochrom\037,see Sculpture. monochrome
Motion and Movement. 87.88

bodily. racial. 40. 66
in Archipentura. 65-67. 83; in constructions. 47. 80:

in painting. 65. 66; in sculpto.painting. 80; in

sculpture. 67. 79; in work of Archipenko (in
\037eneral).75. 79. 86.89. 90

IK'rpeLual. in nature. 27-29. 66
Movement onward. Me#!also Forwardness. Pro\037re8llion.

21. 38
MuS('ums. s,.,.Gallpries
Music. 23.30.35.40.45.47.53.67. 71. 74. 83. 90

of tht' sl)hert'S. 71
sil..ncf' (intl>rvals or omissions) and lIOunds in. 41.

58.80.90
Myslf'ry. 58. 71.84. 8.1)
Mylholol!Y. 44. 45)

Naturalism, 31. 36. 39.48.62.76,90
in work oCArchipenko. 38. 48. 62. 79. 82. 83

NalurE'. 20. 21. 27. 30. 34. 3.'i. 38. 58. 70. 79 (footnote).
81.8.',

abstract forcr.s of. 15.29.30
('olor and form unil\037in. 5'1' Color. Form
conlacl with. thrnu\037h('tolls. 15. 18. 19
('r..ative for('t'S of. 27. 29. 5-4
(orms or 51.act' in. 56
motion in. lOr\"Motion
Iransfurmations in. 30.32, 36-40: symbolic. 22, 62

Nt'hulaE'. 17. Plait' A. p, 16
Andromeda. 17. 31: Sar:iltarius trifid. spiral.)

whirlpool. 17

Neeative. 56. 59
combined with positive. 52. 53. 58. 78. 80, 84, 86. 90

Negro art. 40. 49. 51.52. 56, 75. 77, Diagram V. p. 52
New York. 65. 66. 81 (footnote)
Newsf)apers. Periodicals. Publications

Art News, 22 (footnote). 26

ConRres8iorUJiRf!r:ord, 22 (footnote)
New York Times, 22 (looLnole)
OBservalorr Roma\". 23
Soir;es de Paris, 89

Te/e,ra/o Livorno. 22
Ultrainwn News, 22

Non-academic. 71.73. 82
Non.accidental. 39. 70
NC)n-existence. 78

maleriality of. 54. 55. 58. 74. 89
Non-naturalistic Dr non.realgLic. 22. 62

in work of Archipenko. 41,46.77.79.82.87-91
Non-symbolic. 51.55-58
Nucleus

biolo,ical. 19
cosmic. 70)

Observer of art. see Spectator
Obstruction. see Interrerence
Occidental. 40
Oriental

body movements. 40

geometrization in. 49

inlays, 64

sculpture. 60
Orientation, 15. 53

creaLive. 29. 45
instinctivp. intuitive or intellectual, 15, 21. 27. 28

Outline. see Line)

Painter. 88. 90

Painlins. 40. 65. 85-87. 89. 90
as sketch ror consLruction. sculpto-painting.

sculpture. 65
combined with sculpture in BCulpto.painting.

76. 78..79
contrasled wiLh sculpto-paintinc. 41, 43. 44. 77;

wilh sculpLure. 34. 35
in relation to formative law or nature. 34
new developmpnt of. in Archipentura. 65.67,83
Ihree.dimt'nsionality in. 65

Parallelism
law or. 31; in relation to art. 31. 54: to invention

and f)ro\037re5Sion.31
Paris. 25. 48-50. 65. 71.75.81.82.85,86,88.91
Perforalion. sre also Fonn. Void. 40. 43; Diagram I,

p. 42
Penian. 56-58. Plate J. I>.57

Perspective. 43. 55. 60. 77. 79

PhiloSOI.hy. 21. 22. 25. 28. 37.40. SO,59. 71.88, 89
of ne\037ation.30

PhysiololY. s,.e also Psycho.physiolo,ical. Psychology.
18. 19. 37. 39. 46. 59

Pionef'r.82.84.85.89
PlaJ:iarism. spe Imitators
Planes. 47. 59, 61.65.72,75,76.87)))



1)lal\\rts. 1').17.29. Platt' 1+.. p. 16

Plants. l!i. 20.27.31. 33, 34.37.66
Pol i tlC-S. 22. :!!). 50

Polychrumy. -40.45. 47, 63. 72. 75.77. 79. 83.85.88.90

Pompeii. 75

Portrait.. 62. 82

Positive, 60. 87
combilM'd with neJtalivp. 52. 53. 58. 78.80.84.86.90

Potency. 29. 30. 39

Power. 82. 85. 86. 89. 90

Primitive and Primitivism, 22. 82, 86. 88. 91

ProKrrss, ProgreMion. 18.20.21. 27.29. 31

Proportion. 89. 90

PsychoanalysiR. 1ft

PsycholoKical, 18.20. 37. 39. 44.46. 53. 54. M).5K. 61. 62.

66. 67

Psychology. Ilrl! aillo Psycho'r)hysioloKical. Physiology.

20.23.32,35.39.46

Psycho-physiological. 51'1' ulso PhysioloKY. PsycholOCY.

30-32. 35.37.54.59. 6l)

Realistic Manirellto. of Gabo and Pevsner. 8S

Rebel. 71. 81

Reftection. 36. 47. 55. 59. 60. 74. 76. 89
Reincarnation. 19, 54

IUlativity, 19. 3D. 31. 35.37. 45. 53. 54. 59

theory or. 50. 65. 67.71.73
IUlief (Dr relievo). -4S. 51. 52. 60. ft7

dell a Robhia. 41

EKYptian. 51
in collage. &4: in constructions. 47. 60: in lICulplo-

painting. 40.43, 47. 48. 76.79. 85

IntrKraled with concave. 53. 80

Italian. SI

Religion. IS. 17. 19. 22. 23. 25. 26. 32. 37. 39. 40. SO. 54.

74. 75. 84

beeed un symbolism. 30. 46

RenaillSllnce. 40

Revolution
artistic. Sf'r Art

cosmic. 74. 87

Revolutionary. 72, 76. 79

Rhythm. 20. 34. 36-38, -43. 45, 52. 58, 60. (il. 6-4. 66. 67.

71. 73-75. 77.79.83.87.90
Roman. 39. 80

Ruuia. Russian. 23. SO. 85, 88)

Science. 19. 20. 22.25. 28. 33. 37.40. 45. SO, 54. 71. 90

Christian. 18
Scientist. 18

atomic. 19. 33

Sculpto-f)aintinK. 36. 37. 40-44. 55. 65. 72. 75.80. 82. 87.

DiaJ:ram I. 1).42

abstract in. 51'1' Abstract

collaJl:e in. 64. 65

color in, srI' Color
concavt\" in, 11\"1' Coneav..

conlraRtt>d with Cuhism. 43. 5;), 77.79: with I,aintin\".

41. 43. 44: with pnlyehrnmt' tI('ulf)lurt'. 41. -44. 77.

79

der)th in. 5('(' [H.r'lh
rorm in. 40.44.53.63.77. 78. \0372. 87

KPOmt'trization in, 47. 49. 53. 78. 79. 87)
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liGht and shl!ldow in. 43, 44. 63.64.77.82
line in. 43. 78

maLerials in, Bf'r Materials

reftrction in, 59. 60

relief in. 40-43. 47. 48. 76-79. 85

space in. 40.41. 43.44.64. 76. 76.79.87

style in. 41. 44
symbolism in. 41. 43. 44

technique in. 41. 43.44.49.76.79.82
Lt-xLure in. 40. 43. 47. 48
unity or color and rorm in, 40.45. 63. 7S. 76

Sculptor
ancient. 56. 60. 84

modern, 44. 49. 78. 82.88. 90

Sculpture. 47. 60. 72. 73. 76.82.85.90
and style. 40

concave. \037r Concave

contraslm:l with painlinK. 34. 35
rorm in. 34.36.40.60.77.79.81. Diagram I. p. 42

geometric. 48.50. 88. 89

in ludt.e and plexildaSll. 6l
in relalion to forma live laws or naturt\". 34: to

rJreliminary ske\037he8. 63. 65

liKht and shadow in. 3S. 4S. 53. 67. 75. 77. 83. 86.
87. 90

line in. 61. 71.73. 81. 85. 90

rnudern.35.51.72. 78.79.85.89.91

molion in. 67. 79
1)OIychrome

American Indian, andent. buroque. Gothic. 40. 41.
4<4. 4S. 47

contrasLed with monochromt\" 8Culptu\037. 44. 46. 47.

75.90; with sculpto.l)ainling. 41. 43. 4<4. 77. 79

modern. 44.45. 72. 7S. 79
sJ)ac\037 in. 55.58. 78. 79.90.91

symbolic. 35
Srct;on o'Or. 50. 89

Sensuousnp8S,30. 31. 33. 35, 40.58.62.71. 77. 78

Sexuality. 31. 40

Shadow. 34, 35. 53. 74,87
in cunstructions, 63. 64: in painting. 35. 65; in

scuh.lo.painlinJ:. Ilrr Sculpto.paintin,: in &Culp.
turt\". Iff''' Sculr)lure

ShalH\". srI! Form
Simr)lification. 48. 49. 7S. 77

SkPtches. 63.65. 85. 90

Sound. 36. 37

in music. 40, 41. 47. 58

Spacp. 34. 36. 37.55.59.61. 66. 67. 71. 72. 78. 81. 87. 91
and moll ttA> r. 55.58. 61. 72. 78-80. 82. 86. 89; and Lime.

IS: in art. 19.66.67,83
rorm of. 55. SIt. 61. 64, 74. 7\037. 79. 83. 84. 91. Plate J.

I). 57

in Archipl'ntura. s\",. Archipeanlura: in collaKe. 64.

(;S: in (\"(Instructions. 47. 64. 85: in painting, 5S. 56;

in S,,'ulr)lo'r)aintinK. se,. Scull)to'painting; in sculp-

turea. Sf\"! Sculpturt\"

modt\"lIinlt (modulation) of. 43. 52. 53. 74. 75. 79.

83. 86, 87

SIH\"C'Lator of arl. 19, 36
crPRtivt\" partidr)ation or. with artist. 20. 21. 24. 26.

35.45.46.58.62,&-4
Sf)iril. IS. 19. 20. 23. 24. 25. 29.31. 33.36.44. 48. 72. 83.)))
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88
and maUer. 15. 27. 35. 37-39

Holy Spiril. 83. 84

Spiritual. 18-22. 24. 26. 28. 29. 32, 34-36. 39-41. 44. 45.

48.52.53.55.56.58.62.64.70

Spontaneity. 28. 29. 63. 64
SLar trails. 17. Plale A. p. 16
StaLic. see also Change. 20, 27.36.67

Style and StylizaLion. 34. 38-40. 45. 48. 87
ancient. 38. 76. 78

Egyptian. 39. 40

leometric. 47. 48
Gothic. 21. 22. 39. 40. 74

Greek. 39
Hindu. 22. 40

in mllace. 64: in drawing. 63. 82; in sculpLo.painl.

ing. 41. 44. 76; in porLraits. 62

\037ern. 25. 39. 40.52.61. 73.77. 81.82.88
NeIra. 40

RomBn. 39

Subconsciousness. 19,20.37.39.54
dreams. 19. 54

somnambulism. 29

trance, 21

visions. 54
SupremBtism. 22

SurreBlism. 22. 49 (\302\243ootnote)

Swastika. Bee Symhol

Symbol. see also Symbolism, 30, 31. 44, 54, 55, 61, 62.

74,75

01 absent form, 53, 55, 79

of the cross and swastikB. 46
three Lypes or: convention.\" 30. 46; individual, In

Brt, 30, 40; literary Bnd relicious. 30. 40

Symbolic. see Symbolism

Symbolism, see also Symbol. 22. 32. 33. 35.37. 43, 45.
46.87,89

Bnd Bbstraction, 30, 45, 64
as basis of Brt, 30; of muaic, 30; of religion. 30. 46

in concave, \0372; in constructions. 46, 47; in portraits,
62; in !leulpto-painting, 41. 43, 44

in connection wiLh metaphysica, 46, 64

01 negBtive and positive. 58. 87; or SpBce, 55, 56. 58
relBtion to. of color. 46; of rorm, 46, 47. 62, 79; or

teature, 46)

Taboo. 23

Tanalra. 44

Technique. 25, 32. 36. 38-40. 45-47, 49. SO, 53. 55. 56,
59.61.63-65.70.89.91

in lCulpto-painLin,. ue Sculpto.painting

TechnololY. SO. 80

Teatile8. 47. 61

TeaLure. 34, 36.38, 40. 43, 46-49, 63-65, 79. 85. DiBgrBm

I. p. 42

Three-dimensionality. see PBinting, Sculpto.painting,

SculpLure

Time. 28. 37. 39. 40
Bnd 8pace, 15; in art, 19. 66.67,83
in relBLion to change. 1:1. 40. 66, 67

Tiryn8. 77

Tr.\037ition, 72

Trance. see Subconsciousneu
Transformation and Tl'8nsmuLation. 20. 21, 1:1. 31, 36-

40.45.54.58.59.67,74

as universal cause 01 invention. philosophy, reli&ion,

acientific discoveries, 37
in Bnd or nBture into symbolic lorms, Me Nature
8tylistic. 22. 35, 38, 40

symbolic. 22
TrBnsparenciel. 36.47,55,60,61,64,84

in coliBle. 64; in constructions, 47
Truth. 15.25, 30

Twentieth century, 23,60,72,78,83,86)

UkrBine. 71, 76, 83, 85, 89

United Statea, 71, 83, 86
Unib. univenal. 15, 17

Universe. 17. 18.27-29.33.37.39.70,87
Unknown (The). 18. 19,29.31,72

Unknown lanluBee. 84

Utopia. 29, 54)

VBtican. 21. 23.88
Void, see also Ablence. 40. 43. 66. 57. 75. 80.83, 86. 87.

89.90
Bnd matter or volume. 72. 74, 78. 82. 85. 89

Volumt'. 56.58. 78.80. 82. 83. 85. 88. 89

and void. see Void)

Wisdom. sre Intellect)

NAME INDEX)

Apollinaire. Guillaume. 25. SO. 89

Archipenko. Aleaander.

Cubist period or. 37. 49, 79. 85. 88. 89

diversity or. 18. 20. 21. 26. 36, 38. 72, 74.76. 81-83.
85. 88.90

geomeLriution or. conlrasted wiLh Cubism. 47. 49.
53

inftuence of. 58.70.72.74.76,77.81.82.85.89.91
influence of his fBther upon. 71, 83,89,90
inftuence of hi8 IrBndfaLher upon, 90
innovBtions of. 35. 43. 49, 51. 52. 58. 60. 74-81. 83.

87.89)

inventions or, 21. 36. 38. 40.44. 6.'5-67. 71.7.'5. 78. 81.

82. 89. 90. DiaKram I, p. 42

non-nationBlisLic aspect of. 73

workin.: pmcf'8S Dr. 21. 56.63
Auerbach. Arnold. 25. 75, 78. 79. 80
BBch. Johann SebastiBn. 71

Barr. Alrred H.. Jr.. 25.49 (lOOLnotr). 77.84.8.')

BBrye. Antoine Louis. 73
Baslpr. Adolph\037. 25. 78

Beethoven. Ludwi.: van. 24. 33. 58

Bercson. Henri, 31. 55. 57.87.89
Bittf'rmBn. EleBnor, 84)))



Blak8hear. Kathleen. &c

Bleriot, Louia. 60

Boccioni. Umberto. 85.91
Bnnc:uai. Conet.antin. 81. 89

Bnque. Geor.\". 48, 50
Bulliet.. C. J.. 25. 70.71.7&.80

Burchard. Ludwig. 86
Calder. Aleunder. 80

C.ld.....lI. Enkine. 83. 84

Caruso. Enrico. .....
Cueon. Stanley. 25. 73

Cendran. Blaise. 72. 73
cezanne, Paul. 48, 49. 77

Cheney. Martha and Sheldon. 25.85
Cheney. Sheldon. 78

Csaky.Joseph.78

Diubler. Theodore. 25.77.87
Darwin. Charles Robert. 31

Delauney. Robert. 50

Duehamp. Marcel. 50

Duehamp. Villon. Raymond. 50. 78
Dumont, Pierre. SO

Ediaon. Thomu Alva. 50. 65
Einstein. Albert. 19. SO. 65. 67. 71.73
Epstein. Jacob. 73

Faulkner. John. 84

Fent, Serge. 50
Freud. Si\302\253mu.nd. 31

Fried. Ale.ander. 80. 81
FUr1.waengler, Wilhelm, 63. 83

Cabo. Naum. 85
Cardner, Helen. 85

Genelli. Bonaventura, 71, 82

Ciacometli. Alberto. 80
Giedion-Welker. Carola. 74. 81.82

Gleizea. Albert. &0

Goll. Ivan. 25. 50. 60. 74. 75, 88. 89

Greco, EI. 85

Gris. Juan. 50
Gueenon, Pierre. 25. 89

Halle. Fannina W.. 79

Hartlaub. G. F.. 70. 86
HekLer, Muim, 86

Hildebrandt, Hana. 25. 76-78. 89-91

HitJer. Adolf. 23

Ulynka. A.. 83
Holubet.&. Nicola. 73

Hope. Henry ft.. 25. 91
Hordynaky. Sviatoalav. 1-3

UUfUet. George, 49 (rODtnoCe)

KandUwky.Vasily.79

Karpren. Fritz. 70

Kuhn, Alfred, 83

Kupka. Frank, 50
La Fontaine. Cardi...1 (PaLriarch or Venice). 22. 25.

26.88
La Freenaye.de.lto,er. 50

LaOUe,66)
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Laurencin. Marie. 50
uurens. Henri. 78. 85

Le Beau. Aleide. 50
Le Faueonnier. Henri Vietor Gabriel. 50

Leger. Fernand. 50
LeibniLz. GoLd ried Wilhelm van. 72
Lhote. Andr\037. 50

Link. Erich. 86

LipchiLz. Jacqun. 72, 78. 82. 91
M.cnielli. Alberto. 81 (rootnote)

Maillol. Aristide. 71. 74
MarcouBSi.. Louts. 50

Marconi. Guglielmo. 19

MardenLeig. Arnold. 25. 71. 72

MatLer. Herben. 80
Mengelber,. Joeer Willem. 63

MeLzincer. Jean. 50
Michelan,elo Buonarroti. 23

Moholy-NBCY, Laszlo. 80. 81
Moore. Henry. 72. 81. 82. 84

\037Y8huha. Luke. 73. 74

Osborn. M B.. 70

Pevsner. Antoine. 85
Phidias. 91

Picabis. Francis, 50

PiCB880. Pablo. 48.50. 70. 72.73. 78. 82. 85. 89
Plato. 28. 29. 87, 87 Uootnol.e). 88
Pra.iteles. 91

Ramsden. E, H.. 81. 83

Raynal. Maurice. 25. 72. 88

Re'h8ult. Ale.andre Georle8 Henri. 71
Rembrandt van Rijn, 34

Robbie. della. Luc:a. 41

Rodin. Fran\037i8 AUlusLe. 71. 75. 82. 90. 91

Ronebek, Arnold. 53
Rubens. PeLer Paul. 79

St. Au\302\253uatine. 88

St. John. &c

Schacht. Roland. 25. 79
Schiller. Johann Christoph Friedrich von. 31

Schnier. Jacques. 82
SeUl1lt. Georges. 34

Shevchenko.1raras.83

Sile.. Karl. 25. 83. 84

Spencer. Herbert, 31

Springer, Anton. 70
Survace. Leopold. 50

Tchaikovsky. Peter I1ich. 83
Ternovez. B., 72

Thoma. Hane. 79

Villon. Jacques. 50
Vinci. de. Leonardo. 71. 90

Walden. Herwarlh. 50
VVescher. Herta. 85

WesLheim. Paul. 77.87
VVichert, Fritz. 82

Wiese, Erich. 13-15,25.75.82,83,87)))
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